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Abstract
This study aims to investigate the underlying mechanisms which govern the
development of dense defect networks in nanoscale crystal plasticity, either under contact and
uniaxial loading conditions, with emphasis on the onset of intermittent avalanche phenomena.
The investigation is based on a comprehensive set of massive molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations performed with embedded-atom method potentials in face-centered cubic (FCC)
and body-centered cubic (BCC) crystals.
The first part of the thesis concerns the combined role of elasticity and plasticity in
nanocontact loadings, where attention is given to the mechanisms leading to the formation of a
permanent nanoimprint as well as to the onset of material pile-up at the contact vicinity. It is
found that the topographical arrangement of the slip traces emitted at the surface into specific
deformation patterns is a distinctive feature of the underlying dislocation glide and twinning
processes occurring in FCC and BCC crystals as a function of temperature and surface
orientation. A mechanistic analysis is made on the influence of the defect nucleation events in
conjunction with the development of entangled defect networks upon the material hardness and
its evolution towards a plateau level with increasing indenter-tip penetration. Complementary
MD simulations of the uniaxial stress-strain curve of the plastically deformed region are carried
out with the purpose of establishing a direct correlation between nanoscale material responses
attaining under uniaxial and contact loading conditions. The results of this comparison illustrate
on the key role played by defect nucleation processes on the formation of permanent
nanoimprints, which differs from the conventional view in that in micro and macroscopic scales
imprint formation is essentially governed by the evolutionary character of a preexisting
(entangled) defect network: the greater the dislocation density, the larger the measured
hardness. In overall, this work provides a fundamental insight into the understanding of why
BCC surfaces are harder than FCC surfaces at the nanoscale.
A statistical physics background is devised to investigate the influence of the dislocation
mechanisms on the onset of avalanche events that are inherent to crystal plasticity. The analysis
is predicated upon the notion in that the size distribution of such avalanches follows power-law
scaling. To investigate the avalanche size distributions in cubic crystals, a group of novel MD
simulations are performed where the computational cells containing a periodic arrangement of
a preexisting dislocation network are subjected to uniaxial straining under displacement control
at different strain rates and temperatures. Under sufficiently slow driving, the dislocation
networks evolve through the emission of dislocation avalanches which do not overlap in time.
This illustrates that the mobilized entangled dislocation arrangements exhibit quiescent periods
during each plastic (dissipative) event, enabling comparison with experimental results which
are also performed under strict displacement controlled conditions. The results illustrate on the
attainment of a transitional slip size separating two power-law avalanche regimes as a function
of the fundamental dislocation glide processes at the crossroads of self-organized and tuned
criticality models. Detailed analyses of the MD simulations furnish specific mechanisms
characterizing dislocation avalanche emission and propagation in FCC and BCC metals
throughout a wide temperature range, which is central in supporting the onset of the
aforementioned two power-law regimes.
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Resumen
En este estudio se investigan los mecanismos fundamentales para el desarrollo de las
densas redes de defectos que se producen durante la deformación plástica de metales mediante
ensayos uniaxiales y de indentación en escalas nanométricas. Estos procesos de deformación
plástica se caracterizan por la producción de eventos intermitentes o avalanchas de
dislocaciones. La investigación se basa en un extenso grupo de simulaciones de dinámica
molecular en las que se emplean potenciales interatómicos del tipo embedded-atom method en
cristales cúbicos centrados en las caras (CCC) y cúbicos centrados en el cuerpo (CC).
La primera parte de esta tesis discute el papel combinado de la elasticidad y plasticidad
en los nanocontactos. Se presta una especial atención a los mecanismos que llevan a la
formación de nanohuellas plásticas así como al desarrollo de apilamiento de material alrededor
del nanocontacto. Se encuentra que los arreglos topográficos de trazas de deslizamiento
(emitidas a la superficie) muestran patrones específicos de deformación, los cuales son a su vez
un rasgo distintivo de los mecanismos de deslizamiento de dislocaciones y procesos de
nanomaclado que ocurren en los materiales CCC y CC en función de la temperatura y la
orientación de la superficie. Se presenta un estudio mecanístico sobre la influencia de los
eventos de nucleación de defectos, que llevan al desarrollo de una compleja red de defectos,
sobre la nanodureza y su convergencia hacia un valor relativamente constante a medida que el
indentador penetra en la superficie. La modelización del comportamiento uniaxial de la zona
deformada debajo de las nanoindentaciones permite la correlación entre ambos tipos de
ensayos. Los resultados de esta comparación ilustran el importante papel que juegan los
procesos de nucleación de dislocaciones sobre la formación de nanohuellas plásticas, lo que
difiere (en términos mecanísticos) del comportamiento plástico convencional encontrado en
escales micro y macroscópicas, donde el carácter evolutivo de una red de defectos preexistente
gobierna la formación de huella, cumpliéndose así que cuanto mayor es la densidad de defectos,
mayores son también las macro y microdurezas. En general, este trabajo aporta un trasfondo
fundamental para comprender la razón por la que las superficies CC son más duras que las CCC
en la nano escala.
En la última parte de esta investigación se utilizan modelos de física estadística para
investigar la influencia de los mecanismos de propagación de dislocaciones sobre la emisión de
avalanchas plásticas. El análisis se basa en la noción de que la distribución del tamaño de las
avalanchas sigue una ley potencial universal. Para investigar esta distribución en cristales
cúbicos, se realizan un grupo de simulaciones novedosas donde las celdas computaciones, que
contienen arreglos periódicos de las redes de dislocaciones, son sometidas a cargas uniaxiales
a diferentes temperaturas y velocidades de deformación. A velocidades de deformación
suficientemente lentas, las redes de dislocaciones evolucionan a través de la emisión de
avalanchas que no se sobreponen en el tiempo, lo que ilustra que la movilización de las redes
ocurre de tal manera que se garantiza una alternancia entre periodos de inactividad y cada
evento plástico. La comparación entre resultados experimentales y computacionales lleva a
encontrar la existencia de una magnitud de deslizamiento crítico que separa a dos regímenes de
avalanchas cuya distribución de tamaños obedece leyes potenciales. Este resultado demuestra
que los procesos de avalanchas son claramente dependientes de los mecanismos de
deslizamiento e interacción de dislocaciones presentes en el material; aspecto que describe la
transición entre el modelo de criticalidad gobernada por la tensión y el de criticalidad autoorganizada. Las simulaciones muestran los mecanismos específicos que caracterizan la emisión
y propagación de avalanchas en metales CC y CCC en un amplio rango de temperatura, lo que
es de gran importancia para justificar la utilización de estos modelos de criticalidad.
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base-centered cubic
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cumulative distribution function
common neighbor analysis
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embedded-atom method
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finite element analysis
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resolved shear stress
stacking fault
stacking-fault energy
stacking-fault tetrahedra
self-organized criticality
self-tuned criticality
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indentation contact radius
circumferential contact radius
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indentation contact area
area swept by a gliding dislocation
Burgers vector
Burgers vector magnitude
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Hamiltonian
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Schmid factor
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particle momentum (vector)
mean pressure or contact hardness
probability density function
pressure tensor
applied force (indentation)
particle position (vector)
radial distance in a spherical contact
dislocation avalanche size
slip size
minimum slip size
time
temperature
melting point temperature
particle velocity (vector)
dislocation mean velocity
potential energy
volume
plastic volume
axis
vector defining the distance between a particle and the indenter center
axis
axis
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CHAPTER 1. PREFACE

CRYSTAL PLASTICITY has long been investigated by means of uniaxial and
indentation testing of metallic samples [1-10], where the deviation from the early elastic
response with increasing loading represents a clear indication of the onset of plastic deformation
[1, 4, 9, 11]. While elasticity is prescribed by the atomic bonding [4], dislocation glide is the
fundamental mechanism that leads to metal plasticity [3]. The presence of dislocation networks
prescribes the mechanical properties and strain hardening behavior of metals [3, 4], where the
collective glide of mobile dislocations in conjunction with the development of a dense
dislocation configuration essentially govern the overall plastic response. Size effects in metallic
samples [10] arise when the characteristic sample dimensions are decreased bellow 10 μm [3,
4, 12]. Under these conditions, plasticity becomes markedly affected by the finite sample size
due to the advent of surface dislocation annihilation in conjunction with the activation of singleended dislocation sources [3].
Figure 1.1 displays the stress-strain curves from uniaxial tests in pure nickel. Notice in
this figure that a decrease in sample size leads to a gradual increase in crystal strength and to
the attainment of markedly different strain hardening responses [13]. In accord with these
observations, indented metallic samples become much harder when probed with minute tip
sizes [14-16], which is along the lines of the well-established paradigm in that “smaller is
stronger” [10, 12, 17]. Significant research efforts [10, 13, 17-21] have been directed to model
such size effects in dislocation-mediated plasticity, which still remains as one of the most
challenging problems in the field of mechanics of materials
During the past few decades, the use of mean-field models led to new insights in the
understanding of crystal plasticity [10, 15, 18, 22-24]. Within this framework, the microscopic
features and local activities of the dislocation networks are homogenized within a representative
material volume using continuum (coarse-graining) approaches [19, 22, 23, 25]. The foundation
to such continuum analyses is that the strength scales with the dislocation density under the
concept of a representative material volume that contains a uniform dislocation distribution (or
density) [23, 26]. Continuum crystal plasticity theories have been used to understand and to
model plastic deformations under a wide range of loading configurations that involve fracture,
indentation and uniaxial testing [10, 15, 19, 27-30]. These theories are taken to furnished an
analytical toolbox to the assessment of macroscale (homogenized) continuum plasticity theories
for polycrystalline aggregates, where each grain can be assigned a specific orientation and strain
hardening characteristics [10, 24, 31-33]. Along these lines, an important topic that requires
further theoretical developments concerns the onset of plastic deformations in confined material
volumes (i.e. for sample dimensions < 5 μm [34]) where dislocation annihilation hinders
dislocation storage [35].
Indentation testing with nanometer-sized tips provides load-penetration curves that
tentatively exhibit three different contact regimes [14], see Fig. 1.2; (i) elasticity, (ii) first popin, marking the onset of plasticity as a function of crystal structure and surface orientation
through defect nucleation processes [21, 36-40], and (iii) generalized plasticity characterized
by the development of intermittent secondary pop-in events [14, 39, 41]. These pop-in
phenomena (plastic bursting) are illustrative of the fundamental intermittent character of
plasticity which challenges the aforementioned continuum mechanics analyses.
Intermittent crystal plasticity is also observed in micrometer-sized samples subjected to
uniaxial loading [34, 42-45], where collective dislocation gliding events (or avalanches) lead to
3
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the onset of discontinuities in the stress-strain curve (inset to Fig. 1.1). Although crystal
plasticity is a fundamentally discrete process, this feature only becomes evident in small
material samples which exhibit stress serrations during plastic straining (Fig. 1.1) [12, 13, 15,
16, 34, 46]. The distribution of avalanche sizes tentatively adheres to a power-law scaling,
which is also a characteristic feature of many dissipative phenomena [45, 47, 48]. Thus, the
intermittent development of dislocation networks can be analyzed under the analogy of an
externally-driven critical system [49], where the power-law scaling of the avalanche
distributions [42, 43, 45] indicates that the process is scale-free. This approach provides a
statistical background to the understanding of intermittent plasticity, which includes the onset
of a critical avalanche size [50], or cut-off value [46, 51, 52], under self-organized or stresstuned criticality models [42-45, 53, 54].

Figure 1.1. Stress–strain curves in nickel crystals at different size scales. Notice the onset of “elasticity” and
“plasticity” regimes marked for reference in the nanoscale stress-strain response, as well as the
intermittent features of plastic responses in small material samples. Adapted from Ref. [13].

Figure.1.2. Nanoindentation experiments in BCC tantalum. The arrows denote plastic intermittencies
(secondary pop-ins) in the load-displacement curve [14]. Adapted from Ref. [41].

Atomistic simulations are crucial in the understanding of crystal plasticity. These
computational schemes provide a direct visualization of dislocation gliding, dislocation
interaction and surface annihilation processes [55-57]. Of particular interest is the capacity to
perform molecular dynamics (MD) simulations using embedded-atom method potentials that
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are in principle capable of providing new insights into the understanding of the true dislocation
mechanisms that govern plastic deformation in metallic materials [13, 37-39, 58-66].
Although MD simulations of nanoindentation experiments have been performed in the
past [9, 16, 18, 36, 67-70], this thesis was initiated at a point where there was a lack of
knowledge in the open literature with regards to the dislocation mechanisms that lead to the
attainment of material pile-up patters in metal surfaces as a function of crystalline structure and
orientation, and to the specific dislocation mechanisms governing imprint formation, with clear
implications in the understanding of indentation size effects characterized by extreme hardness
values at the nanoscale [7, 9, 36, 37, 67, 71]. Moreover, it is noted that while there appears to
be a solid theoretical foundation to the statistical analysis of dislocation avalanches [43, 46, 47,
72], the use of these approaches in the characterization of dislocation-mediated plasticity has
not been attempted yet. In addition, a clear description of the underlying dislocation
mechanisms producing avalanche events remains to be clarified through atomistic simulations,
incorporating the role of crystal structure, temperature and strain rate.
This investigation aims to shed new light on the fundamental mechanisms that govern
the onset of plastic intermittencies as a main function of crystalline structure, loading rate, and
temperature. It is also endeavored to provide a fresh view to the dislocation processes by which
a permanent imprint is formed in nanoindentation experiments. The results are based on a
comprehensive set of massive MD simulations mimicking ultra-low load nanoindentation and
micropillar compression testing.
The structure of this doctoral thesis is as follows.
Chapter 2 gives a basic background of the dislocation glide theories in cubic crystals,
where special attention is directed to the onset of dislocation interaction and multiplication in
face-centered cubic (FCC) and body-centered cubic (BCC) metals. Chapter 3 describes the
basic scheme to run molecular dynamics simulations, including the specific procedures
employed in this investigation in the context of FCC and BCC crystals subjected to uniaxial
and indentation loadings. The embedded-atom method that describes interatomic interactions
is also briefly reviewed.
Chapter 4 presents results concerning the MD simulations of nanoindentation. An
insightful description of the fundamental crystalline phenomena that govern the development
of directional patterning of the emerging dislocations at the indented surface is given in this
chapter, along with the onset of specific material pile-ups around the contact as a function of
crystalline structure, orientation and temperature. This is investigated through the analysis of
slip trace emissions in conjunction with the evolution of the ratio between the contact depths,
marking pile-up development. It is shown that the evolution of the distinct defect arrangements
below the nanoimprints plays a key role in the topology of the slip trace patterning and in the
morphology of the material pile-ups. In addition, the nature of defect nucleation at the inception
of plasticity emerges as an important feature that governs surface morphology in both FCC and
BCC metals.
Chapter 5 is devoted to study nanoimprint formation processes including the analysis
of the hardness levels as a function of tip penetration attaining in FCC and BCC crystals. A
discussion is given on nanocontact-induced plasticity in terms of the defect nucleation,
interaction and multiplication mechanisms where, in particular, attention is given to evaluate
the role of the elastic moduli of the indented surfaces upon the measured nanohardness values.
The discussion provides a fundamental background to understand why BCC surfaces are harder
than FCC crystals at the nanoscale.
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Finally, Chapter 6 analyzes the distributions of dislocation avalanches in micropillar
compression experiments. The use of a novel MD computational procedure enables injection
of a dense (entangled) dislocation network in FCC and BCC crystals in which the avalanches
are emitted under subsequently applied uniaxial strains. The discussion illustrates on the onset
of a transition between two different power-law regimes as a function of the fundamental
dislocation glide processes during avalanche development. The analysis provides a statistical
approach to the understanding of intermittent crystal plasticity in the context of the interplay of
self-organized and tuned criticality models. The MD simulations furnish the fundamental
features of the dislocating glide processes in each of the above power-law regimes.
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THE ATOMIC BONDING determines the elastic properties of matter, where the
stronger the bond, the harder the elastic response [4]. This feature is evidenced in ceramic
materials whose elevated elastic moduli are the result of the preferentially strong covalent
and/or ionic bonds [4]. Materials with such hard atomistic bondings are typically susceptible to
develop brittle failure [4] as the crystals are unable to sustain further deformation. In contrast,
metallic bonds enable plastic flow to occur when the resistance to crystal slip is exceeded [73],
which leads to the formation of crystalline defects. A collective activity of such defects entails
the onset of irreversible (plastic) deformation, where propagation, interaction, and
multiplication of crystalline defects [3] are the underlying mechanisms that govern plasticity in
metals.
The two mechanisms that are associated with single-crystal metal plasticity are
dislocation glide and twinning. The geometrical features of these crystalline processes are well
defined and tend to occur in specific planes and orientations of the crystal lattice [3, 73] defining
the most energetically favorable paths for crystal slip [3]. In the following, dislocation glide
and dislocation interaction processes are discussed in cubic crystals, including the onset of
mechanical twining. The governing equations to crystal plasticity are further stated.

2.1. Dislocations and crystal plasticity
A dislocation is a linear defect in the crystal [73]. Dislocations can be visualized as a
consequence of the termination of atomic planes inside the crystal (Fig. 2.1(a)), where in the
proximity of the dislocation line (marked in blue in Fig. 2.1(b)), the surrounding planes bend
to accommodate the missing atoms, which produces lattice distortions [3, 73]. A closed circuit
(in red in Fig. 2.1(c)) is then constructed around the dislocation line T, allowing determination
of the magnitude and direction of the lattice distortion characterized through the Burgers vector
(Fig. 2.1(c)) [3, 4]. This construction is referred to as the Burgers circuit [3].
Ideally, a dislocation can be of edge or screw type [3, 56]. Edge dislocations have the
Burgers vector perpendicular to the dislocation line ( ⏊ T), while screw dislocation segments
have Burgers vectors in the same direction as the dislocation line ( || T). The latter geometry
are created by the application of a shear strain on one side of the dislocation line so that the
Burgers circuit terminates in the sheared plane, as shown in Fig. 2.1(c). Therefore, a helical
configuration develops around the dislocation line, thus resembling the shape of a screw [3]. It
is frequently encountered that dislocation segments exhibit a combination of screw and edge
characters [3, 4, 56] as the dislocation line are neither perpendicular nor parallel to the Burgers
vector. This type of dislocation is referred to as mixed dislocations, see Fig. 2.1(c).
According to the Schmid’s law [74], dislocation mobilization occurs when a critical
stress level attains on the glide plane. Such a critical stress (projected on the slip plane) is
commonly referred to as resolved shear stress (RSS), and governs the activation (glide) of a
dislocation segment.
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Figure 2.1. Dislocations inside a cubic crystal. (a) Representation of atoms (spheres) and closed-packed
planes (in blue). (b) The stack-of-paper analogy is often employed [3] to represent an edge dislocation line
(in blue), where the presence of half piece of paper illustrates the lattice distortions [3]. (c) Representation
of a dislocation line T (dashed line) with both screw and edge character. Burgers circuit is marked in red.
The Burgers vector runs from start (S) to finish (F) points. This defines the right-hand/start-finish
convention for the construction of Burgers circuits [3, 73]. Adapted from Ref. [3].

A mobile dislocation (Figs. 2.2(b)-2.2(d)) essentially induces a shear strain F in the
crystal, where in accordance with Fig. 2.2(b) F = ( /ℎ)(&′/&). The sweeping of
dislocations
in a crystal of length & then leads to a shear strain of F =
/ℎ (note in Fig. 2.2(d) that &} = &).
Under this framework, the average dislocation-glide velocity <̅ is related with F though the
Orowan’s equation [73],
FG = U<̅ .

(2.1)

In the above equation, the dot denotes time (: ) derivatives (FG = •F/•: ), U is the dislocation
defined as the length of dislocation lines per unit volume [note that U ≈ /&ℎ in Figs. 2.2(b)],
and is the magnitude of the Burgers vector .
Interaction between the mobile dislocations with an immobile dislocation forest [3]
leads to a non-uniform velocity profile [73]. Under increasing straining, the mobile dislocations
thus exhibit intermittent (discrete) arrest/remobilization stages, which are homogenized in
crystal plasticity theories through the concept of a statistical mean free path length /, which is
ƒ„/
correlated with the dislocation forest density, U! , through / ∝ U!
[3, 26]. The forest
dislocations (evenly spaced by distance /) intersecting the glide plane are the effective obstacles
(pinning points) for dislocation glide [3]. This is captured in the Taylor’s model [3, 75], where
U! acts as the coarse-grained governing parameter that determines the evolution of plastic
deformation as
X=C

…U! .

(2.2)

Here, is the shear modulus, X is the shear stress applied on the glide plane (Fig. 2.2(a)), and
C is a coefficient measuring the strength of the dislocation junctions developing as the mobile
dislocations interact with the dislocation forest (see Section 2.4) [3, 76]. Note in Fig. 2.2(a) that
X = V0, where 0 is the Schmid factor [4] that projects V on the glide plane. Note also in Eq.
(2.2) that a gradual increase in X involves an associated increment in U! . This implies the onset
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of dislocation multiplication mechanisms which are usually regarded to involve the Frank-Read
mechanism and the operation of glissile junctions (Section 2.4) [3, 73], see Fig. 2.2(e).

Figure 2.2. Schematic illustration of dislocation glide. (a) Representation of a slip plane in a cylindrical
crystal [3]. (b) and (c): Edge and screw dislocations (respectively) producing the eventual crystal slip of size
illustrated in (d). The shaded planes represent the total area swept by dislocation glide. (e) Sequence of
the operation of a Frank-Read source that is pinned at points “A” and “B”. The process eventually leads to
dislocation loop emission. Arrows denote direction of dislocation expansion.

Dislocation propagation and multiplication in metals inevitably result from the
application of external stress. Dislocation nucleation and stress concentration effects at
interfaces (such as grain boundaries) may also lead to the development of a dislocation structure
in metals [77, 78]. Dislocation emissions through homogeneous nucleation arise from the
rupture of atomic bonds along a lattice line so that atoms are able to move an atomic spacing.
The activation energy for this process is extremely elevated (see Ref. [79]) as the associated
stress levels are close to the theoretical bonding resistance of ≈ /30 [3]). Grain-boundaries
and interfaces then provide realistic locations to the onset of heterogeneous dislocation
nucleation due to boundary irregularities that provide a discontinuous distribution of surface
tensions (that act as stress concentrators [77, 78]). Heterogeneous dislocation nucleation is
produced under much lower stresses than those encountered in the above homogeneous
nucleation [77]. In a similar fashion, free surfaces can also act as dislocation sources due to the
natural ill-defined (atomistically rough) surface topography [3, 77].
The slip planes and directions as well as the dislocation glide mechanisms become
functions of the crystalline structure. In this context, it is noted that the underlying processes of
plastic deformation in cubic metals are diverse, giving rise to different plastic responses in
body-centered cubic (BCC) and face-centered cubic (FCC) structures.
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2.2. Dislocation glide in FCC crystals
In FCCs, dislocation slip is characterized by Burgers vectors = 1/2<110> of
is the lattice parameter), and occurs in the ‡111ˆ closemagnitude = √2/2 (where
packed planes [3]. FCC crystals exhibit a close-packed atomic structure [3] which gives rise to
the emergence of a completely different set of mechanisms for dislocation glide as compared
to in BCCs.
Full 1/2<110> dislocations split (or dissociate) into two 1/6<112> Shockley partial
dislocations [3] producing a stacking fault (SF) as the splitting of vector (Fig. 2.3(a)) changes
the perfect FCC ABCABC… stacking sequence to the ABAB… sequence characteristic of
hexagonal close-packed (HCP) structures [3]. Figure 2.3(a) illustrates the schematic glide of a
= 1/2<110> full dislocation lying on an A-stack whose (full) dislocation glide (A to A)
exhibits an energetically more favorable path throughout an adjacent B-site (i.e. A to B to A),
see Fig. 2.3(b).
According to the construction in Fig. 2.3(a), a full dislocation dissociates into two partial
dislocations, i.e. the leading partial with Burgers vector „ and the trailing partial with . The
following reaction for the Burgers vectors therefore attains for a full 1/2‰110Š dislocation [3],

1
1
1
‰110Š → ‰211Š • ‰121Š .
(2.3)
2
6
6
This dislocation splitting essentially arises from the local energy minima of the {111}
surfaces [3, 78]. Figure 2.3(b) displays the different paths that a 1/2‰110Š dislocation can
overcome [3]. In accordance with this figure, the path A to B to A (reaction of Eq. (2.3)) is
energetically favored.

Figure 2.3 Glide of 1/2[110] dislocation in an FCC crystal. (a) Schematic illustration of dislocation gliding
and SF formation, where 1/2<110>{111} full dislocations dissociate into two 1/6<112>{111} partials. Picture
adapted from Ref. [3]. (b) Surface energy profiles for dislocation glide (A to A along <110> and A to B and B
to A along <112> type directions). (c) Surface energy profiles for dislocation glide in high and low SFE FCC
crystals. Pictures (b) and (c) are adapted from Ref. [78]. See text for full details.

The difference between surface energy maxima, FH ! (unstable stacking fault), and local
minima, F ! (metastable stacking fault), see Fig. 2.3(b), plays a crucial role in the above
dislocation splitting as well as in the nucleation of partial dislocations in grain boundaries and
in crack tips [78]. The surface energy per unit area of a SF is commonly referred to as the
stacking-fault energy (SFE) of the crystal [80] (Fig. 2.3(c)). This value determines the extension
12
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of stable SFs between partials as the SFE ∝ /KLM [3], where KLM is the distance between two
partial (Shockley) dislocations [3]. Typically, low SFE FCC crystals produce extended SFs due
to the large FH ! Ž F ! surface-energy barrier (Fig. 2.3(c)) that a leading partial needs to
overcome to close the SF through the nucleation of the second (trailing) partial, while high SFE
FCC crystals exhibit short SFs due to the low FH ! - F ! barrier for the A to B path [3, 78], see
Fig. 2.3(c).
2.2.1. Cross slip

Cross slip is the mechanism by which a screw dislocation (of Burgers vector ) can
move from one slip system to another in such a way that is maintained [3]. The operation of
cross slip is commonly enhanced by the combination of external stress and thermal fluctuation
[3, 80, 81]. The SFE of the crystal is the prime governing factor for the process [3], so that cross
slip is typically hindered in low SFE FCC crystals [80].

Figure 2.4. Cross-slip mechanisms in FCC crystals. (a) Sequence of events (i), (ii), (iii) of an expanding SF
ribbon where the screw component undergoes non-dissociative cross-slip at “S”. Shaded area denotes SF
plane. Double cross-slip is shown in (iv). Adapted from Ref. [3]. (b) Illustration of the Friedel-Escaig model
••)
for dissociative cross-slip where the screw dislocation gliding on the (•••) plane dissociates onto the (••
cross-slip plane. Double cross slip attains when the dislocation cross-slips back to the initial (•••) plane.
Figure adapted from Ref. [82].

Two distinct theoretical models can describe the mechanism for cross slip in FCC
crystals [81]; the non-dissociative and the dissociative cross-slip. Figure 2.4(a) illustrates the
non-dissociative cross-slip, where the = 1/2‰101Š(111) screw component of an expanding
SF ribbon cross-slips as the local stress field acting on the gliding screw enables the partial
dislocation to shift towards the (111) slip plane [3, 81]. The dissociative cross-slip (described
13
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by the Friedel-Escaig model [81, 82]) attains as the screw dislocation is locally constricted to a
saddle point configuration (marked “S” in Fig. 2.4(b)) [22, 81], so that the screw cross-slips to
a neighboring {111} plane where the dislocation returns to its dissociated ( = „ • )
configuration, see Fig. 2.4(b). This model effectively captures the influence of the SFE upon
cross slip [82]. Atomistic simulations have shown that the Friedel-Escaig (dissociative)
construction exhibits a lower (cross-slip) energy barrier than the non-dissociative counterpart
[81]. Additionally, FCC crystals commonly exhibit double cross-slip [3] (jog-pair mechanism
[81]), where a screw dislocation cross-slips back to the original glide plane, see Fig. 2.4(b).
This mechanism is enhanced for high temperature and low-stresses [3, 81].
Unlike edge and mixed dislocations whose motion occurs in a unique glide plane [3], a
pure screw segment is free to cross-slip towards favorable {111} slip planes. Thus, the gliding
screw dislocations are able to surpass crystalline barriers by cross slip [3, 83]. This process is
key in enhancing dislocation multiplication [26, 81, 83], dislocation recovery [22, 26, 81], and
strain hardening [3, 22] in FCC crystals.

2.3. Dislocation glide in BCC crystals
In BCC crystals, dislocation glide occurs in the closest-packed <111> directions [3, 84]
with Burgers vector = 1/2 <111>. The notation for in a BCC crystal corresponds, in
accordance with Fig. 2.5 (blue arrow), to the movement of one corner atom to the position
occupied by a central atom, implying a displacement of /2 in <111> directions. Thus, has
a magnitude of = √3/2 [3]. The (crystallographic) slip planes in BCC crystals belong to
the {110}, {112} and {123} families (Fig. 2.5) where each of these planes contains at least one
<111> slip direction [3, 84], see Table 2.1.
= 1/2<111>
[001]
[010]
[100]

<111>{110}

<111>{112}

<111>{123}

BCC

<110>{111}

FCC

Figure 2.5. Slip systems in BCC and FCC crystals. Slip planes are shaded while slip directions are marked
with red arrows. The @-axis follows the [100] direction in Miller-index notation.
Table 2.1. Slip systems in BCC and FCC crystals [3].
Crystalline
Slip
Slip
Number of nonstructure
Plane
Direction
parallel planes
BCC
<110>
{111}
6
<211>
{111}
12
<321>
{111}
24
FCC

14

<111>

{110}

3

Slip directions
per plane
2
1
1

Number of Slip
Systems
12 (6x2)
12 (12x1)
24 (24x1)

3

12 (4x3)
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Dislocation glide in BCCs is governed by the Peierls barrier, which measures the stress
that needs to be applied (at 0 K) in order to move a dislocation core to the next atomic valley
in the glide plane (see the inset to Fig. 2.6) [3]. The Peierls barrier is much smaller for edge
dislocations than for screw dislocations [84], a feature that stems from the non-planar core of
the former which leads to the onset of large lattice frictions [63, 85]. This is the reason why it
is generally argued that BCC plasticity is dominated by the sluggish glide of screw dislocation
segments.
It is well-known that the associated critical RSS for the activation of a given BCC slip
system is the lowest for the {110} planes and the highest for the anti-twinning {112} planes
[84], a feature that emerges as a result of that plasticity in BCC crystals is affected by the socalled non-Schmid stresses [63, 84-87]. At this point, the discrepancies arising from whether it
is the compact or the degenerated core structures that attain in a pure BCC crystals [63, 84, 88,
89] have been finally solved, where it is clear that the former is the strictly correct morphology
[86]. Although the prediction of a non-degenerated core limited the understanding of the role
of non-Schmid stresses on the motion of the screw dislocations (which includes the well-known
twinning/anti-twinning asymmetry), a convincing explanation [86] has been put forward based
on the motion of the dislocation cores from the easy to the hard to the split configurations along
<111> lattice directions.
In BCCs, it is particularly significant that three {110}, three {112} and six {123} planes
intersect the same <111> lattice direction (Table 2.1), which enables the mobile screw
dislocations to change slip system [3]. Thus, the gliding segments attain recursively different
slip systems, where erratic paths and ill-defined dislocation are a signature feature of dislocation
glide in BCC crystals [3, 63, 84, 86, 88, 90].
2.3.1. Kinking
Kinking in BCCs occurs when a screw dislocation suddenly moves out to a nearby local
minimum in dislocation energy,
[63, 90]. This non-conservative movement occurs on the
same slip plane [84] as a kink stochastically nucleated along the dislocation line [63, 84, 88]
(Fig. 2.6) [3]. Two distinct types of kink nucleation are
displaces the dislocation a distance
encountered in BCC crystals; single kinking and kink-pair nucleation [89]. The former implies
development of a single event where the segment migrates towards a neighbor energy minimum
[3] overcoming one Peierls barrier, while kink-pair nucleation arises as a consequence of the
appearance of two simultaneous kink nucleations at a point of the dislocation line [63, 88], see
Fig. 2.6. The latter plays a key role in the dislocation mobility of BCC crystals at low
temperature [63, 88, 91] as it represents an effective source for the migration of screw
dislocation segments [63, 87].
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Figure 2.6. Dislocation glide in BCC crystals. Schematic representation of kinking in a 1/2<111> screw
dislocation. Note that the dislocation segment migrates from one Peierls barrier to the next along
subsequent minima in dislocation energy ‘’ (@). Adapted from Ref. [3].

2.4. Interaction of dislocations
The free glide of a dislocation is interrupted due to interactions with the forest
dislocation segments intersecting the glide plane [3, 73]. As plastic deformation proceeds,
further mobilization of dislocation segments occurs in other slip systems, thus increasing the
number of gliding (or primary) dislocations and the forest counterparts [3]. In the spirit of
classical crystal plasticity (Eq. (2.2)), strain hardening (•X/•F > 0) is governed by the strength
of the specific interactions between mobile dislocations and the forest in conjunction with the
gradual development of the dislocation network with straining [22, 25]. In the following, the
onset of dislocation jogs and junctions is described with the purpose of discussing the specific
roles that distinct dislocation intersections play in dislocation-mediated plasticity of BCC and
FCC crystals.
2.4.1. Formation of dislocation jogs
Jog formation is the classical process that accounts for some of the elementary features
of the dislocation intersection process [3, 73]. Figures 2.7(a) and 2.7(b) illustrate the
intersection sequence of two orthogonal (non-dissociated) edge dislocations with parallel
Burgers vectors „ and . In this sequence, dislocation interaction leads to jog formation on
both dislocation lines (Fig. 2.7(b)) where the length of “jog 1” is equal to , and the length of
the “jog 2” is equal to „ [3]. A similar construction is given in Fig. 2.7(c) where the gliding of
the edge dislocation with
meets the screw dislocation with „ (whose slip planes are also
orthogonal). The interaction (Fig. 2.7(d)) leads to the formation of “jog 3” with length in the
screw, and “jog 4” with length „ in the edge [3]. This jog construction (Figs. 2.7(b) and 2.7(d))
is referred to as elementary jogs [3] as the jog length is equal to the shortest lattice translation
vector [3].
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Typically, formation of elementary jogs in pure edge dislocations do not prevent entire
dislocation segments from gliding [3, 92]. However, the type of jogs in screw segments can
play an important role in the mobility of the screws. In this context, jogs lying in the same glide
plane of the screw (of a similar configuration to “jog 3” in Fig. 2.7(d)) behave as kinks so that,
as mentioned in previous Section 2.3.1, the mobility of such jogged screws requires stress and
thermal activation [3, 63, 87]. The opposite scenario arises when the glide plane of the screw is
different from that of the jog. With sufficiently high stress and/or temperature [3, 92], the screw
and the jog can jointly move through a non-conservative (climbing) process that implies
vacancy formation (see Fig. 7.7 in Ref. [3]).

Additionally, a jog larger than one atomic spacing (marked ““” in Fig. 2.7(d)) is
commonly denominated superjog [3, 73]. The onset of superjogs along the screw dislocation
segments plays an additional role during plasticity as the mobility of the overall dislocation
structure is governed by the jog length [3, 92]. In this context, short jogs may become mobile,
a process that leads to vacancy formation in the crystal [3, 92], while a superjog may become
immobile passed a critical magnitude for the jog length, which thus serves as an anchor point
hindering propagation of screw dislocations. With sufficiently extended jogs [3], this
construction can give rise to the emergence of Frank-Read sources (Fig. 2.2(e)) that eventually
lead to the emission of prismatic loops (see Fig. 7.11 in Ref. [3]).
Trails of defects and dislocation loops are common byproducts of dislocation glide [3]
where, in particular, the debris left by the motion of dislocations typically originates from edge
jogs which are connected to the screw segments that extend upon the application of external
stresses [3, 73].

Figure 2.7. Jog formation during intersection of dislocations with parallel Burgers vectors. Intersection of
two edge dislocation is represented in (a) before intersection, and (b) after intersection. (c) The glide of
edge dislocation ( ” ) intersects with screw dislocation ( • ) leading to the formation of “jog 3” in the screw
and “jog 4” in the edge. Pictures adapted from Ref. [3].
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2.4.2. Dislocation junction formations
In addition to jog formation, dislocation interaction can also lead to the onset of junction
segments [3, 73]. In this context, two interacting dislocations react forming a junction segment
with Burgers vector • equal to the sum of the two interacting Burgers vectors, i.e. • = „ •
. To examine whether the configuration of two dislocations forms a stable (attractive)
junction, the reaction must then reduce the overall energy of the ( „ • ) interacting system.
Since the energy of a dislocation is proportional to
[73], an attractive junction segment then
(Frank’s rule) [3].
satisfies – < „ •
In BCC crystals, the reaction product between two dislocations is always found to be of
the <100> type [25]. However, the study of the possible dislocation interactions and
configurations in BCC crystals represents a difficult task [82] due to the important amount of
(rarely well-defined) slip systems as well as the thermal-assisted and stress-induced mobility of
screw dislocations (Section 2.3). Nonetheless, it is known that the formation of stable junctions
(satisfying the above Frank’s rule) gives rise to three different types of configurations in BCCs;
sessile, mixed and glissile dislocation junctions [25]. For a more detailed description of the
possible configurations of dislocation interactions in BCC crystals, the reader is referred to
Refs. [82, 93]. Contrarily to BCCs, dislocation interactions and junction formation occurring in
FCC crystals have long been studied and the configurations of all the possible reactions of two
interacting {111}<110> dislocations are well established in the literature [23, 25, 29, 93-95].

Two (attractive) interacting dislocations in FCC crystals systematically lead to the onset
of Lomer, Hirth, collinear, and coplanar junctions [23, 25]. Lomer and Hirth junctions are
sessile (immobile) as the associated junction dislocation (with • ) lies in a non-crystallographic
system [3, 73, 94]. Figure 2.8(a) illustrates a Lomer lock produced by two interacting (extended)
dislocations [3], where the immobile junction is comprised by a stair-rod partial dislocation
( — = 1/6<110> [3]) and a <110> full dislocation whose glide attains on a non-crystallographic
plane [3]. A similar construction to the above may lead to the formation of a Hirth lock with
the peculiarity that • takes a <100> non-crystallographic direction [3, 73]. The (glissile)
coplanar junction are mobile configurations ( • lies in a slip system) [3]. Figure 2.8(b) depicts
a sessile junction of two extended dislocations whose dislocation junction ( • ) is pinned with
the interacting dislocations [3]. Such a mobile junction may also serve as an effective
dislocation source as long mobile junctions (Fig. 2.8(b)) can glide through the Frank-Read
mechanism (Fig. 2.2(e)). Finally, the collinear interaction emerges between gliding dislocations
with the same Burgers vector lying on adjacent planes in Thompson’s tetrahedron [3], a
construction which leads to annihilation so that in contrast to the other three junction forming
interactions, a physical dislocation junction is non-existent in the collinear case [29, 93]. The
sequence of the collinear interaction and eventual annihilation is given in Figs. 2.8(c) and
2.8(d).
Under the application of a sufficient stress level, unzipping of sessile dislocation
junctions occurs. [29, 94]. This plays a crucial role in the strain hardening behavior of FCC
metals as the zipped primary dislocations are finally remobilized at large stress levels.
Computer simulations have shown that the junction strength is the highest for the collinear,
followed by the Lomer, the glissile, and the Hirth (weakest) junctions [29, 93-95].
In addition, strong reactions that fully restrict the above junction annihilation and
dislocation motion originate from the formation of multi-junctions (three- or four-fold
dislocation nodes) [3, 96]. Figures 2.8(e)-(g) illustrate the sequence for a possible mechanism
leading to formation of a three-node dislocation junction [96], where a two-fold junction (with
sessile segment “J” –in red) formed by dislocations “1” and “2” (Fig. 2.8(g)) interacts with
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dislocation “3” (Fig. 2.8(h)), producing eventually a multi-junction comprised by dislocations
“1”, “2” and “3” and (mobile) dislocation junction “J’ ” (in green), see Fig. 2.8(g). Note in this
figure that nodes “A” and “B” pin the segment “J’ ” so the A-J’-B configuration can also act as
a Frank-Read source for dislocation multiplication [3]. Computer simulations [96] have
revealed that the formation of multi-junctions is a common feature in metals with dense
dislocation densities, where the presence of such junctions serves as a strong obstacle to
dislocation glide.

Figure 2.8. Types of dislocation junctions in FCCs. (a) Sessile Lomer lock, (b) Glissile junction, and (c)
collinear interaction where junction annihilation is illustrated in (d). Line AB denotes the intersection line
between plane 1 and plane 2. Figures adapted from Ref. [3]. (e)-(g): Illustration of multi-junction formation,
where a third dislocation (marked “3”) reacts with immobile segment junction “J” (e), converting “J” into a
mobile screw dislocation “J’ ” [96]. Note in (g) that a multi-junction may also become an active Frank-Read
source upon the application of a shear stresses. Adapted from Ref. [96].

Finally, an additional arrangement from dislocation interaction in FCC crystals involves
the formation of a tetrahedron of intrinsic SFs delimited by 1/6<110> stair-rod partials. This
particular configuration is commonly denominated stacking fault tetrahedra (SFT) [3, 97] and
has been largely observed in metals upon quenching or when subjected to radiation damage [3].
Atomistic simulations [97] have shown that SFT arise as a consequence of a recurrent (and
attractive) interaction of 1/6<112> partials in highly dense dislocation entanglements which
may eventually lead to the formation of SFT structures (e.g., see Ref. [97] for a detailed
description of the process).
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2.5. Twinning
Mechanical twinning is the process by which a region of the crystal changes orientation
[98] so that the atoms of the original (parent) crystal and those of the product (twinned) crystal
are mirror images of each other along the twin boundary [3, 25], see Fig. 4 in Ref. [98].
In FCC crystals, mechanical twinning attains at large stresses which enhance atomistic
movement through the (unstable) twinning path of the surface energy maximum (marked with
a dotted line in Figs. 2.6(b) and 2.6(c)). This type of twinning is produced by the successive
nucleation of parallel 1/6<112> twinning partials, which lead to a local change in the crystal
orientation [98]. The typical twinning arrangement in an FCC crystal is defined by a twin-parent
mismatch angle of 70.53º [98]. Although high strain rate and low temperature promote
twinning-mediated deformation in FCCs [33], the SFE of the crystal thus become the governing
parameter that dictates the formation of FCC nanotwinning. In this context, high SFE FCC
crystals mainly deform by dislocation glide, while twinning deformation is typically promoted
in low SFE FCCs [98], see the dashed energy path in Fig. 2.3(c).
In BCCs, mechanical twinning attains during deformation at low temperatures and/or
high stain rates [3, 99]. A possible mechanism [100] that effectively describes twinning
nucleation in BCC crystals implies the dissociation of a 1/2<111> screw dislocation into three
1/6<111> fractional dislocations that preferentially arrange on an {112} plane. Twin-wall
growth is associated to the successive energy barriers obtained in the generalized planar fault
energy curve [101] that the fractionals need to overcome to expand the {112} twin in the crystal,
where the energy barrier topographies attain as a function of the BCC material, see Fig. 2 in
Ref. [100]. Although crystal twinning typically contributes little (or nothing) to the overall
plastic deformation in uniaxially strained BCC crystals [3], stable nanotwin formation has been
extensively observed in processes of sharp-tipped crack propagation [99] and indenter-induced
defect nucleations [38, 39, 102] as BCC nanotwinning seemingly plays a significant role in the
inception of plasticity.
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3.1.

Statistical mechanics background

The molecular dynamics (MD) computational scheme employs statistical mechanics to
determine the time evolution of -particle systems [103]. The state of a system at time : is
effectively described by the 6 -dimensional phase space E,
E(:) ≡ ™5( • (:), 5W (:), 5š • (:); 3( • (:), 3W (:), 3š • (:)œ ,
•

• = 1,2,3, … , ;

•

(3.1)

which is the set that contains all particle positions, , and momenta, $ = 1;, where 1 is
particle mass and ; particle velocity [55]. The time evolution of the phase space follows
relations of the form EG = (E), where EG = •E/•: and (E) is a function of E that generates
unique, non-intersecting trajectories in the E-space [104].
For any given system observable Ω [104], which is a function of positions and momenta
so that Ω = Ω( , $) = Ω(E), its time evolution follows

then

ΩG =

žΩ
žΩ
G•
$G = iℒΩ ,
ž
ž$

(3.2a)

Ω(E ) = eiℒ Ω(E' ).

(3.2b)

Here, iℒ is the time-reversible Liouville operator [104, 105]. Notice that Ω(E ) and Ω(E' ) are
the values that function Ω(E) respectively takes at time : = : and : = 0.

Since an analytical solution that describes the motion of -particle systems (E(:) =
e E(0)) is unavailable, the motion for constituent particles is integrated in the phase space at
the present time, : , over a small time increment Δ:, where Δ: → 0 [55, 103]. MD simulations
need to resolve atomic-level vibrations [57] so that the timestep Δ: is required to lie in the order
of few femtoseconds (10ƒ„¢ s). As the atomic frequencies are in the range of 10„ Hz [57], ≈
10 steps are usually sufficient to represent a full oscillation period with a reasonable numerical
accuracy [57].
¡ℒ

Along these lines, positions (:) and momenta $(:) are successively updated
throughout the simulation using numerical stepping [56]. Under this framework, the
computation of E(: • Δ: ) at every simulation step then implies
E(: • Δ:) = eiℒ¥ E(:).

(3.3)

Note that E(:) evolves in time as prescribed by the time-reversible (deterministic) propagator
eiℒ¥ (Eq. (3.2b)) [106].

Each particle of an -particle system at thermal equilibrium does not necessarily stay
in the state of minimum energy. Instead, particles may be found in any state with an exponential
probability function, Y• , depending on the energy of microstate • [56, 103]. This implies that
the microstates are distributed according to the canonical ensemble [56, 103, 104],
Y• ¦ • , $• § =

eƒ¨ℋ©¦

© ,$© §

ƒ¨ℋ© ¦
∑«
•¬„ e

© ,$© §

,

(3.4)

where D = (k B )ƒ„ (k B is the Boltzmann constant and is temperature) and ℋ• ¦ • , $• § is the
Hamiltonian of particle • (or the energy of microstate •) [103]. The denominator of the above
equation is the partition function that normalizes Y as ∑• Y• = 1 [104, 107].
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The continuous form (large ) of the probability distribution Y provides the
fundamental description of the particle system at thermodynamic equilibrium [104], where
Y(E) =

eƒ¨ℋ(E)
.
¯ •E eƒ¨ℋ(E)

(3.5)

This equation is a powerful statement as it enables the connection of experimentally measurable
(macroscopic) properties of materials with the statistical behavior of the constituent particles
[103, 108]. The fraction of time that particles spend in each microstate strictly satisfies Eq. (3.4)
during the evolution of a particle system [56]. Thus, macroscopic quantities of the system can
be defined as a fundamental function of the statistical averages of individual-particle properties
over the canonical ensemble Y(E) [104]. Under this particle distribution [108], the average
value (〈… 〉) of the observable Ω = Ω(E) at time : is expressed as [103, 104]
〈Ω〉 = ° •E Y(E ) Ω(E ) .

(3.6)

3.2. The MD simulations
Present MD simulations are conducted with the LAMMPS code [109]. The simulations
employ Nosé-Hoover chains [106, 110] producing
or
dynamics with the equations
of motion (EOM) described respectively in Appendix A1.4 and Appendix A1.5, which
systematically sample the canonical distribution (Eq. (3.5)). Atom positions and momenta are
updated at every computational step by means of the time-reversible r-RESPA algorithm [105]
which integrates Eq. (3.3), see Appendix A1.6.
3.2.1. Construction of FCC and BCC crystals
The atomic interactions between constituent particles are described through embeddedatom method (EAM) potentials [56, 111]. This model is based on concepts coming from density
functional theory which stipulates that the energy of an atom is a function of the spatiallydependent electron density [58, 60]. The EAM model defines the potential energy of atom •
[58] as
•( •)

1
= ± ¦U• § • ± Z¦
2
•³²

•,²
•³²

•² §

,

(3.7)

where U• = ∑•³² U• ¦ •² § stands for the electron density contribution from atom • to atom µ
[112].The total electron density U• at the position of atom • is computed via a linear
superposition of the electron-density contributions from neighboring atoms [55]. (U• ) is a
functional that defines the energy required to embed atom • into the electron density U• [112].
The second term of the right-hand side represents core-core repulsion between atom • and atom
µ [58], where Z¦ •² § is a pair-wise potential [56, 58]. Since available EAM potentials
effectively reproduce the elastic and plastic features of many metallic crystals [60, 112-114],
such embedding-function models have been largely used in the investigation of metal plasticity
[15, 37-40, 89, 97, 98, 102, 115-117].
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The simulated crystals are generated by distributing the particles (atoms) in the ideal
crystallographic locations throughout the entire simulation domain [118], so as to construct a
supercell with the desired dimensions. Figure 3.1 illustrates the basis atoms in FCC and BCC
representative unit cells [118]. In this work, the three main [i.e. the (001), (011), and (111)]
orientations are obtained (Fig. 3.2) by rotating the main axes as given in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Basis atoms (in lattice coordinates) for BCC (a) and FCC (b) crystals.

Figure 3.2. Schematic representation of the crystalline rotations applied to the representative cells in
present MD simulations

Table 3.1. Axes directions for the main crystallographic orientations.
Crystalline orientation*
@-axis
¶-axis

·-axis

(¸¸•)
‰100Š
‰010Š
‰001Š
(¸••)
‰100Š
‰011Š
‰011Š
(•••)
‰101Š
‰121Š
‰111Š
* Miller indices of the top (indented or uniaxially compressed) surfaces of the computational domains.

Note that the spatial atom distributions of Fig. 3.1 correspond to the ground state where
atoms occupy the positions of the lowest energy state (i.e. satisfying the equilibrium lattice
constant predicted by the interatomic potential at = 0 K). Particle velocities distributes the
energy associated with temperature 2 as the system’s energy abruptly drops to a half during
the first interactions (energy equipartition [57]). A thermalization run of several picoseconds
[55, 103] ensures that the energies of the particles agree with the canonical distribution (Eq.
(3.4)) at temperature [55].
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In this investigation, four different simulation volumes are employed. The
computational cells are cuboidal-shaped volumes varying from ≈ 36 (length) × 36 (width) ×18
nm (height) to ≈ 105 × 105 × 40 nm. Table 3.2 provides the nomenclature employed for the
present MD cells which contain a number of atoms varying from ≈ 1 × 10» to ≈ 40 × 10» ,
see Table 3.3. The presently employed cells are comparable to those used in the most
computationally demanding (massive) MD simulations of metal plasticity from the open
literature, including simulations of nanoindentation responses [15, 37-39, 60, 97, 98, 119-126].
Table 3.2. Nomenclature and dimensions of the simulation.
Box type
Box length
Small
36 nm
Medium
50 nm
Big
70 nm
Large
105 nm
Table 3.3. Potentials and modeled crystals.
Crystal

Structure

Box size (nm3)
≈ 36 x 36 x 18
≈ 50 x 50 x 30
≈ 70 x 70 x 40
≈ 105 x 105 x 40

¼½ (Å)

¾¿ (K)†

Box type

≈ 1811

Medium

Tantalum (Ta)

BCC

3.3026

Iron (Fe)

BCC

2.855

≈ 3290

Copper (Cu)

FCC

3.615

≈ 1358

Aluminum (Al)

FCC

4.05

≈ 933

Small
Big
Big
Small
Big
Large
Big

Number of
atoms
≈ 1,350,000
≈ 10,700,000
≈ 6,500,000

EAM Potential
Li et al [113]

≈ 16,850,000

Mendelev et al. [112]

11,650,000

Mishin et al. [114]

≈ 1,820,000
≈ 16,300,000
≈ 38,200,000

Mishin et al [114]

Additionally, Table 3.3 provides the crystalline structure, lattice constant ( ), melting
point ( ) and the employed EAM potentials of the simulated metallic crystals. In particular,
Tantalum (Ta) and iron (Fe) are chosen here as model BCC metals. From these two, it is noted
that Ta is rather stable to oxidation [36], which is an important feature when comparing
simulations with experimental results as the presence of an oxide layer is disregarded in Ta
surfaces [36]. In addition, the simulations performed in FCC metals aim to probe the plasticity
mechanisms developing in crystals with distinct stacking-fault energy (Section 2.2). Thus,
copper (Cu) and aluminum (Al) respectively represent the behavior of moderate/low and high
SFE FCC crystals.
3.2.2. The simulation of nanoindentation
Figure 3.3 illustrates the simulation domain in the present simulations of
nanoindentation test, including sample and indenter. The particle system (sample) is a canonical
ensemble (Appendix A1.4) with periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) applied on the
lateral sides. The indented plane corresponds with the free top surface. By imposing a 1.25
layer at the box surface of the computational cell where atoms ultimately remain fixed (in red
in Fig. 3.3), the MD cell is forced to maintain its position during loading, see Fig. 3.3. The
indenter is modeled as a repulsive sphere (Fig. 3.3) which exerts a force to the particle system
[59] described by
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(* ) =

⎧ Ž% Ä Ž KÅ ,
⎪
2

K<

2

,
(3.8)
⎨
⎪ 0,
K≥
2
⎩
where % is the indenter stiffness and * = ( /2 Ž K). is the indenter diameter (Fig. 3.3) and
K is distance between atom and indenter center. In all the simulations, % is set to 100 eV/Å3
and varies from 24 nm to 100 nm, see Table 3.4. The indentation process is performed under
displacement control with tip penetration velocity ranging 0.2 m/s to 30 m/s (Table 3.4). The
effect of the loading rate arising in such MD simulations is discussed in the Appendix A5.1.
All of the indented surfaces are loaded to a maximum penetration, ℎ , which produces a
contact imprint of radius that is approximately a fourth of the total box length. The timestep
Δ: is set to 3 femtoseconds (= 3 × 10ƒ„¢ s), see Appendix A3. The load applied by the indenter
tip (along the vertical direction) is computed by adding each individual (*) contribution from
the atoms satisfying K ≤ /2, see Appendix A3. Delaunay triangulation is employed to
compute the projected contact area, = π , comprised by the atom coordinates where > 0
and K ≤ /2 in Eq. (3.8), see Appendix A4.

Table 3.4. MD simulations of nanoindentation responses conducted in this investigation.
¾ (K)

Crystal

Size*

Tantalum (Ta)

36 nm
70 nm
70 nm

Iron (Fe)

50 nm

77

50 nm

300

50 nm

600

Copper (Cu)

77
77
900

50 nm

750

50 nm
70 nm
70 nm

900
77
900

36 nm

77

70 nm

77

70 nm
105 nm

400
77

¾/¾¿

≈ 0.02
≈ 0.02
≈ 0.3
≈ 0.05
≈ 0.15

Indented
surface
Main**
Main
Main

É (nm)

24
48
48

Indentation
rate(s) (m/s)
4
4
4

Indentation***
stage
Load
Load/unload
Load

(001), (111)

36

4

Load

(001)

4

Load

(001)

36
36

4

Load

≈ 0.5
≈ 0.05
≈ 0.5

(001)

36

4, 30

Load

(001)
(001)
(001)

36
48
48

4, 30
4
4

Load
Load
Load

Main

48

4

Load

≈ 0.3
≈ 0.06

Main

48

4

(011)
(001)

48
100

4
30

≈ 0.3

≈ 0.4

≈ 0.06
≈ 0.06

Load/unload
Load
Load

70 nm
300
Main
48
4
Load/unload
≈ 0.3
70 nm
300
Main
100
0.02, 4
Load
≈ 0.3
*Size refers to the nomenclature given in Table 3.2.
**Main indicates all the (001), (011) and (111) crystallographic orientations (of the indented surface), see Fig. 3.2.
***Load stands for a single loading cycle to Ê = Ê
Ë
¿ÌÍ , and Load/unload refers to a single load-unload cycle (which
includes indentation loading to ÊË = Ê¿ÌÍ and reverse (un)loading to ÊË = ¸), see Fig. 4.9.

Aluminum (Al)
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repulsive potential, Eq. (3.8)

free surface
(non-PBCs)

Sides
(PBCs)

bottom
(non-PBCs)

atoms

fixed layer

Figure 3.3. Schematic of the MD simulations of (001) indentation.

Appendix A2 provides a complementary discussion on the role that the
,
and
statistical ensembles play in prescribing nanocontact elasticity and plasticity in FCC and
BCC crystals. In addition, Appendix A3 features a detailed analysis of the action of Eq. (3.8)
reproducing contact responses with spherical tips.
3.2.3. The simulation of the uniaxial test
The simulations performed to assess the uniaxial stress-strain curve have the peculiarity
that, prior to the application of uniaxial straining, the periodic computational domains contain
a well-distributed, preexisting dislocation network. This configuration is obtained by indenting
the (defect-free) crystals through the procedure described in the previous section at large
indenter penetrations, leading to the attainment of dense defect networks in both FCC and BCC
crystals (Fig. 3.4(a)) [119]. These computational volumes are modified by removing the
indentation imprint, where particles with a vertical component > (BÎ Ž 8 > ) are eliminated
from the simulation box, see Fig. 3.4(b). PBCs are finally imposed to the modified
computational domain (Fig. 3.4(b)), which is then subjected to (i) energy minimization by
means of the conjugate gradient algorithm [118, 127], and (ii) a thermalization run over ≈ 50 ps
under the isothermal-isobaric canonical
ensemble, maintaining the diagonal components
of the pressure tensor at zero (Appendix A1.5). This ensures a homogenous dissemination of
the dislocation networks throughout the periodic computational domains as well as the
attainment of thermal equilibrium at temperature . The so produced computational cells
represent the initial conditions (: = 0) employed in the modeling of the uniaxial response (Fig.
3.4(c)).
[118]

The system’s pressure tensor, 4, is computed by the 6-by-6 symmetric stress tensor
4=Ï

defined as
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ÒÓ

=

∑«
² 1² <²Ò <²Ó

•

∑²« 5²Ò
Ô

²Ó

,

(3.9b)

where sub-indices Õ, Ö stand for Õ and Ö = *, A, B; µ = 1,2, … , ; and ’ includes (apart from
constituent particles of the system) periodic-image atoms outside the simulation box
the
[128]. The first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.9b) uses components of the kinetic energy
tensor %ÒÓ , while the second term employs components from the virial tensor [118, 128]. Vector
×² is an outcome from Eq. (3.7) as ×² = Ž• ( ² )/• ² , where ( ² ) is the potential energy
of atom µ [118].

Figure 3.4. Computational procedure applied to simulate plastic responses under the uniaxial straining. (a)
Representation of the MD box upon indentation preloading producing a well-distributed defect network.
The snapshot corresponds to the Al (111) indentation (with É = ØÙ nm and 70-nm box) at tip penetration
≈ ÚÛ Å. Atom coloring corresponds to the common neighbor analysis (CNA) [129], see Appendix A6. “f”
denotes free surface while PBC are applied to the 4 lateral sides (see Appendix A6). (b) Computational
domain with the dense defect network developing upon removal of the surface layer containing the
permanent imprint (marked ÜÝ¿Þ in picture (a)). (c) Particle system with ≈10M atoms (in grey) prior to
••¸Š and ‰••
•¸Š directions (@-axis), where energy minimization and thermalization
uniaxial straining along ‰•
have been already applied.

The simulations involve uniaxial stretching of the periodic computational domains
(Table 3.5) in such a way that the particle system deforms under a constant strain rate (OG). The
constituent particles are then remapped to the instantaneous dimensions of the simulation box
in each computational step [118]. These conditions ensure strict displacement-controlled
straining of the cuboidal computational cells along the stretching direction, while the barostat
acts in the other two principal directions. According to Ref. [130], this computational
framework provides the most accurate statistical definition for a particle system subjected to
uniaxial stretching.
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The applied stress V is directly obtained from the quantity (( in Eq. (3.9a) and
computed by Eq. (3.9b). The imposed strain O is calculated as O = (&( Ž &)/&' , where &' and &
are the initial (at time : = 0) and instantaneous (at time : ) simulation box lengths in the * direction [118], see Fig. 3.4(c). The timestep is set to 2 fs (= 2 × 10ƒ„¢ s). The details of the
simulations that are carried out to mimic uniaxial test are given in Table 3.5.
Appendix A5.3 provides a discussion on the influence of the strain rate on the onset of
a generalized plastic behavior in uniaxially deformed (periodic) MD crystals, where the
fundamental intermittent character of crystal plasticity is observed when OG < 1.5 × 10ß s ƒ„ .
Table 3.5. MD simulations of uniaxial straining performed in this investigation.
Crystal

Size*

Ta

70 nm
70 nm
70 nm

Cu

Al

¾ (à)

300
300
900

36 nm

150

36 nm

150

70 nm

400

70 nm
70 nm

400
650

36 nm

300

70 nm

300

¾/¾¿

≈ 0.1
≈ 0.1
≈ 0.3
≈ 0.1
≈ 0.1

≈ 0.3

≈ 0.3
≈ 0.45
≈ 0.3
≈ 0.3
≈ 0.3

Indentation**

= 48nm (011) at 900 K
= 48nm (011) at 900 K
= 48nm (011) at 900 K
= 24nm (001) at 77 K
= 24nm (001) at 77 K

= 48nm (001) at 77 K
= 48nm (111) at 77 K
= 48nm (111) at 77 K

= 24nm (111) at 300 K

= 48nm (111) at 300 K
= 48nm (111) at 300 K

Stretching
direction†
‰100Š
‰100Š
‰100Š
‰100Š
‰100Š
‰100Š
‰110Š
‰110Š
‰110Š
‰110Š
‰110Š

stretching
rate (¿/Ë)††
≈ 0.8
≈ 0.1
≈ 0.1

áG (Ë ƒ• )

1.2 x 107
1.5 x 106

≈1

1.5 x 106
1.5 x 107

≈ 0.1
≈ 0.1

1.2 x 107

≈ 0.1

≈ 0.8

1.5 x 106

≈ 30

1.5 x 106
4.5 x 108

≈ 100
≈4

1.5 x 106

1.5 x 109
8 x 107

‰110Š
70 nm
300
≈ 0.3
= 48nm (111) at 300 K
≈ 0.8
70 nm
300
1.5 x 106
≈ 0.3
= 48nm (111) at 300 K
≈ 0.1
‰110Š
*Box sizes described in Table 3.2. Note that the box height in these MD simulations is reduced by the removal of layer
marked ÜÝ¿Þ in Fig. 3.4(b).
** Indentation refers to the nanoindentation simulation that produced the dislocation network prior to the tensile
(uniaxial) test. The MD simulations of the nanoindentation pre-straining stage are in accord with Table 3.4.
† Stretching direction is referred to the positive @-axis direction (see Fig. 3.4(c)).
†† The stress-strain curves obtained at ≈ 0.1 m/s are for an MD cell that has been pre-strained to á ≈ ¸. ¸Ú at ≈ 0.8 m/s
to ensure defect homogenization (see Section 6.4).

70 nm

30

300

1.2 x 107
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4.1. Slip trace patterning in microindentation experiments
The emission of slip traces at free surfaces is a fundamental manifestation from crystal
plasticity. This is particularly evident in nanoindentation testing where these traces are
indicative of the underlying dislocation glide processes occurring in the subsurface [69, 70,
131]. With increasing indenter-tip penetrations, the collective emission of slip traces leads to
the onset of nanoscopic terraces at the imprint’s vicinity [67]. The interaction of terraces results
in the development of plastic hillocks whose morphologies then exhibit a marked directionality
as a function of crystalline orientation [68-70]; this directional patterning is referred to as
dislocation rosettes in early indentation literature [132]). Figure 4.1 provides an illustration of
the plastic phenomena which are concomitant with the formation of material pile-ups in single
crystals.

Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of slip trace patterning and material pile-up. Slip traces emerge as
dislocations reach the surface. Terraces and hillocks are comprised by enclosed groups of slip traces. The
indentation rosette involves the entire surface topography, which incorporates all terraces/hillocks around
the imprint. Note that the maximum material pile-up are most likely located at some point close to the
contact boundary.

The onset of the indentation rosettes (Fig. 4.1) marking the locations of plastic hillocks
have been largely investigated in FCC [9, 133, 134] and BCC [36, 39] metals as well as in ionic
crystals [9]. In these works, it is systematically investigated the strong role that the surface
orientation plays in dictating the development of specific rosette morphologies. In particular,
the experimental works by Wang et al. [133] and by Liu et al. [134] show that FCC crystals
exhibit four-fold rosettes when indented along the (001) and (011) orientations, as well as a sixfold patterning in (111)-oriented surfaces, see Figs. 4.2(a)-(f). In addition, the experimental
results by Renner et al. [131] evidence that surface patterning in indented FCC surfaces [135]
essentially originates from the collective emergence of straight slip traces (Fig. 4.2(g)) in the
<110> and <112> crystallographic directions (Figs. 4.2(h)-(j)). On the other hand, wavy slip
traces are largely encountered around BCC nanoimprints (Fig. 4.3), indicating that the illdefined glide of screw dislocations governs the inception of hillock morphologies in the nano33
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indented Ta crystals from Ref. [36]. According to this investigation, a four-fold symmetry
patterning appears in (001)-oriented BCC surfaces (Figs. 4.3(a)-(b)), while the (111) orientation
is distinguished by the onset of three-fold symmetry rosettes (Fig. 4.3(d)) [36].

Figure 4.2. Microindentation experiments in FCC surfaces. (a)-(c) summarize the results from Ref. [133] and
(d)-(f) summarize the results from Ref. [134] regarding the development of plastic rosettes at particular
orientations in Cu surfaces. (g) Emergence of crystallographic slip traces in (001)-oriented FCC surfaces
[135]. (h)-(j): Attainment of crystallographic slip directions as a function of surface orientation [131].
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Figure 4.3. Experimental results of nanoindentations in Ta. (a)-(c): Four-fold rosettes develop in (001)oriented surfaces as well as (tentatively) in the (011) orientation [36]. (d) Emergence of a three-fold rosette
in (111)-oriented Ta [36]. Wavy traces are marked with white arrows in (c), while the additional black arrows
in (c) and (d) denote rosette directions.

Although the onset of specific rosettes in FCC and BCC surfaces indented with
nanometer- and micrometer-sized tips has been illustrated in the above investigations [9, 36,
39, 133, 134], the collective dislocation glide processes that lead to the development of the
hillock morphologies remains unclear in the open literature. It is important to emphasize that
surface patterning from micro-indentation testing fundamentally differs from that obtained with
nanoindenters, as the latter develops under a preexisting dislocation network [69, 70] while the
emission of slip traces in ultra-low load nanoindentation originates from nucleated defects [14,
38]. Moreover, in nanoindentation, twinning becomes an important plasticity mechanism owing
to the large applied stresses as compared to in micro- and macro-indentation testing [38, 98,
102]. In this context, there is a lack of knowledge about the role that the distinct defect
propagation mechanisms (i.e. dislocation glide vs. nanotwinning) play in the emission and
patterning of slip traces at the surface, which lead to the inception of characteristic material
pile-ups around FCC and BCC nanoimprints. This lack of knowledge on surface slip patterning
is extended to (i) the role of the thermally-activated mobility of the screw dislocations in BCC
crystals along with the hindrance of cross slip in low stacking fault energy FCC crystals; as
well as to (ii) the role of the nucleation of distinct FCC and BCC defect structures. This chapter
provides a detailed discussion on these issues as elucidated in the MD simulations performed
for a wide range of temperatures, surface orientations and nanoindenter tip sizes (see Table 3.4).
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4.2. Mechanisms for slip trace formation
4.2.1. FCC nanocontacts
In FCC crystals, slip trace formation results from {111} crystallographic slip of two
partnering Shockley dislocations (Section 2.2), where the leading partial sweeps across the
surface and the trailing dislocation closes the stacking fault ribbon leaving a trace at the surface.
Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) illustrate the formation of a slip trace by a screw dislocation ( || T)
and by an edge dislocation ( ⏊ T), respectively. The slip trace height matches the net vertical
component of the dislocation Burgers vector = „ •
(Fig. 4.4(a)), where „ and
are
the respective Burgers vectors of the leading and trailing partial dislocations. Note that the
corresponding height of the slip trace takes a maximum value when vector lies perpendicular
to the surface. According to Fig. 4.4(b), the glide of the surfaced edge dislocations tends to
produce slip traces of smaller heights than those produced by the gliding of the surfaced screws
(Fig. 4.4(a)). This is so as the burgers vectors of the former edge dislocations are approximately
parallel to the surface normal. The simulations show that while such edge dislocation lines
emerge at the surface, the largest dislocation population has the predominantly screw character
shown in Fig. 4.4(a) which leads to large trace heights.
Figure 4.5 shows specific slip trace emissions in the indented FCC surfaces, where the
yellow arrows denote crystallographic directions. The emission of a slip trace is associated with
the interception of the indented plane and the corresponding {111} slip systems (Section 2.2).
This leads to the inception of 4 <110> slip directions in the (001) orientation (Fig. 4.5(a)) whose
glide plane forms 54.7 o with the indented surface, and 6 directions in the (011)- and (111)oriented surfaces. It is noted that the (011) orientation exhibits preferentially <110>
crystallographic slip ≈35o apart from the surface and <112> slip directions perpendicular (90o)
to the indented plane (Fig. 4.5(b)). In (111) oriented surfaces (Figs. 4.5(c)-(d)), the <110> slip
traces form an angle of 70.5 o with the surface.
The slip traces detected in the indented FCC surfaces (Fig. 4.5) originate from the
following mechanisms. (i) Outwards gliding of truncated prismatic loops pinned at the surface.
Figure 4.4(c) shows the early arrangement of these loops in (001)-oriented Cu. Similar
dislocation configurations are found in the (011) and (111) orientations during the incipient
development of plasticity [37]. (ii) Annihilation of SF ribbons (Fig. 4.4(e)) leading to the
emission of expanding dislocation loops producing antiparallel slip traces at the surface (Fig.
4.4(f)). This mechanism is an effective source for the injection of mobile surface dislocations.
(iii) Slip of dislocation arrangements (predominantly with edge character) which remain pinned
at the indented surface. See the W-shaped defect configuration marked “w” in Fig. 4.4(d). (iv)
Detachment of dislocations from multi-segment junctions that leads to the emergence of
dislocation segments at the surface. Figs. 4.4(h)-(j) show activation of an intricate four-fold
junction node during the indentation of the (111) plane in Cu. According to the simulations, the
mechanism (i) is characteristic of early plasticity while the mechanisms (ii)-(iv) produce slip
traces at greater indenter tip penetrations under a fully-developed (dense) defect structure,
where a gradual development of material pile-ups attains at the contact boundary in conjunction
with slip patterning.
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Figure 4.4. Mechanisms of slip trace emission in Cu nanoindentations. The simulations are performed with
É = ØÙ nm at 4 m/s. (a) and (b): Formation of a slip trace through the passage of a screw and an edge
dislocation (respectively) dissociated into leading (1) and trailing (2) partials separated by SF ribbons (blue).
(c) Prismatic loops producing early traces in the (001) indentation at ¾ = ââ K. (d) Interception of nanotwins
(“t”) forming ≈55o with the (001)-oriented surface and the attainment of an arrangement of edge
dislocations (“a”), where yellow lines indicate glide direction and “w” marks the serrated features of the
dislocation configuration. (e) and (f): Dissociation (arrow in (e)) of a large SF ribbon into a loop. (g) Cross••) view of a nanotwin originated in the (111) indentation at ¾ = ââ K. Yellow lines denote
sectional (•”
crystal orientation. (h)-(j): Sequence of dislocation emission from unzipping multi-junction “j”. The emitted
trace is marked in yellow in (j). Atomistic visualization is performed with the software OVITO, see Appendix
A6.
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The Cu simulations reveal that the appearance of indentation nanotwinning (marked “t”
in Figs. 4.5(a)-(c)) becomes manifest by the onset of a parallel array of slip traces associated
with the shearing of {111} planes that produces a set of SF ribbons [98]. In particular, such
nanotwin inception involves the emission of successive leading partial dislocations at the
contact vicinity (5 ≈ ), where the indenter-induced shear strains are extremely large [20]. The
Burgers vector of each leading partial dislocation is characterized by the same net vertical
component, which results in the emission of a group of parallel steps of equal height separated
by one atomic spacing at the indented surface, see Fig. 4.4(g). Present simulations also indicate
that FCC nanotwinning attains normal to the surface in (011) indentations, or inclined at 54.7o
or at 70.5o for (001) and (111) indentations, respectively (cf. Figs. 4.4(d) and 4.4(g)). It is
important to remark that the majority of the emitted nanotwins remain under the residual imprint
upon indenter unloading, which is indicative of the stability of the defects provided that a
critical thickness of 5 atomic spacings is surpassed. In this regard, although the emission of
nanotwins comprised by two or three single SF ribbons are commonly detected underneath the
indenters, the SF planes annihilate passed a critical size (as shown in Figs. 4.4(e)-(f)). This
mechanism promotes the dissociation of unstable (generally monatomic) twins and, thus, this
leads to the emergence of further slip traces at the indented surface (Fig. 4.4(f)).

Figure 4.5. Slip traces in indented FCC surfaces at maximum penetration. The nanoindentations are
performed with É = ØÙ nm at 4 m/s. The Cu and Al nanoimprints are incepted at ¾ = ââ K and ¾ = Ú¸¸ K,
respectively. Yellow arrows mark crystallographic slip directions, twinning is marked “t”, and “cs” denotes
cross-slip. Red directions indicate apparent non-crystallographic slip traces.
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4.2.2. The role of the stacking fault energy and cross slip
Present simulations are consistent with the fact that twinning is promoted in low SFE
metals, such as Cu, while twins are seldom found in such high SFE crystals as Al. It is for this
reason that the onset of slip traces associated with twinning phenomena underneath the indenter
tip are exclusively observed in the simulated Cu surfaces, see “t” traces in Fig. 4.5. Moreover,
the role of the SFE in the development of a dislocation structure becomes evident in the
extension of the SF ribbons between partials. In this context, nanoindentation in Cu crystals
leads to the injection of dislocations with longer SFs (or, equivalently, greater KLM , see Section
2.2) than those encountered in the indentation of Al counterparts. The simulations show that
large values of KLM reduce the mean traveled distance of the dislocations within the incepted
network, which eventually becomes stagnant at deep penetration levels. Figure 4.6 illustrates
the defect networks arising in indented Al and Cu crystals, where the yellow arrows in Figs.
4.6(a) and 4.6(b) mark KLM .

Figure 4.6. Defect networks in the Cu and Al nanoindentations. The nanoindentations are performed with
É = ØÙ nm at 4 m/s. The snapshots show the loaded state at a large penetration (ÊË ≈ ã¸ Å). (a) Defect
entanglement predominantly comprised by Shockley dislocations with small äåæ is shown for an Al (111)
surface indented at ¾ = Ú¸¸ K. (b) and (c): Defect structures attained at 77 K and 400 K (respectively)
following indentation of a Cu (011) surface. Notice the long SF ribbons (large äåæ ) resulting from the
simulations in Cu crystals. The atom clusters in red stem from the thermal vibrations affecting the CNA
computations at elevated temperatures (pictures (a) and (c)), see Appendix A6.

The onset of straight traces is indicative of indentations performed in high SFE crystals
whereas, by contrast, the attainment of zigzagged traces indicates cross slip see “cs” in Fig. 4.5
[136]. Figure 4.7(a) illustrates the operation of cross slip in a screw dislocation gliding at the
indented Al (001) surface. The black arrow in Fig. 4.7(b) marks the associated change in the
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<110> slip direction during the process (Fig. 4.7(a)). Cross slip (Section 2.2.1) is enhanced in
the simulations of Al crystals (large SFE), where serrated traces clearly evidence the glide of
the surfaced screw dislocation segments [136], see Fig. 4.5(d). Although the indentations in
(011)-oriented Cu at 77 K and 400 K (Figs. 4.6(b) and 4.6(c) respectively) indicate that
elongated and straight SF ribbons essentially attain irrespective of temperature, it is clear that
the amount of cross slipped traces is increased at elevated temperatures which promote the onset
of more entangled dislocation networks.

Figure 4.7. Dislocation glide at the subsurface in Al indentations. The nanoindentations are performed with
••¸Š direction cross-slips to the
É = ØÙ nm at 4 m/s. (a) Screw (fainting) dislocation “(1)” gliding along the ‰•
‰••¸Š direction (segment “(2)”). The corresponding cross-slipped trace from (a) is marked with a black
arrow in (b). (d)-(f): Onset of an apparent (global) non-crystallographic slip trace in the (011)-oriented
surface. Interaction of dislocation segments “(3)” and “(4)” produces non-dissociated segment “(5)” pinned
with “(3)” and “(4)” at “j”. Segment “(5)” is a constricted (sessile) dislocation whose glide produces a (non•¸¸Š trace at the surface. Dissociation of segment “(5)” into Shockley partials “(6)”
crystallographic) ‰•
•
(gliding in the ‰¸••Š crystallographic direction) suppresses apparent non-crystallographic glide. The
associated slip traces are marked with black arrows in (c), where the interaction point between dislocations
“(3)” and “(4)” is highlighted with a cross.

A mechanism that hinders cross-slip in FCCs is the straightening of surfaced dislocation
segments either by the pinning action exerted by the dislocation forest in the subsurface or by
the development of dislocation arrangements similar to that marked “w” in Fig. 4.4(d).
The simulations illustrate that crystallographic slip in FCCs may acquire a straight
appearance along non-crystallographic <100> directions (marked in red in Fig. 4.5), which
originate from the occasional interplay of two interacting dislocations (Fig. 4.7(d)) leading to
the formation of a sessile (non-dissociated) junction truncated with the surface (Fig. 4.7(e)).
The sweeping of the full dislocation produces a straight slip trace over several atomic spacings
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along the non-crystallographic apparent <100> direction through multiple cross slip processes
(see the trace produced by full dislocation “(5)” in Fig. 4.7(c)). Non-crystallographic slip is
interrupted at a point where the full dislocation dissociates into leading and trailing partials
(Fig. 4.7(f)), which restores the preferential <110> or <112> crystallographic glide at the
surface (cf. Fig. 4.7(c)).
4.2.3. BCC nanocontacts
At low temperatures, nanocontact plasticity in BCC crystals is governed by a planar-tolinear evolution of the defect network [38]. In accordance with the Ta and Fe simulations,
nanotwin nucleation dominates the inception of plasticity (Fig. 4.8(a)), whereas subsequent
dislocation activity leads to network development at deeper penetrations as precursory twins
gradually annihilate across the {112} twin boundaries [38]. The detwinning process results in
the emission of dislocation semi-loops comprised by two lateral screw segments at the twin side
and one frontal edge dislocation (lateral and frontal parts are marked “lat.” and “fr.” respectively
in Figs. 4.8(a) and 4.8(b)). Although a significant number of the total dislocation segments is
emitted as a result of the detwinning process, present simulations indicate that the greatest
amount of slip traces at the surface are due to the emergence of heterogeneously-nucleated
dislocation loops (Figs. 4.8(c) and 4.8(d)).
The screw vs. edge glide character of the dislocation loops at the surface (Fig. 4.8(c))
leads to two distinguishable patterns in terms of slip trace formation. Straight traces are
associated with the emergence of mobile edge segments at the surface (Fig. 4.8(e)). Since
climbing is essentially hindered in the edges (Section 2.3.1), the loops can only reach the surface
when the associated <111> dislocation glide direction is conveniently directed towards the
surface. Slip traces generated by screw segments are wavy and ill-defined (Fig. 4.8(e)), which
readily suggest the attainment of kinking processes (Section 2.3.1). At low temperatures,
propagation of screw segments involves nucleation of a leading kink that spreads along the
screw line, followed by a secondary kink nucleation that trails behind [63], producing a
stochastic motion of the segment by one Peierls barrier [63]. At elevated temperatures, the
screws glide by the conventional thermally-assisted kink-pair nucleation mechanism (Fig. 2.6)
[63, 91] stochastically occurring along the dislocation line. Since the majority of the observed
slip traces in the BCC simulations are characterized by meandering lines, it becomes evident
that the limited mobility of the screw dislocation segments is key to the development of the
defect network and to the onset of surface slip traces.
At elevated temperatures, the simulations show that an enhanced dislocation mobility
essentially leads to recurrent dislocation loop emissions without detwinning mediation [39].
The simulations in Ta at = 900 K ( / ≈ 0.3) already exhibit defect networks that are fully
comprised by dislocation segments (Fig. 4.8(f)), where the occasional nucleated nanotwins
fully annihilate [38]. Further emissions of dislocation loops produce a great amount of closed
slip traces at the surface, which originate from two attractive screw segments gliding to a point
where they mutually annihilate (Fig. 4.8(g)). The process then produces a dislocation loop that
propagates towards the subsurface and a closed trace at the indented plane (Fig. 4.8(h)).
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Figure 4.8. Slip trace emissions in Ta indentations. The nanoindentations are performed with É = ØÙ nm
at 4 m/s. (a) Planar nucleation and twin-mediated emission of dislocation semi-loops (comprised by frontal
“fr.” edge and lateral “lat.” screw dislocations) in (001)-oriented surfaces indented at 77 K. With increasing
penetrations (b), the defect network is characterized by a predominantly planar core with dislocation loops
expanding sideways (“(1)” marks twin boundaries and “(2)” marks detwinning dislocations). (c) and (d):
Emergence of a heterogeneously-nucleated dislocation loop at the surface producing the slip trace “(i)” in
(e). (f) Linear defect network in (011)-oriented Ta at 900 K. (g) and (h): Interplay of mobile screw segments
that leads to the production of a closed slip trace at the surface and emission of a full dislocation loop.
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4.3. Mechanisms for surface patterning
4.3.1. Onset of plastic bulging
The MD simulations indicate that the gradual development of material bulging
(commonly denominated material pile-up in the indentation literature [6, 7, 9, 30, 134, 137]) at
the indented surface stems from the collective attainment of the abovementioned defect
mechanisms (Section 4.2) during nanoimprint formation. The use of the contact parameter
defined as the ratio between the contact and indenter-tip depths [9] (Fig. 4.9),
=

ℎ
,
ℎ

enables the quantification of material bulging around the imprint boundary (5 ≈ ) [9].

(4.1)

In this investigation, the following definitions for
are employed. (i) The mean
refers to the vertical location of the effective contact radius, , where ℎ = /2 Ž … /4 Ž
corresponds to a point of the
and = … /π, see Appendix A4. (ii) The circumferential
contact boundary characterized by Z (along the circumferential Z-axis, see Fig. 4.9). (iii) The
maximum pile-up, max , represents the
value at the location of the maximum material
bulging, ℎc, max , so that max = ℎc, max /ℎs .

Figure 4.9. Contact variables at the onset of pure sink-in (right hand) and pile-up (left hand). Adapted from
Ref. [9].

In accordance with linear elastic contact mechanics [138], a spherical contact is
distinguished by the marked attainment of material sink-in, leading to = 0.5 as the material
only comes into contact with the tip at one half of the penetrated depth [9] (see right-hand part
of Fig. 4.9). In this regard, the MD simulations reproduce the formation of elastic sink-ins at
the contact periphery as ≈ 0.5 holds true in all of the indented FCC and BCC surfaces during
early elasticity, see Fig. 4.10 where dashed lines denote = 0.5.
With increasing penetrations, the evolution of
with ℎ / from Fig. 4.10 effectively
capture the inception of plasticity as the onset of material pile-ups at the contact boundary is
essentially characterized by
> 0.5 [9]. Notice that a fully plastic contact would then result
in > 1 [9] (see left-hand side of Fig. 4.9). Present nanoindentations show that the formation
of the plastic imprints is an intermittent process associated to the onset of plastic bursts (pop-in
events) detected in the applied load ( )Žpenetration depth (ℎ ) curves, see inset to Fig. 4.10(a).
Thus, sudden increases in parameter indicate a major encasing of the indenter into the surface
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caused by the inception of localized material bulging at the surface. Any given abrupt raise in
is directly linked with the occurrence of individual pop-ins (load drops) in the Ž ℎ curves
(see the arrows in Fig. 4.10(a)), where in overall, the marked the load drop the greater the
increment in . At larger indentation depths, the mild positive slopes in the Ž ℎ / curves
(Fig. 4.10) suggests that material pile-up ( ≥ 1 [9]) shall finally develop with further
increasing penetration.

Figure 4.10. Onset of material sink-in and pile-up in FCC and BCC nanoindentations. (a)-(c): Evolutions of
Ü” Ž ÊË /É in Ta (¾ = 77 K), Cu (¾ = 77 K) and Al (¾ = 300 K) surfaces indented with É = ØÙ nm at 4 m/s.
Inset to (a) provides the 4 Ž ÊË curve of the (001) indentation, where individual load drops mark plastic
bursts leading to abrupt increments in Ü” . Results from a massive MD simulation (with ≈40 million atoms)
performed with É = 100 nm in the (001)-oriented Cu surface (at 30 m/s) are given in (b). (d) Evolution of Ü”
with Ês /É in (011)-oriented Ta and Cu surfaces as a function of temperature.

Figures 4.11(a) and 4.11(b) respectively show the atomic-displacement fields that lead
to material sink-in and pile-up features in nano-indented surfaces. These representations
illustrate that the atomic positions displace downward during the development of elastic sinkin (Fig. 4.11(a)), while the trajectory of surface atoms eventually changes to one with net
upward component resulting in the onset of material bulging ( > 0.5) in Fig. 4.11(b). The
simulations indicate that the latter is a fundamental characteristic of the development of material
pile-ups around the contact boundary (5 ≈ ).
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Figure 4.11. Atomic displacement fields during nanoindentation. The nanoindentation shows the (011)oriented Cu surface at 77 K for É = ØÙ nm and penetration rate of 4 m/s. (a) Early elastic response with
material sink-in (Ü” ≈ ¸. ã). (b) Change in the atomic trajectories at maximum imposed penetration
(ÊË /É ≈ ¸. •”), where plastic bulging becomes significant at the vicinity of the contact surface (Ü” ≈ •. ¸).
Line lengths are proportional to the atomic displacements from the initial positions prior indentation. The
associated cross-sectional cuts are shown in the right-hand insets. Colors in the insets indicate surface
elevations (red) and depressions (dark blue).

4.3.2. The role of nanotwin formation
Although the advent of stable nanotwins is a common feature in the indented Cu surfaces
(Section 4.2.2), the location of the plastic hillocks around the imprint is arguably unaffected by
the presence of nanotwins. The FCC nanoindentations indicate that the topography of the
surface decorations at 5 > stems from slip patterning attaining as a main function of
temperature and orientation (see following Section 4.3.4). By contrast, nanotwinning favors the
encasing of the indenter tip by the surface at the imprint vicinity (5 ≈ ), which leads to the
development of sharp contact profiles with marked pinnacles and depressions. This is analyzed
through the parameter , where peaks in the
Ž Z curve effectively mark the locations of
nanotwins in the indented Cu surfaces, see Fig. 4.12(b). The white points in Fig. 4.5(c) denote
the location of the nanotwins in the (011)-oriented Cu surfaces, which are coincidental with the
maximum
values (“t” arrows) in Fig. 4.12(b). While nanotwinning in Cu surfaces enhances
the onset of markedly localized pile-ups characterized by
≈ 1.1 Ž 1.0 (Fig. 4.12(b)), a
general absence of nanotwins below the indented Al surfaces is distinguished by pinnacles
having relatively smaller values of
(≈ 0.95 Ž 0.9), see Fig. 4.12(c).
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Figure 4.12. Circumferential pile-up parameter Ü”è around the contact boundary. The nanoindentations are
performed with É = ØÙ nm at 4 m/s. (a)-(c): Ü”è Ž è curves for Ta (¾ = ââ K), Cu (¾ = ââ K), and Al (¾ =
Ú¸¸ K) surfaces at ÊË /É ≈ ¸. •”, respectively. (d) The effect of temperature in Ta (011) surfaces at distinct
temperatures (ÊË /É ≈ ¸. •”). Circumferential angle (•è) increases in clockwise direction as depicted in the
inset to (d).

In BCCs, the characteristic planar nucleation (Fig. 4.8(a)) at low temperatures governs
the onset of both plastic hillocks (5 > ) and material bulging (5 ≈ ). In accordance with the
simulations, the growth direction of nucleated twins determines the preferential development
of maximum pile-ups as the location of marked plastic bulging systematically coincides with
the surface projections of the specific <111> twinning growth. In particular, the directions for
the maximum material pile-ups at the contact boundary in the (111)-oriented Ta nanocontacts
at 77 K (see the red regions in Fig. 4.13(c) characterized by peaks in the Ž Z curve, also see
arrows in Fig. 4.12(a) for the (111) orientation) coincide with the growing directions of the
three-fold twinning structure (Fig. 4.13(a)). Moreover, the attainment of the specific hillocks
with h1, h2, and h3 directions in Fig. 4.13(c) is associated with the slip clustering from the
dislocation loops reaching the surface at these particular orientations, see Fig. 4.13(b).
According to the results from Ta nanoindentation at 77 K, a significant amount of the emitted
loops (marked “(3)” in Fig. 4.13(d)) stem from heterogeneous nucleation produced at the twin
walls, see Fig. 4.13(d).
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Figure 4.13. Nucleated twin structures and slip patterning in Ta. The results are for indentations on (111)
surfaces at 77 K with É = ØÙ nm. (a) Nucleation of a three-fold nanotwin structure (in the bottom view).
The nanotwin growth directions coincide with the locations of maximum material bulging around the
contact boundary (red zones in (c)). (b) Emergence of heterogeneously-nucleated dislocation loops (growth
directions marked with black arrows) which leads to the formation of the h1, h2 and h3 hillocks in (c). (c)
Indented surface at ÊË /É ≈ ¸. •”. Colors denote surface elevations (red) and depressions (dark blue). (d)
Defect network at ÊË /É ≈ ¸. •, where “(1)” marks twinning, “(2)” detwinning and “(3)” heterogeneouslynucleated loops reaching the surface.

4.3.3. Collective mechanisms for plastic bulging
The indented FCC surfaces are distinguished by the onset of plastic vertexes (marked
“v” in Fig. 4.14) that bound topographical depressions (dark blue regions) from the surrounding
uplifted surface hillocks (red regions). Although these vertexes are encountered in all of the
FCC nanocontacts with = 48 nm (Fig. 4.14), the inception of nanotwins (Section 4.3.2) in
conjunction with slip localization processes (Section 4.3.1) promotes prominent vertex
development in the Cu nanoimprints, where the sharp edges are located in the regions with less
marked material bulging, characterized by
≈ 0.75 Ž 0.85, see Fig. 4.12(b).

The (001)- and (011)-oriented Ta surfaces indented at 77 K are distinguished by lower
plastic levels of parameter than those attained in all the FCC nanoindentations, see Fig. 4.10.
In FCCs, the early development of prismatic loops (Fig. 4.4(c)) favors recurrent slip trace
formation at the contact boundary, which promotes the onset of marked plastic bulging
(material uplift) upon nucleation. By contrast, stationary planar networks underneath BCC
nanocontacts essentially hinder recursive emissions of slip traces at the contact periphery (Fig.
levels tend to become greater in the FCC simulations in
4.8(b)). This explains why the
comparison with the BCC counterparts (at low temperatures). In addition, the indented Al
crystals at 300 K exhibit highly-mobile dislocation structures (Fig. 4.6(a)) that favor the
injection of a vast amount of slip traces with increasing penetrations. Thus, the Al simulations
feature the largest values of obtained in all of the MD nanoindentations, see Fig. 4.10.
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At elevated temperatures, the Ta and Fe surfaces also show the development of mobile
dislocation networks, leading to the shift of the Ž ℎ / evolutions towards greater values of
at deep indenter-tip penetrations. This is evidenced in the (011)-oriented Ta indentations,
where the attainment of a full dislocation network with mobile screws (Fig. 4.8(f)) leads to
greater levels in the Ž ℎ / curve at 900 K, see Fig. 4.10(d). Moreover, with increasing
temperatures, the Ta (011) imprints develop surface decorations (5 > ) comprised by closed
slip terraces (compare Fig. 4.14(k) with 4.14(l)) as well as more markedly topographical
levels are apparently
pinnacles and depressions at 5 ≈ , see Fig. 4.12(d). By contrast, the
unaffected by temperature in the Cu nanoindentations, where the Ž ℎ / evolutions in the
(011)-oriented surface lead to the attainment of similar levels of
(for ℎ / > 0.06) at both
77 K and 400 K, see Fig. 4.10(d). In accordance with the discussion in Section 4.2.2, Cu
indentations produce nanotwinning below the contact (Fig. 4.5(b)) whose presence ultimately
hinders the emission of slip traces at the contact boundary.
4.3.4. Development of hillocks and rosettes
It is important to emphasize that plastic bulging and hillock development are two
different plastic phenomena arising in the nano-indented surfaces. While the former stems from
upward atomic displacements (Fig. 4.11(b)) in conjunction with a recurrent emergence of slip
traces at the contact boundary (5 ≈ ), the latter is attained by slip trace patterning processes
occurring at some distance away from the imprint (5 > ). Thus, the quantification of hillock
development by means of parameter
is unfeasible (Section 4.3.1). In this context, the
difference between the development of material bulging and plastic hillocks becomes manifest
in the (011)-oriented Ta nanoindentations performed at 77 K. According to Figs. 4.9(a), the
levels increase from ≈ 0.50 to ≈ 0.85 with increasing penetrations, whereas the onset of hillock
morphologies is globally lacking at the indented surface, see Fig. 4.14(k).
Hillock formation in FCCs involves slip trace patterning induced by (i) dislocation
gliding outwards from the imprint along the preferential <110> and <112> slip directions (Fig.
4.5), (ii) cross-slip processes producing serrated terrace patterns (Section 4.2.3), and (iii)
interceptions of surfaced dislocation segments leading to the production of terrace edges (Fig.
4.7(c)). With increasing temperatures, defect network intricacy is enhanced (cf. Figs. 4.6(b) and
4.6(c)), thus limiting long-range dislocation organization in favor of short-range interactions of
mobile dislocations. This is evidenced in the (011)-oriented Cu indentations, where the
development of hillock morphologies is promoted at 400 K (compare Figs. 4.14(b) and 4.14(c)).
Moreover, the intricacy of terrace decorations in the FCC indentations increases in the Al
surfaces as the recursive emission of serrated (cross-slipped) traces eventually leads to the
appearance of more complex terrace shapes (compare Figs. 4.14(c) and 4.14(g)).
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Figure 4.14. Pile-up topographies in the indented FCC and BCC surfaces. (a)-(h): FCC (Cu and Al) nanoindentations. Formation of four-fold rosette symmetries is
illustrated in the (011) surfaces in (b) and (g), and in the (001) surface at É = •¸¸ nm in (h). All the Cu surfaces are indented at ¾ = ââ K except (c), which is indented at
¾ = Ø¸¸ K. The Al surfaces are indented at ¾ = Ú¸¸ K. (i)-(m): BCC (Ta and Fe) nanoindentations. Temperature is set at ¾ = ââ K except in (l), which is set at ¾ = é¸¸
K. The onset of material bulging from twinning and dislocation slip is marked in (j). (k) and (l): The effect of temperature in the (011) surfaces of Ta, where dislocation
loop emergence and terrace formation are promoted with increasing temperatures. (m) Development of a three-fold rosette arrangement comprised by the hillocks h1,
h2, h3 in Ta (111). The color map indicates surface elevations (red) and depressions (dark blue). All of the indentations are performed at É = ØÙ nm (except (e) and (j)).
The above pictures are obtained at maximum penetration depth (ÊË /É ≈ ¸. •”).
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The Ta and Fe nanoindentations show that the surfaced screw segments gliding through
kinking mechanisms lead to the development of plastic hillocks which are constituted by wavy
terraces, see Figs. 4.14(i)-(m). Due to the reduced lateral expansion of the screw components
emerging from twin annihilation at low temperatures (Fig. 4.8(c)), the onset of hillock
morphologies and rosettes attain at surface projections of the preferential gliding direction of
the edge components in the subsurface (Fig. 4.8(d)). In the (001)-oriented indentations, these
projections correspond to the <110> directions in which the hillocks develop (cf. Figs. 4.14(i)
and 4.14(j)). In addition, the Ta and Fe simulations reveal that the proximity of these plastic
hillocks to the contact boundary is associated with the limited outward glide of the emitted
loops (Fig. 4.8(b)). Interestingly, hillock development is lacking in the (011)-oriented Ta
surface at 77 K (Fig. 4.14(k)) where the emitted loops propagate towards the indented plane.
At elevated temperatures, the outward gliding of the surfaced dislocation segments is favored
by kink-pair processes and by the complete annihilation of the planar core (Fig. 4.8(f)), which
essentially promotes hillock development in the indented surface (Fig. 4.14(l)). Finally, the
(111)-oriented Ta nanoindentation at 77 K exhibits a great lateral expansion in the emerging
dislocation loops (Fig. 4.13(b)), which leads to a marked development of rosette arms lying at
≈ 45º from the surface projection of the nanotwin growth directions (Fig. 4.13(a)). This leads
to the development of hillocks marked h1, h2, and h3 in Fig. 4.13(c).
4.3.5. Size effects and comparison with experiments
The crystallographic slip features and preferential <110> and <112> trace directions
obtained in the MD simulations are in a good agreement with experiments performed in Cu and
Ni [69, 131], compare Figs. 4.2(i)-(j) with Fig. 4.5. Moreover, the rosette configurations
encountered in the (MD) FCC crystals replicate the four-fold symmetries obtained from
microindentation experiments in (011)-oriented surfaces [133, 134] (compare Figs. 4.2(b) and
4.2(e) with Fig. 4.14(b)). Although the experiments also show that a similar four-fold symmetry
emerges in (001)-oriented FCC surfaces, this feature only becomes evident in the massive MD
simulation performed with = 100 nm (Fig. 4.14(e)). This result indicates that slip trace
patterning may only be favored by the vast number defects introduced with greater indenter tips
in larger material volumes. Furthermore, increasing tip diameter from = 24 nm to = 100
nm intensifies material bulging as evidenced in Fig. 4.10(b), where
shifts towards greater
values with larger indenters. The simulations with = 48 nm are not however conclusive when
it comes to mimic the six-fold rotational symmetry of the rosettes in (111)-oriented FCC
surfaces (see Fig. 4.2(c)), suggesting that indenter tips with > 100 nm are still required so as
to facilitate further development of surface deformation patterns.
The MD simulations of BCC crystals reproduce the hillock arrangements found in
nanoindentation experiments performed in (001)- and (111)-oriented Ta surfaces [36]. In the
case of the (001)-oriented surface, the four-fold rosette symmetry along the <110> directions
(Fig. 4.14(i)) is in good accordance with the experimentally observed morphologies in Ta
(compare Fig 4.3(b) and Fig. 4.14(i)). Moreover, the salient features at the surface that develop
in nanoindentation experiments are analogous to those produced in the MD simulations (cf. Fig.
4.2(a) and Fig. 4.8(e)). This supports the presently found mechanisms for hillock development
in BCCs, including the interplay between the surfaced edge and screw dislocation segments
that leads to the formation of elongated terraces at the surface (Section 4.2.3). However, the
experimentally observed rosette morphology in (111)-oriented Ta surfaces, which is found to
exhibit a three-fold rotational symmetry [36], see Fig. 4.3(d)), is partially replicated in the MD
simulations (Fig. 4.14(m)). While the location of two neighboring rosette arms is consistent
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with that attained in the experiments, the development of the third arm (h2 in Fig. 4.14(m)) is
lacking at the present indentation length scale.
Although increasing temperature promotes plastic bulging around the contact boundary
in the (011)-oriented Ta nanoindentation (Fig. 4.12(d)), the simulations with an indenter tip of
= 48 nm at 77 K are unable to predict the experimentally observed six-fold rosettes [36]
(compare Fig. 4.3(c) with Figs. 4.14(k) and 4.14(l)). According to these results, the use of
greater tip diameters ( > 100 nm) would likely enhance slip trace recurrence and patterning
so as to reproduce the missing features during the loading stage in indented FCC and BCC
surfaces.
4.3.6. Material pile-up and surface patterning upon unloading
According to elastic contact mechanics, indenter tip removal readily produces a marked
elastic rebound in the B-axis [9, 138] (Fig. 4.9) which at 5 ≈ doubles the elastic recovery
developed at the imprint center (5 = 0) [138]. In this sense, it is recalled that the pressure levels
induced in nanoindentation tests are much larger than those attained with greater indenter tips,
so that the elastic rebound of the surface in macro and microindentations is consequently
smaller [9]. The MD simulations of FCC and BCC nanocontacts systematically illustrate on the
onset of such massive elastic rebounds (Figs. 4.15(b) and 4.15(f)).
Two different definitions for parameter can be adopted to quantify the development
of material pileup during the loading and unloading stages of the indentation cycle (Fig. 4.15);
= ℎc /ℎs (Eq. 4.1) and H9?
= ℎc /ℎf , where ℎf is the penetration depth remnant upon
?
full indenter removal (i.e., the measured penetration depth from the Ž ℎ curves at full
unloading [6]). According to the simulations, indenter-tip unloading (at ℎ / ≈ 0.12) produces
levels as compared to those measured during the loading stage in both
a ≈10% raise in the
FCC and BCC nanoindentations (Table 4.1). Moreover, extreme local raises by an order of
≈50% in parameter
(Table 4.1) attain when considering the maximum bulging point at the
contact boundary, characterized by ℎc, max (cf. Figs. 4.15(a) and 4.15(b)), where max, unload =
ℎc, max /ℎf . This result indicates that the unloading stage leads to a very significant onset of
localized material uplifts around the contact (5 ≈ ), leading to
≈ 1.3 Ž 1.5. Table
,H9?
fluctuates, Fig.
4.1 shows the marked difference between the value ? 89ï (around which
4.12) and the levels of
obtained in the FCC and BCC surfaces (Fig. 4.16).
,H9?

Figure 4.15 provides the contact profiles and the corresponding defect entanglements of
loaded and unloaded imprints from the (011)-oriented Al and (111)-oriented Ta indentations.
Notice the role that indenter removal plays in the development of the defect networks (Figs.
4.15(d) and 4.15(h)), where the elastic recovery favors (i) upward dislocation glide, (ii)
dislocation surface annihilation, and (iii) the onset of further surface decorations (Fig. 4.16).
Slip trace patterning and the development of rosette arms become more evident during
unloading, as it leads to an enhancement of the topographical features that were not clear in the
loading indentation. This is the case of the (111)-oriented Ta surface where the three-fold
configuration [36] (and the missing h2 hillock mentioned in Section 4.3.5) eventually upon
during unloading. Moreover, note in Figs. 4.16(a) and 4.16(b) that indenter removal results in
the development of more evident four-fold symmetries in (011)-oriented Cu and Al surfaces
(compare Fig. 4.16(d) and Fig. 4.15(e)).
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Figure 4.15. Loaded vs. unloaded contact profiles and defect networks in Al and Ta. The nanoindentations
are performed with É = ØÙ nm at 4 m/s. Notice in (a) and (e) the marked material uplift upon elastic
rebound. In the (111)-oriented Ta surface, indenter-tip removal leads to a significant reduction of the plastic
zone and promotes the development of the h1, h2, h3 plastic hillocks (cf. Figs. 4.14(m) and 4.16(c)). The AA’ (a) and B-B’ (e) cross sectional cuts are respectively drawn in Figs. 4.16(e) and 4.16(f).
”
under loading (ÊË /É ≈ ¸. •” ) and upon indenter unloading.
Table 4.1. Values of Ü” and Ümax
Indented surface*
¾ (K)
Ü”max, load
Ü”max, unload
Ü” ð½Ì’Ýñò
Ü” unload
Ta (111)
77
0.85 – 0.95
0.95 – 1.06
0.98 – 1.11
1.24 – 1.5

Cu (011)

77

0.9 – 0.98

1.02 – 1.1

1.12 – 1.16

1.28 – 1.46

Al (011)

300

0.91 – 0.99

1.02 – 1.15

1.06 – 1.2

1.25 – 1.5

*The
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Figure 4.16. Pile-up topographies in loaded and unloaded FCC and BCC surfaces. The nanoindentations are
performed with É = ØÙ nm at 4 m/s and maximum penetration of ÊË /É ≈ ¸. •”. The color map indicates
surface elevations (red) and depressions (dark blue). (a)-(c): Indenter removal promotes the development
of rosette morphologies (red zones marking material pile-up). (d)-(f): White arrows denote the location of
the maximum plastic bulging around the contact boundary upon indenter-tip removal.

4.4. Conclusions
1. The MD simulations show that plastic deformation around FCC nanocontacts is
governed by the emission of dislocations and nanotwins whose preferential glide along
<110> directions produces <110> and <112> slip traces at the surface. The surfaced
dislocation segments have predominantly screw character and originate from (i)
prismatic loops emitted during early defect development; (ii) unzipping processes of
dislocation junctions; and (iii) annihilation of SF-ribbons and nanotwins. Crystals with
high stacking fault energy promote cross slip, leading to a more serrated configuration
of slip traces. Cross slip is hindered by the straightening of the surfaced dislocation
segments. Slip traces along non-crystallographic <001> directions emerge from the
occasional glide of non-dissociated junction dislocations.
2. In BCCs, slip trace clustering and symmetric rosette-arms develop through the emission
of dislocation loops to the surface. At low temperatures, homogeneously-nucleated
twins lead to the emission of dislocation semi-loops through detwinning processes at
the twin boundaries. At deeper penetrations, additional (heterogeneously-nucleated)
dislocation loops are emitted. Loop expansion proceeds so that the edge regions glide
towards the <111> direction while the screw components expand sideways through
kinking processes. The edge segments gliding with net upward component intercept the
surface and produce straight traces. The characteristic wavy traces detected in BCC
surfaces are due to kinking mechanisms of the surface-truncated screw segments. With
increasing temperature, the attainment of a highly-mobile dislocation network is
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enhanced, which leads to a great amount of dislocation-loop emissions (without twin
mediation) that favors marked outward spreading of slip traces and surface patterning
development.
3. The plastic hillocks around FCC nanocontacts are comprised by planar atomistic
terraces owing to the <110> and <112> crystallographic slip of surfaced dislocations.
Cross-slip and dislocation interaction processes lead to the development of increasinglyserrated terrace morphologies. Slip trace patterning is favored in crystals with large
stacking fault energy, which produces intricate hillock arrangements. With increasing
temperatures, long-range dislocation organization is limited, which enhances formation
of a less delineated morphology of plastic terraces. Although vast amounts of slip traces
are introduced into the surface with increasing tip diameter, limited rosette development
still occurs as compared to that found in greater (micrometer-sized) indentations.
Extreme material pile-ups (material uplift) upon indenter unloading delineates hillocks
topography, promoting further slip trace patterning and the development of the
symmetric rosette configurations which are experimentally observed in greater
(micrometer-sized) indentations.
4. The marked waviness of the hillocks in BCCs is due to kinking processes attaining in
the surfaced screw segments of the emerging dislocation loops at the surface. At low
temperatures, the hillocks are rather confined at the contact boundary in (001)-oriented
surfaces, emerging along the surface projection of the preferential <111> gliding
direction of the edge components of the dislocation loops. The hillocks are located
further away from the contact boundary in the (111) indentation as the surfaced edge
dislocation population pronouncedly glides outward from the imprint boundary.
Increasing temperature in BCCs favors terrace and hillock development due to the onset
of highly-mobile dislocation networks.
5. Plastic bulging of the surface around the indenter tip is strongly related to imprint
formation processes. The mechanisms producing plastic bulging in FCC nanocontacts
are: (i) recurrent slip trace emissions, which are favored in crystals with high stacking
fault energy where highly mobile dislocation networks attain, and (ii) formation of
imprint edges around the contact periphery due to slip trace localization. Plastic bulging
in BCC nanocontacts at low temperatures is governed by nanotwin nucleations at
specific locations around the imprint. In general, development of entangled defect
networks that carry increasing dislocation slip favors material bulging in both FCC and
BCC imprints. These features determine the atomic trajectories of surface atoms,
leading to distinct material uplifts in nanocontact plasticity as a function of crystalline
structure, orientation and temperature. Material bulging is characterized by an increase
in parameter with penetration from the elastic lower limit of ≈ 0.5, where plastic
is predominantly greater in FCCs than in BCCs. Present simulations finally suggest
that while the reported is much smaller than the range of values measured in greater
micro and macroscopic indentations, assessment of this parameter using the contact
profile remnant upon indenter-tip unloading provides results that are more in agreement
with those from greater indentation scales. This is an outcome of the marked surface
rebounds attained during nanoindenter removal, which are indicative of the extreme
contact pressures attained in nanocontact plasticity.
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5.1. What is the indentation hardness?
Material hardness is a widely employed parameter in indentation testing as its
measurement provides a quantitative estimate of the mean contact pressure that leads to the
formation of a permanent (plastic) imprint in the material [1, 6, 139, 140]. Hardness is
consequently defined as [139]

where

3 =

,

is the projected contact area as defined in Appendix A4.

(5.1)

In linear elastic contacts [138], the mean contact pressure is a function of the elastic
properties of the sample and the corresponding indenter tip geometry [138]. With increasing
penetrations, the onset of crystal plasticity leads to a complex phenomenology of dislocation
propagation and interaction processes [10] occurring underneath indented metallic surfaces [16,
21, 31, 141]. Experiments conducted in macro and microscopic material length scales in
conjunction with (bulk-like) continuum simulations have shown that plastic hardness
measurements arguably follow certain correlations with intrinsic material properties (i.e. with
the elastic modulus, the hardening exponent, and the yield stress [6, 7, 24, 90, 142]). With
decreasingly indenter-tip dimensions, the onset of indentation size effects comes into play,
affecting on the measured levels of contact pressure [12, 14] in accord with the framework in
that “smaller is stronger” [143]. Although significant research efforts have been devoted to
elucidate the correlations between the contact variables inferred through microindentation
testing and the onset of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) [10, 16, 21, 92], a clear
understanding of the relationship between the hardness and the fundamental dislocation glide
mechanisms developing as a function of crystal structure and temperature is essentially lacking
in the open literature. Moreover, in spite of the pioneering research works [14, 36, 41, 62] that
have demonstrated the dependency of the indentation pop-ins (marking the onset of plastic
deformation in ultra-low load nanoindentation testing [14]) to the nature of the indented surface
from room to elevated temperatures, the correlation between the hardness and the subsequent
nanoindentation response at increasing tip penetrations is still a theme of intense debate [12,
16, 18, 21].
The central topic of this investigation is on the evaluation of the mechanisms that govern
the formation of permanent nanoimprints in FCC and BCC metals as a function of surface
orientation and temperature. In doing so, an extensive set of MD nanoindentation simulations
is performed in distinct FCC and BCC crystals under a wide range of nanoindentation
conditions, see Table 3.4. The attainment of the nanohardness evolutions with increasing
indenter-tip penetration enables the evaluation of (i) the elastic response of the simulated FCC
and BCC surfaces, (ii) the underlying crystalline mechanisms that lead to the formation of
permanent imprints in nanoscale contacts, and (iii) the development of evolutionary defect
networks with increasing tip penetration. In addition, it is investigated the role of the specific
FCC and BCC defect nucleation phenomenology upon the material hardness and its transition
towards plateau levels, a feature that is characterized by the periodic development of secondary
pop-in excursions. Although the attainment of such hardness plateaus has been already reported
in previous investigations [16, 21, 37, 119, 141, 144,], the discussion seeks to shed light on the
mechanistic origin to their development, including the role of specific plastic processes.
Overall, the discussion provides a fundamental background to explain why BCC surfaces are
harder than FCC counterparts at the nanoscale.
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5.2. Early elastic contact responses and the onset of plasticity
The elastic responses of the FCC and BCC nanocontacts match the predictions from
linear elastic (Hertzian) contacts [138], where the contact pressure (or hardness) between the
spherical tip and the flat surface adheres to the universal relationship
3

≈

0.8488
(1 Ž S )

≈ 0.9598

,

(5.2)

where S = 0.35 is assumed [138]. Appendix A2 describes in detail the procedure employed to
estimate the value of the effective elastic modulus, , in the present MD simulations of
nanocontacts. Figure 5.1 shows the evolution of 3 / in terms of / . It is observed in this
figure that all elastic responses fulfill Eq. (5.2) regardless of the crystalline structure, orientation
or temperature.
Since the MD nanoindentations enable a direct assessment of the set of atoms that are
effectively brought into contact with the indenter tip (Appendix A4), the simulations become
powerful tools to investigate the contact conditions that lead to the onset of continuum-like
elasticity in perfectly-flat surfaces. The present analysis yields a systematic examination of the
Ž ℎ curves in conjunction with the number of in-contact atoms ( ) that define the
indentation response and its evolution with increasing penetration. In this context, a Hertzian
contact is anticipated to follow the relationship [138],
≈

1.2087

ℎ … ℎ

.

(5.3)

Figure 5.2(a) illustrates the Ž ℎ curves resulting in the (001)- and (011)-oriented Ta
surfaces. It is found in this figure that the early development of an elastic contact attains with
indenter-tip penetrations larger than, say, ℎ (ó) ≈ 2.5 Å. According to the simulations, the
inception of elasticity in present nanoindentations is determined by about a few hundred atoms
(Fig. 5.2(b)). The general outcome from this analysis is that a given elastic nanocontact
satisfying the Hertzian contact (Eq. (5.3)) is necessarily defined by, at least, 100 atoms with
indenter penetrations ≳ 2.0 Å, where (ó) may follow some exponential relationship with ,
see Table 5.1.

With decreasingly indenter-tip sizes ( < 30 nm), present nanocontacts overestimate
the magnitude of the elastic modulus, e.g., see in Table 5.1 the
value obtained in the
indentations with = 24 nm. This effect is associated with the fact that the response of a
limited number of atoms cannot be coarse-grained through linear elastic continuum contact
mechanics analyses. In this sense, it is noted that the present simulations clearly indicate that
for > 30 nm, reasonable accordance is reached between the values of
reported from
nanoindentation experiments [36, 37, 62] and those inferred from the modeled nanocontacts.
Furthermore, the MD simulations effectively capture the onset of anisotropic elasticity in the
indented Cu surfaces, where the largest values are encountered in the indentations of (111)
planes while the lowest values corresponds to the (001)-oriented surfaces, see Fig. 5.3. This
result is in good agreement with the computational and theoretical works from Refs. [11, 37]
(cf. Fig. 6 from Ref. [11]). By the same token, the nanoindentations also reproduce the moderate
elastic isotropy that develops in the indented Ta and Al surfaces [37, 38, 145]. This is evidenced
in the 3 Ž ℎ curves from Fig. 5.3 where the elastic responses follow similar trends regardless
of the indented orientation.
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Figure 5.1. $¿ /‘ Ž ¼/É curves from the MD simulations of FCC and BCC nanoindentations. All of the
indentations are carried out at 4 m/s. The indentations in (a),(c), and (d) are performed with indenter tips
of É = ØÙ nm. The indentations marked “prestr.” (in parts (a),(c)-(d)) contain a preexisting defect network.
See text for full details.

The onset of nanocontact plasticity attains at a critical load level and is characterized
either by a marked discontinuity (pop-in) or by a sudden slope change in both the 3 Ž ℎ and
Ž ℎ curves [21, 41, 68], see Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 (respectively). While sharp pop-ins are a
signature of abrupt defect nucleations under large pressures (and penetrations) [37, 38], a more
gradual transition to plasticity distinguished by milder load drops indicates the injection of
crystalline defects at lower contact pressures [37, 38].The Cu and Al simulations show an
analogous phenomenology of defect nucleation mechanisms attaining as a main function of the
surface orientation characterized by development of specific pop-ins. It is encountered that the
largest pop-ins are attributed to the (111)-oriented surfaces (see Fig. 5.4(c)) which correspond
with the abrupt inception of prismatic loops. In contrast, the mildest pop-ins in FCCs develop
in the (001) indentations (Fig. 5.4(a)) due to the nucleation of few dislocation lines (see that the
corresponding dislocation densities burst in Figs. 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) at the first pop-in event).
The interested reader is addressed to Fig. 4 from Ref. [37], where the nucleated defect
geometries that arise as a function of surface orientation in FCC nanoindentations are shown.
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Figure 5.2. Onset of elastic contacts in Ta nanoindentations. The indenter tips have É = ØÙ nm while the
penetration rate is set to 4 m/s. (a) ‘ Ž ÊË curves in (001)- and (011)-oriented surfaces. Note that the use of
Eq. (5.3) enables the computation of ‘ at a given elastic loading state characterized by 4 and ÊË . (b) The
õö Ž ÊË curves are indicative in that õö linearly scales with ÊË in a spherical elastic contact. Notice the role
that surface orientation plays in the õö Ž ÊË evolutions as the indentations performed on close packed
planes (i.e. the (011)-oriented BCC surface, see Section 2.3) lead to steeper õö Ž ÊË curves in elasticity. By
contrast, elevated temperatures tend to reduce the slopes in the õö Ž ÊË evolutions, compare 77 K vs. 900
K in the (001) indentation.

The dimensionless contact variables used in Eq. (5.2) can be employed to characterize
the transition from the early linear elastic regime to the inception of a nanocontact instability
(or first pop-in event) [146]. According to Table 5.1, different levels of the critical 3 / ,
hereafter also referred to as (3 / )(>) ), marking the onset of such a pop-in event attain as a
function of the indented FCC and BCC surfaces (note that these values are not particularly
sensitive to the elastic properties and indenter-tip size). In this regard, the simulations show that
the (001)-oriented FCC surfaces exhibit the lowest (3 / )(>) (≈ 0.1), while the (011) and
(111) orientations are distinguished by larger (3 / )(>) values (≈ 0.125 and ≈ 0.14,
respectively), see the arrows pointing to the different critical 3 / levels in Figs. 5.1(c) and
5.1(d). Additionally, it is found that the indentations distinguished by a net hardness drop of
more than 0.53 (>) at the first pop-in exhibit “extended” elastic regimes towards ( / )(>) ≈
0.14, see Fig. 5.1. Smaller 3 / excursions attain for the smaller critical levels of / (<
0.14), which are generally associated with the onset of mild dislocation density bursts, cf. Figs.
5.1 and 5.5.
The specific defect inceptions in perfect BCC crystals are clearly influenced by
temperature [38, 39, 41]. In this context, pop-ins developing at low temperatures ( = 77 K)
are associated with twin-wall nucleations. The distinctive {112} twin-wall configurations
attaining below indented BCC surfaces as a function of orientation govern the development of
the pop-in event (see Fig. 2 from Ref. [38]). This is also captured in the 3 / Ž / curves of
Figs. 5.1(a) and 5.1(b), where the(3 / )(>) levels in the (011)- and (111)-oriented surfaces
exhibit (3 / )(>) ≈ 0.12 and ≈ 0.15, respectively, in both Ta and Fe nanoindentations. The
BCC simulations reproduce the SF-wall nucleation in the (001)-oriented surfaces (reported
elsewhere in Ref. [38]) which leads to the extreme value of (3 / )(>) ≈ 0.21. In the case of
Ta surfaces indented at 77 K, this orientation exhibits the largest critical pressure (3 (>) ≈ 42
GPa) of all the indentations (with > 30 nm), see Table 5.1. With increasingly temperatures,
both (3 / )(>) and ( / )(>) gradually shift to smaller values due to the enhancement of
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detwinning and dislocation-loop emissions at the pop-in excursions. In particular, the (001)oriented Fe surface exhibits a three-fold decrease in the (3 / )(>) levels when temperature is
raised from 77 K to 900 K, see Table 5.1. Following this trend, indented BCC surfaces could
converge to a minimum value of (3 / )(>) ≈ 0.09 in the (011) orientation, which arguably
would correspond to a similar pop-in event (in terms of (3 / )(>) ) to the easily-activated (001)
orientation in the FCC counterpart.
Table 5.1. Contact parameters at the onset of coarse-grained elasticity and for the first plastic burst.
indented surface

É (nm)

¾ (K)

onset of elasticity

ÊË (÷) (Å)

õö (÷)

‘ (GPa)

*

$¿ (Þ)

onset of plasticity
($¿ /‘)(Þ)

(¼/É)(Þ)

Ta (001)
24
77
56.2
0.197
0.198
≈5.0
≈200
≈275
Ta (001) 70 nm
48
77
42.0
0.221
0.193
≈2.5
≈110
≈190
Ta (001) 70 nm
48
900
33.6
0.177
0.161
≈3.0
≈100
≈180
Ta (011) 70 nm
48
77
26.2
0.122
0.129
≈2.5
≈250
≈195
Ta (011) 70 nm
48
900
24.2
0.118
0.117
≈3.5
≈300
≈185
Ta (111) 70 nm
48
77
30.0
0.150
0.162
≈2.5
≈100
≈192
Ta (111) 70 nm prestr.
48
77
≈192
22.6
0.111
0.118
Ta (111) 70 nm
48
900
28.8
0.140
0.145
≈3.5
≈100
≈180
Fe (001) 50 nm
36
77
44.0
0.209
0.217
≈3.0
≈110
≈202
Fe (111) 50 nm
36
77
25.6
0.142
0.148
≈3.0
≈100
≈200
Fe (001) 50 nm
36
300
40.2
0.198
0.196
≈5.0
≈200
≈192
Fe (001) 50 nm prestr.
36
300
21.9
0.118
0.136
≈192
Fe (001) 50 nm
36
600
32.3
0.182
0.163
≈7.0
≈250
≈182
Fe (001) 50 nm
36
900
21.7
0.139
0.147
≈7.0
≈320
≈163
Fe (001) 70 nm
48
77
≈2.5
≈120
≈190
40.1
0.211
0.213
Fe (001) 70 nm
36
900
21.1
0.135
0.154
≈3.5
≈150
≈160
Cu (001) 36 nm
24
77
17.9
0.089
0.099
≈4.0
≈270
≈215
Cu (001) 70 nm
48
77
12.2
0.093
0.097
≈2.5
≈130
≈128
Cu (001) 105 nm**
100
77
11.9
0.091
0.098
≈2.0
≈150
≈120
Cu (011) 70 nm
48
77
20.0
0.126
0.130
≈2.0
≈210
≈155
Cu (011) 70 nm prestr.
48
77
9.9
0.065
0.073
≈155
Cu (011) 70 nm
48
400
17.1
0.112
0.119
≈3.5
≈150
≈140
Cu (011) 70 nm prestr.
48
400
≈140
7.8
0.060
0.069
Cu (111) 70 nm
48
77
23.7
0.140
0.143
≈2.0
≈95
≈170
Al (001) 70 nm
48
300
6.9
0.111
0.115
≈4.0
≈220
≈75
Al (001) 70 nm***
100
300
8.8
0.107
0.110
≈4.0
≈300
≈82
Al (011) 70 nm
48
300
12.7
0.121
0.124
≈4.0
≈250
≈100
Al (111) 70 nm
48
300
14.0
0.140
0.139
≈3.0
≈200
≈110
Al (111) 70 nm prestr.
48
300
9.0
0.088
0.850
≈110
Subscript (÷) stands for elasticity in accordance with the contact state that leads to Hertzian-type predictions (Eq.
(5.2)), while subscript (Þ) indicates the contact state at the onset of the first pop-in event. The indentations marked
“prestr.” (pre-strained) are those containing a preexisting defect network prior to indentation.
The nanoindentations are performed at 4 m/s except **(30 m/s) and ***(0.2 m/s).
† refers to the indented surface and computational domain size, respectively (Table 3.2).
* the reported levels for ‘ are computed in accordance with Appendix A2.
36nm†

(GPa)

The above discussion indicates that the dimensionless parametrization of the contact in
terms of the 3 / Ž / evolutions tentatively captures the onset of the first nanocontact
instability as a function of the specific defect nucleation processes attaining for different surface
orientations, crystalline structures, and temperatures, thus adding to the detailed work by Ref.
[146] on the possible mechanistic parameters governing the inception of plasticity in
nanocontact loadings.
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Figure 5.3. $¿ Ž ÊË curves from FCC and BCC nanoindentations. All of the indentations are carried out at 4
m/s. The indentations in (a),(c), and (d) are performed with indenter tips of É = ØÙ nm.

The pre-strained computational domains that contain a preexisting (fully-developed)
dislocation structure provide a special (but extremely pertinent) scenario to the inception of
plasticity, where it is expected that the transition to plastic deformation is facilitated by the
presence of such defect networks [21]. These defect configurations are constructed under the
computational procedure described in Section 3.2.3. The subsequent indentations of prestrained crystals are analogous to those used in the defect-free counterparts (Section 3.2.2). The
onset of plasticity in the pre-strained simulations involves heterogeneous defect nucleation
processes occurring in the (preexisting) defect network which lead to relatively low 3 (>)
levels (Fig. 5.3(d)) and fainting pop-in excursions (Fig. 5.4(c)). It is clear that the heterogeneous
nucleation process in the indented crystals [28, 66, 147] requires smaller contact pressures that
those typically obtained in the case of the homogenous defect nucleations in defect-free crystals
[21, 62]. Along these lines, the MD nanoindentations thus show that the (3 / )(>) levels
attained in pre-strained crystals are ≈ 30 Ž 40% smaller than those encountered in defect-free
crystals, see Figs. 5.1 and 5.6.
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Figure 5.4. 4/‘ Ž ÊË curves from FCC and BCC nanoindentations. All of the MD indentations are performed
with indenter tips of É = ØÙ nm and an indentation rate of 4 m/s is imposed.

Although the above discussion describes the role that a preexisting (dense) dislocation
entanglement plays in the onset of nanocontact plasticity, in reality, the likelihood of
encountering a single (preexisting) dislocation below nanoindenter-tips is negligible [148].
Therefore, the onset of plasticity is commonly attributed to homogeneous nucleation processes
[14]. Nanoindentation experiments have demonstrated [14, 21, 41, 79, 148] that defect
inception follows stochastic laws as the process can be described under statistical distributions
of both critical load and penetration. To evaluate the effect of such stochastically-occurring
defect nucleation phenomena upon the 3 Ž ℎ curves at the first pop-in as well as for deeper
indenter tip penetrations, a comprehensive set of Fe indentations at 300 K is performed for the
(001) surface under identical testing conditions, where only the initial distribution of atomic
velocities is varied. Thus, all such MD realizations concern statistically dissimilar initial
conditions. Figure 5.6 illustrates that while the MD nanoindentations mimic a clear stochastic
behavior at the pop-in level (see the insets to this figure), the influence of these stochastic
processes on the overall 3 Ž ℎ response is inconsequential as all the realizations convergence
towards similar levels of plastic hardness, see Fig. 5.6(b).
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Figure 5.5. ù Ž ÊË curves from FCC and BCC nanoindentations. All of the indentations are performed with
indenter tips of É = ØÙ nm with an indentation rate 4 m/s. The ù evolutions are computed in accordance
with Appendix A8. úÞð in pre-strained crystals is defined as úÞð = ú – úÝñ’ (see Eq. (A8.2) in Appendix A8).
Note that the analysis of dislocation densities (Appendix A8) is unable to include BCC nanotwinning in the
ù Ž ÊË evolutions so that attainment of a steady-state defect network is lacking in the Ta (001) and (111)
indentations at 77 K (part (c)).

Figure 5.6. Distinct realizations of the Fe (001) nanoindentation. (a) 4 Ž ÊË and (b) $¿ Ž ÊË curves obtained
at ¾ = Ú¸¸ K with indenter tips of É = ÚÛ nm. Under these conditions, the MD simulations show that the
uncertainty [148] arising in critical load and critical hardness levels is characterized by ü4(Þ) ≈ ü¸. ã ýõ
and ü$¿ (Þ) ≈ ü•. Ú GPa, respectively, see the insets to the above pictures. The exhibits contain 6
different realizations of a nominally identical indentation test.

Finally, special attention is given to investigate the role of the indentation rate (i.e.,
indenter-tip penetration velocity) in the onset of nanocontact instabilities. In consistency with
the results reported in Ref. [38, 122] for BCC surfaces, the Al simulations corroborate that the
defect mechanisms occurring at nucleation remain unaffected by the indentation loading rate
(Appendix A5.1), while the critical load levels ( (>) ) exhibit a mild reduction with decreasing
indentation velocities. According to Fig. 5.7, when the indentation rate is decreased by two
orders of magnitude (i.e., from 4 m/s to 0.04 m/s) in the (001)-oriented Al surface, the value of
(>) shows a gradual decrease from 0.837 þN to 0.77 þN, which corresponds, in terms of 3 (>) ,
to a much milder decrease (i.e., from ≈8.9 GPa to ≈8.6 GPa), see the inset to this figure.
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Figure 5.7. The effect of the indentation rate on the critical load levels. The results are for Al (001)
nanoindentations with É = ØÙ nm at 300 K.

5.3. Contact mechanisms during nucleation pop-ins
The nucleation pop-ins involve a marked load drop in the Ž ℎ curve (Fig. 5.4), which
is a particular characteristic of nanoindentations performed under displacement control [38]
[14, 38], where the elastic relaxation of the surfaces produced during defect nucleation leads to
the onset of such load discontinuities. This process induces a sudden encasing of the indenter
tip by the surrounding material due to the onset of pile-up effects, which lead to a market
increase the contact area (Section 4.3.1). The development of nucleation pop-ins attain to a
point where no additional sudden defect emissions occur underneath the nanoindenter.
Under the assumption that nanocontact plasticity is only due to dislocation slip, the
advent of the first pop-in necessarily attains in such a way that the total slip produced by the
nucleated dislocations results in a sudden expansion of the contact area. The model developed
by Nix and Gao (NG) [10] then provides a simple representation for the development of the
permanent imprint. According to this model, the GNDs which accommodate the plastic
deformation produced by the indenter tip can be related to the indenter penetration [10, 143] as
shown in Fig. 5.8(a). This model effectively captures the decrease in contact pressure with
increasing penetrations and also provides a fundamental rationale to the onset of indentation
size effects in indention testing with micrometer-sized indenters, where the injection of GNDs
becomes consequential to imprint formation and strain hardening [10, 143]. According to Fig.
5.8(a), the total GND length is defined as &,-. ≈ ℎ / . Under the assumption that plasticity
develops in a semi-hemispherical volume ( >? ) of radius a [10, 20], the GND density (U, )
injected under the indenter then follows the relation [10]
U,-, =

&,-.
>?

≈

3ℎ
2

.

(5.4)

To verify whether nucleated GNDs can effectively account for early imprint formation
during nanoindentation, a conceptual framework based on the NG model is tested here for the
Al (111) indentation whose first pop-in event involves an abrupt nucleation of dislocation arrays
with relatively short faulted planes (Section 4.2.2). The contact state for the analysis (Fig.
5.8(b)) is chosen so that a plastic imprint has been produced as if strict load-controlled
conditions were imposed [14, 41], see Fig. 5.8(c). In this case, the imprint formation is assumed
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to occur from ℎ„ to ℎ (Figs. 5.8(c) and 5.8(d)) and Eq. (5.4) provides U,-, ≈ 1.1 × 10„ mƒ .
By virtue of the results reported elsewhere in Ref. [119], the GND density encountered in MD
nanoindentations follows U, . ≈ 0.1U in FCC crystals. According to that, the Al simulation at
ℎ exhibits a GND density of ≈ 2.8 × 10„¢ mƒ (i.e., the ≈10% of the density found in the
U Ž ℎ curve from Fig. 5.5(b) at ℎ = ℎ ). This indicates that the original NG model
overestimates the value of U, in the Al nanoindentation by two orders of magnitude.

Figure 5.8. Imprint profiles and GNDs in the Al (111) nanoindentation. (a) Schematic representation of the
NG contact. The inset to this picture displays the homogeneous distribution of GNDs, where the arrows
point towards the evenly-spaced distribution of emitted GND loops characterized by the distance . Since
the GNDs conceptually produce steps of height , the contact definition yields the equality =
••¸) cross-sectional cut in the Al indentation (300 K) at ÊË = Ê” (see (c) and (d)).
Ìñƒ• ( / ) [10]. (b) (•
Notice in the inset to picture (b) that the marked slip features enhance the encasing of the indenter-tip by
the surrounding material, favoring the onset of pile-up effects (with Ü”è → •). (c) and (d): Load and hardness
pop-ins (respectively) under load-controlled vs. displacement-controlled conditions in the Al
nanoindentation.

The NG model fails in describing imprint formation with sub micrometer-sized
indenters due to the following. (i) While any indenter tip is rounded to some extent at nanometer
dimensions [16], the NG indenter is assumed to have a perfectly conical shape (Fig. 5.8(a)). (ii)
The fact that the nucleated GNDs interact with each other results in a significant increase in
dislocation density; so that most of the dislocations present in the subsurface are not GNDs
[18]. (iii) Surface dislocation nucleation processes are not taken into account [20]. (iv) The
onset of sink-in and pile-up effects around nanoindenters (Section 4.3.2) is not considered [18].
These issues have led to the conclusion [12, 16, 18, 143] that the use of nanometer-sized
indenter tips produces much greater values of U, (≈ 10„» mƒ [18]) than those predicted in the
original NG model.
When it comes to compare the GND distributions across the imprint profile, there is no
possible comparison between the NG representation (Fig. 5.8(a)) and the actual results from the
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MD simulations in Al (inset to Fig. 5.8(b)). In the latter, the advent of inhomogeneous surface
step distributions at the contact leads to the detection of fluctuating values in the circumferential
and
(Fig. 4.12(c)). It is noted that in all FCC and BCC nanoindentations, the levels at
≈ 0.65 Ž 0.85 (Fig. 4.10). These values clearly evidence the important elastic
ℎ are
component present in nanoimprint formation which cannot be possibly regarded as a fully
plastic process. Furthermore, the dislocation distribution is not homogeneously distributed
while both surface annihilation and interaction processes drastically affect the actual
distribution of dislocation density underneath the nanoimprint.

5.4. Evolution of nanocontact plasticity
The attainment of serrated Ž ℎ and 3 Ž ℎ curves is a characteristic feature of
nanocontact plasticity (Figs. 5.3 and 5.4) [20, 38, 39], where the development of load (or
hardness) drops stems from collective defect activities occurring bellow the indenter tip [39,
40]. According to the present nanoindentation simulations, the irregular expansion of the defect
networks with increasing penetrations [39, 119] is distinguished by (i) dislocation emissions
outwards and towards the contact surface, (ii) the gradual formation of short-range dislocation
interactions, and (iii) dislocation annihilation resulting from segment truncation at the free
surface. The strong role of the crystallographic orientation of the indented plane, crystalline
structure and testing temperature upon the development of nanocontact plasticity becomes
evident in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, as each indentation (with 48-nm diameter tips) is found to produce
specific plastic excursions in the Ž ℎ and 3 Ž ℎ curves.

It is important to emphasize that although the dimensionless quantity 3 / (referred
hereafter to as the normalized hardness) enables the characterization of the pop-in instability in
such a way that the elastic modulus is factored-out (see Eq. (5.2)), the 3 / normalization is
not strictly valid within nanocontact plasticity as the material hardness becomes a complex
function of elastic and plastic parameters which cannot be simply deconvoluted through the
ratio 3 / . Note that the influence of the elastic properties upon the nanocontact response
arises from the complex distribution of the elastic stress fields associated with the injected
dislocations [3, 20, 21], which affect the 3 levels in a nontrivial manner. In this context, two
indented surfaces showing identical mechanisms of nucleation and dislocation interactions but
different elastic moduli would give rise to distinct values of 3 / as a result of the different
elastic fields generated by the “topologically identical” defect networks.

At deeper penetrations (say, / > 0.2 Ž 0.25), the simulations show the systematic
attainment of a stationary regime in the 3 Ž ℎ and 3 / Ž / evolutions, where the
specific plateau levels are found to attain irrespective of the crystalline orientation in all of the
FCC and BCC nanoindentations, see Figs. 5.1 and 5.3. In consonance with the above discussion,
it is believed that the elastic fields generated by the densely entangled dislocation arrangements
(U ≈ 10„» mƒ ) average out the elastic contributions on plastic imprint formation so that the
3 / plateaus attain as a function of the distinctive defect structures and the corresponding
dislocation density level. Within this framework, the attainment of the hardness plateau levels
provides essential insight into FCC and BCC nanocontact plasticity.
Immediately upon the onset of the first pop-in event, the nanoindentations exhibit a mild
decrease in hardness levels with increasing penetration (e.g., the (001)-oriented FCC surfaces
in Figs. 5.3 and 5.5) which is due to the complex phenomenology associated with the
development of the defect network and >? expansion [119, 149]. At larger penetrations,
additional load drops (secondary pop-ins [14]) imply the onset of sporadic mobilization stages
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of the defect network, which also lead to sudden increments in contact area and pile-up
development at 5 ≈ , see the inset to Fig. 4.10(a). The hardness drops develop to a point where
the active dislocations become arrested by the immobile defect entanglement. The nanocontact
responses between adjacent pop-in events then involve quasi-elastic loading stages occurring

Figure 5.9. Intermittent development of the dislocation network in Al nanoindentation. The results are
from the MD simulations of Al (001) indentations with É = •¸¸ nm at 300 K with loading rates of 4 m/s and
0.2 m/s. (a) The 4 Ž ÊË curves evidence the onset of intermittent nanocontact plasticity at 0.2 m/s, where
the plastic events (load drops) attain at fixed indentation depth. (b) $¿ /‘ Ž ¼/É curve at 0.2 m/s. The
continuous and dashed lines in (b) respectively follow pure elastic and quasi-elastic stages (Eq. (5.2)). Note
in the latter ‘ < ‘ due to the onset of pile-up effects at ≈ ¼ [7]. (c) $¿ Ž ÊË and Ü” Ž ÊË curves at 0.2
m/s. (d)-(h): Defect configurations detected during quasi-elastic loading characterized by ù/ ÊË ≈ ¸ in
the ù Ž ÊË curve (picture (i)).
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under a pinned defect configuration. The Al nanoindentation performed at 0.2 m/s serves as an
exemplification of the above, where the development of a plastic nanoimprint strictly attains
during secondary pop-ins so that every plastic event (intentionally marked “(1)”, “(3)” and “(6)”
in Fig. 5.9(b)) leads to a net increment in / . These plastic processes are additionally captured
by the Ž ℎ curve (Fig. 5.9(c)) where (i) quasi-elastic loading attains at a constant value of
, and (ii) secondary pop-ins are characterized by a net increment in . [Note that the
associated Young’s modulus in the quasi-elastic stages, , takes a smaller value than in pure
elastic contacts, see Figs. 5.9(b)] Figures 5.9(d)-(h) show the immobile (pinned) stages that
develop during such quasi-elastic loadings, where •U/•ℎ ≈ 0 (see Fig. 5.9(i)) and
•3 /•ℎ > 0, while 3 / follows Eq. (5.2) as illustrated in Fig. 5.9(b).

At deeper penetrations (for, say, / > 0.2 Ž 0.25), the simulations show the
systematic attainment of a stationary regime in the 3 Ž ℎ and 3 / Ž / curves, where
the specific hardness plateau levels are not significantly affected by crystalline orientation in
all of the modeled FCC and BCC nanoindentations, see Figs. 5.1 and 5.3. In the context of the
above discussion, it is then believed that the elastic fields generated by the densely entangled
dislocation arrangements (U ≈ 10„» mƒ ) average out, thus yielding to an overall value of the
material hardness which is not apparently dependent on the surface orientation. The 3 plateaus
in Figs. 5.3(c) and 5.3(d) evidence that although Cu crystals (with 3 ≈ 6.0 ü 0.2 GPa) are
essentially harder than Al surfaces (3 ≈ 4.9 ü 0.3 GPa), this order is reversed when
considering the plateaus of 3 / , where the Al nanoindentations exhibit greater levels of 3 /
(≈ 0.05 ü 0.002) than the Cu counterparts (3 / ≈ 0.039 ü 0.0015), see Figs. 5.1(c) and
5.1(d). The 3 / analyses evidence the important elastic component present in nanocontact
plasticity as the (“soft”) Al surfaces with ≈ 75 Ž 110 GPa (Table 5.1) produce a stronger
response in terms of 3 / than the (“hard”) Cu indentations ( ≈ 128 Ž 170 GPa).

While the FCC nanocontacts show that the attainment of the 3 / plateaus is not
markedly affected by temperature (compare the (011) indentations at 77 K and 400 K in Figs.
5.1(c) and 5.3(c)), the opposite applies to BCC nanocontact plasticity as the mechanisms for
defect nucleation and subsequent dislocation emissions are largely influenced by temperature
(Section 4.2.3). Thus, at low temperatures (77 K), the plateaus attain for the largest hardness
values of all of the modeled nanoindentations (i.e., 3 ≈ 19.5 ü 1.0 GPa and 3 / ≈
0.095 ü 0.005), see Figs. 5.1(a) and 5.3(a). The onset of stable nano-twin structures generates
an important “back-stress” [38] preventing imprint formation, which then leads to an increase
in the 3 level. [This particular phenomenology will be described in Section 5.5.2]
Nevertheless, although the 3 plateaus in BCCs attain at (much) larger levels than those
obtained in the indented FCC surfaces (Fig. 5.3), the difference in the magnitudes of the
plateaus developing between FCCs and BCCs is reduced by a half when the variable 3 / is
at issue (Fig. 5.1). By increasing temperature to 900 K, where the indented Ta surfaces ( / ≈
0.3) exhibit dislocation-loop emissions (Fig. 4.8(f)), it is found that the onset of the plateau
stage attains at lower levels of both 3 and 3 / (≈ 16 GPa and ≈ 0.08, respectively), see
Figs. 5.1(a) and 5.3(a). This tendency reaches a lower limit in the Fe (001) indentation at 900
K ( / ≈ 0.5), where the highly mobile dislocation network promotes the attainment of a
plateau level for a similar normalized hardness to that reached in Al nanocontacts (3 / ≈
0.05), see Fig. 5.1. According to these results, the development of BCC nanoimprints at
elevated temperatures ( / > 0.3) presumably reaches an analogous plateau stage to that
encountered in FCC Al imprints under highly mobile (cross-slipped) dislocation networks (Fig.
4.6(d)).
The above discussion indicates that the normalized hardness, 3 / , allows for an
effective characterization of both the elastic nanocontact regime (via Eq. (5.2)) as well as the
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pop-in instabilities (Section 5.2), which includes the underlying defect mechanisms associated
with the development of plastic (permanent) nanoimprints at deep penetrations. These findings
show that the plastic nanoimprint formation processes are essentially governed by the
distinctive defect structures injected underneath the nanocontacts as a function of crystalline
structure and temperature.

5.5. Strengthening properties of the simulated dislocation networks
An important concern in this investigation concerns the possible strengthening effects
attaining in the simulated crystals, where the dense dislocation configurations (U ≈ 10„» mƒ )
may lead to the extreme hardness levels obtained in the MD nanoindentations (Fig. 5.3). This
is asserted by an additional group of uniaxial test simulations with periodic computational
volumes that contain the fully-developed defect networks present underneath the indented
surfaces. Uniaxial deformation is then imposed upon such material volumes under strict
displacement controlled conditions with a stretching rate of ≈ 0.8 m/s (OG = 1.2 × 10 sƒ„ ), see
Table 3.5. The computational procedure employed in these simulations is described in Section
3.2.3.

By recourse to the Taylor’s hardening model [3], where V = 0C …U (see Section
2.1), it becomes possible to evaluate the strengthening coefficient C which provides an
indication of the degree to which the injected dislocation networks have hardened the crystal
[32, 75]. This model is invoked at the inception of plasticity, where the first stress burst in the
V Ž O curve (marking the V level, see arrows in Figs. 5.10(f)-(h)) enables elucidation of the
resolved critical shear stress, X = 0V , that leads to dislocation activation in the simulated
periodic networks (see Figs. 5.10(a)-(e)). Within this framework, the inferred data from the
FCC and BCC simulations are collected in Table 5.2. It is found that the Taylor’s coefficient
attains C ≈ 0.34 in the Al simulations, which is in good agreement with the reported values for
bulk FCC crystals containing less entangled dislocation networks (U ≈ 10ß Ž 10„ mƒ ) [32,
76]. The simulated Cu crystals, however, exhibit lower values of C (≈ 0.26). This difference
may be attributable to the long SF ribbons observed in the Cu simulations (compare Figs.
5.11(a) and 5.10(b)), where junction formation processes due to dislocation interactions become
less evident. This issue is dramatically amplified with smaller MD cells (Fig. 5.10(c)) where
the scarce number of dislocation arrays leads to C ≈ 0.15 (Table 5.2). The results from the Ta
simulations capture the influence of temperature-assisted screw mobility over crystal
strengthening as an increasingly mobile defect network (900 K) leads to a 20% decrease in C
with respect to the value found at lower temperatures (300 K), see Table 5.2.
The above results support the concept in that the Taylor hardening model scales with
dislocation density up to the presently injected extreme density levels. This is in agreement with
the correspondence between the nanohardness and dislocation density levels present in the
modeled nanocontacts, where the onset of a plateau stage (Fig. 5.3) is associated with the
attainment of a stationary (fully-developed) dislocation network below the indenter tip (i.e.,
•U/•ℎ ≈ 0, see Fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.10. MD simulations of uniaxial tests in pre-strained FCC and BCC crystals. The left-hand side
pictures show the preexisting dislocation configurations at the onset of plasticity (marked with arrow in
the corresponding Ž á curves at the right-hand side).

It is emphasized that the underlying defect mechanisms governing nanoimprint
formation are different than those associated with the development of dislocation networks
under uniaxial straining. In the former, the gradual formation of a plastic nanoimprint occurs
through recurrent processes of heterogeneous dislocation nucleation at extreme contact
pressures [38], while in the latter the plastic response is governed by the local activation of
dislocation segments within a short-range force landscape [22] leading to •U/•O > 0 so that
•V/•O > 0 (Eq. (2.2)). To probe the degree to which present nanoimprints are formed under
classical strain hardening paradigms, the bulk-like Tabor’s model is invoked [1, 24]. This model
states that the elastic limit (uniaxial test) and material hardness (indentation) are correlated
through 3 /V ≈ 3 [24]. Under this framework, present FCC and BCC simulations
systematically indicate that the correlation between 3 and V lacks all validity at nanoscale as
it is found that 3 /V ≈ 5 Ž 11 in the present simulations (Table 5.2). In accord with the above
discussion, note that both quantities (i.e., hardness and yield strength) are essentially obtained
under the operation of two distinct plastic phenomenologies.
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$¿ plateau**
(GPa)

Table5.2. Taylor’s coefficient and Tabor’s relation as inferred from the FCC and BCC simulations.
¾ (K)

stretching
rate (m/s)*

Cu (011) 70 nm

400

0.80

Cu (001) 36 nm

150
150

≈0.8

Al (011) 70 nm

300

≈0.8

0.65

Crystal
Ta (001) 70 nm

300
900

* The stretching direction is

≈0.8
≈0.8
≈1.0
≈0.1

(GPa)

3.35
2.20

ù (¿ƒ” )***

≈19.0
≈16.0
≈6.5

≈10.5
≈10.5

0.95
0.92

≈4.5

$¿ /

1.65 × 1016
1.46 × 1016

0.25
0.20

1.22 × 1016

0.26

7.5

3.41 × 1016
3.41 × 1016

0.17
0.17

11.0
11.4

1.08 × 1016

0.34

10.8

5.6
7.3

imposed in accord with Fig. 3.4(c), see Section 3.2.3. The influence of the strain rate on the
levels is shown in Appendix A5.2.
**see Fig. 5.3.
*** ù characterizes the (preexisting) dislocation networks activating at
(Fig. 5.10).

5.6. Nanoimprint formation processes
The imprint profiles obtained during the early elastic responses in both FCC and BCC
MD nanoindentations are in good agreement with the radial pressure distributions, 3(5),
predicted for Hertzian-type contacts, where [138]
3 (5 ) =

3 (

Ž 5 )„/

.

(5.5)

Figure 5.11(a) illustrates the elastic contact of the (111)-oriented Cu surface (at
penetration level marked “(a)” in Fig. 5.11(b)). While the central points (5 ≈ 0) exhibit the
largest applied loads (Appendix A3), the load points (i.e. the in-contact atoms) tend to decrease
in intensity (blue) with → , where the contact periphery is finally attained at 5 ≈ , 3( ) =
0. The inset to Fig. 5.11(a) demonstrates that the discrete load distributions from the collection
of in-contact atoms reproduces with a great accuracy a continuum elastic contact along 5 (Eq.
(5.5)).
At the pop-in event, the nucleated defects promote a rapid expansion of the contact
surface that results in an abrupt increment in the imprint size (see arrow in Fig. 5.11(a)). In this
regard, a correlation is found between the nucleation phenomenology and the increment of
at the onset of plasticity (hereafter referred to as ∆ ). In particular, the (111)parameter
oriented Al surface exhibits the largest ∆ (≈ 0.35) of all nanoindentations (Fig. 4.10(c)),
where the specific defect nucleation produces a rapid onset of slip traces throughout the imprint
which in turn leads to the increase in contact surface as material pile-up is favored. However,
although a similar nucleation mechanism is encountered in the Cu (111) indentation, the onset
of slip traces is partly hindered due to the longer SFs developing in this material (cf. Fig. 4.6(a)
and 4.6(b)), which leads to smaller ∆ levels as compared to those attained in Al (Figs. 4.10(b)
and 4.10(c)).

In BCCs, the values of ∆ are not apparently affected by temperature, where it is noted
that the low-temperature nucleation of nanotwin walls as well as the emission of highly-mobile
dislocation arrangements at / > 0.3 leads to similar magnitudes of ∆ ≈ 0.3. In addition,
the surfaces with milder nucleations characterized by, say, ∆ < 0.2, (Fig. 4.10(a)) also exhibit
the smaller 3 drops at the first pop-in (Section 5.2).
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Figure 5.11. Imprint formation in (111)-oriented Cu. The indentation is performed with É = ØÙ nm and at
77 K. (a) The elastic contact (left-hand side) is in good agreement with the Hertzian radial function $( )
(right-hand side). The coloring indicate the magnitude of the exerted force
to each of the in-contact
atoms (see Appendix A3). (b) The Ž ÊË curve captures the onset of elasticity and plasticity (see also Fig.
A4.3 in Appendix A4). (c) and (d): Plastic nanoimprints lead to serrated $( ) distributions due to the
injected dislocations, where peaks and valleys in $( ) evidence slip traces. A point in the $( ) Ž curve is
defined by 4 neighbor atoms (where is the center of the corresponding atomic region) so that a local area
is conveniently defined for the contact pressure estimations, $( ).

At larger indentation depths, the injection of dislocations results in slip trace emissions
leading mild increments in both
(Fig. 4.10) and contact area (Fig. 5.11(a)) with increasing
penetration. The analysis of the distributions of the atoms in contact (Figs. 5.11(c)-(d)) manifest
the onset of slip traces around the imprint, which results in the development of loaded and
unloaded regions, see Figs. 5.11(c)-(d). The inset to Fig. 5.11(d) provides the radial 3(5)
distribution obtained for the Cu (111) indentation at a deep penetration. According to the
simulations, the attainment of serrated 3(5) topographies is a signature of plastic nanoimprints,
where sharp peaks and valleys denote imprint topographies with marked serrations (or slip
traces).
5.6.1. Defect mechanisms for the development of plastic nanoimprints in FCCs
The Al simulations show that the emission of dislocations represents the dominant
mechanism that leads to imprint formation, which is marked by the attainment of load
excursions in the Ž ℎ curves (Section 5.4). The incipient development of plastic (permanent)
Al nanoimprints is characterized by the onset of loaded/unloaded regions (see the inset to Fig.
5.12(a)). To illustrate this process, Fig. 5.12(a) shows the early formation of the plastic imprint
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in the (111) indentation. According to the Al simulations, the mechanisms associated with the
dislocation injection and with the formation of permanent imprints are (i) the gliding of
prismatic loops outwards from the contact, and (ii) dislocation emissions towards the surface
during network development.
Notice that the orientation of the surface serrations or slip traces in the FCC
nanoimprints is coincidental with the expected crystallographic character of plasticity (Fig.
4.5). With increasing penetration, further dislocation emissions originated from junction
unzipping, heterogeneous nucleations, or the detachment of large SF ribbons (the latter
mechanism is illustrated for Cu in Figs. 4.4(h)-(j)) conveniently directed towards the contact
accounts for an effective source of slip trace emissions in Al nanoimprints. Note that the glide
of dislocations leaves permanent traces (inset to Fig. 5.8(b)) that remain at the contact surface
even upon indenter tip removal.

Figure 5.12. Mechanisms for plastic nanoimprint formation in FCC Al. The simulation features the (111)
• •”) cross sectional cut of the early
indentation at 300 K with an intender tip of É = ØÙ nm at 4 m/s. (a) (•
defect structure. Dislocation dissemination is further promoted by cross-slip processes, where crossslipped segments obey the Friedel-Escaig model (Section 2.2.1). The inset to this picture illustrates the
corresponding nanoimprint state. The brighter zone depicts the sectioned part in the main picture. The
yellow arrows (or black arrows in the inset) mark dislocation slip. (b) Defect structure characterized by a
general absence of dislocations below the contact during quasi-elastic loading. Dislocation debris (circles)
and intricate slip distributions in the nanoimprint (inset) are a clear evidence of the spreading of the
injected dislocations (arrows denote the gliding direction of the emitted prismatic loops).

In the Al nanocontacts, the role of cross slip becomes manifest in the gradual attainment
of an intricate distribution of slip traces in the nanoimprints (see inset to Fig. 5.12(b)) due to
the enhancement of dislocation network mobility (Fig. 5.12(b)). Although twin walls are
occasionally encountered below the indenter tip (Fig. 5.12(a)) in the Al simulations, the total
contribution of twinning dislocations to the total dislocation populations is rather small (about
1.5%). Cross-slip processes essentially promote the injection of slip traces in FCC nanocontacts
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due to the dissemination of prismatic loops outwards from the nanocontact center (Fig. 5.12(b)).
It is finally found that the quasi-elastic loading stages in the Al indentations mostly attain under
the overall absence of a well-defined defect structure emerging throughout the imprint, see Fig.
5.12(b).

Figure 5.13. Mechanisms for plastic nanoimprint formation in FCC Cu. The indentations are performed with
••¸) cross sectional cut (“t”
É = ØÙ nm at 4 m/s. (a) Nanotwinning in the (001) indentation at 77 K for a (•
denotes nanotwinned regions , see Section 4.2.1). The insets to this figure show the corresponding imprints
(left-hand side) and $( ) distributions (right-hand side). Marked peaks in the radial $( ) Ž topography
evidence the presence of stable twin walls in Cu (see “(1)”, “(2)” and “(3)”). (b) and (c): Defect configurations
in the (011) indentation at 77 K and 400 K, respectively. With increasing temperatures, note that prismaticloop mobility is promoted by thermally-enhanced cross-slip processes (see the serrated slip traces marked
by yellow (picture) and black (inset) arrows).

By contrast, the Cu nanoindentations are distinguished by the presence of nanotwins
(see the defect entanglement in Fig. 5.13(a)). The clustering of parallel crystallographic traces
evidences the onset of nanotwinning (Section 4.2.1) in indented FCC surfaces, where the
pronounced peaks detected in the radial 3(5) levels (right-hand inset to Fig. 5.13(a)) mark the
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location of the SF walls. The MD simulations show that the marked development of
nanotwinning underneath indented Cu surfaces (Figs. 4.4(c)) hinders the outward gliding of
dislocations which remain trapped inside the twin entanglement (Fig. 5.13(a)). At higher
temperatures, cross slip (Fig. 5.13(c)) enhances defect mobility and the attainment of a richer
distribution of slip traces (compare the insets to Figs. 5.13(b) and 5.13(c)). However, the Cu
simulations at 400 K indicate that nanotwin formation and development of dense dislocation
networks with long SFs still dominate nanoimprint formation at large indentation depths (Fig.
4.6(c)). This leads to the attainment of similar levels of parameter
to those measured for
lower temperatures (cf. the (011) indentations in Fig. 4.10(b)).
According to the above discussion, the inception of specific defect structures
(dislocation glide vs. nanotwinning formation) plays a crucial role in the development of
nanocontact plasticity of FCC crystals. In this context, the simulations show that the plastic
responses from the indented Al crystals with mobile dislocation networks are characterized by
the onset of marked plastic events that correspond with sharp drops in 3 / Ž / curves
(e.g., see the (011) indentation in Fig. 5.1(d)). As a result, the development of fluctuating
3 / Ž / curves are a clear indication of heterogeneous nucleation and dislocation
dissemination outward from the contact (Fig. 5.12(b)). By contrast, the Cu indentations produce
milder fluctuations in the 3 / levels (Fig. 5.1(c)) due to the emergence of a nanotwin substructure which hinders dislocation glide at the nanocontact. In the Cu simulations, the long SFs
(Section 4.2.2) impede the expansion of the dislocation entanglements across the plastic
volume, a feature that also hinders nanoimprint formation.
5.6.2. Defect mechanisms for the development of plastic nanoimprints in BCCs
At low temperature, the indented BCC crystals (77 K) exhibit nucleation of lenticularshaped nanotwins (Fig. 4.8(a)) whose morphology is indicative of the crystalline orientation
[38]. The resulting <111> growth direction of the {112} twins leads to the formation of
crystalline nano-domains characterized by parent and twin orientations (marked in Fig. 5.14(a)
as “p” and “t”, respectively). With increasing penetrations, additional emissions of secondary
(heterogeneously-nucleated) twins lead the production of an intricate nanotwin structure
underneath the indenter (Fig. 5.14(a)). The Ta and Fe simulations evidence the great stability
of such nanotwin structures, as they remain under the plastic impressions upon indenter removal
(Fig. 4.15(h)). The upper inset to Fig. 5.14(a) is indicative in that the indented nano-domains
(encased between twin walls) preserve the lattice configurations under the corresponding “p”
or “t” orientations. The lack of dislocation slip throughout the imprint is attributable to the few
atomic spacings (≈ 5 Ž 15) that exist between adjacent nano-domains (Fig. 5.14(b)), which
hinders dislocation nucleation. The advent of such nanostructures restricts plastic imprint
formation by dislocation slip, thus representing a small contribution to imprint formation in
BCC plasticity at low temperatures. In accord with Fig. 5.14(b), dislocation slip is mostly
limited to the small region contained between the periphery of the twin-induced nano-domains
and the contact boundary (5 ≈ ). Notice in the radial 3(5) distribution from the Ta (011)
indentation (inset to Fig. 5.14(c)) that the twinned nano-domains account for a considerable
contribution to the mean contact pressure as the effective locations of twin-walls (see the “(1)”“(4)” points) are characterized by prominent peaks in the 3(5) distributions.
Under these conditions, the gradual formation of plastic nanocontacts is then
characterized (Fig. 5.14(b)) by (i) twinned domains accommodating the deformation by crystal
rotation [119], (ii) inter-twinning elastic contacts (with, say, dislocation slip starvation), and
(iii) dislocation slip outwards from the nanotwin structure that promotes pile-ups at the contact
vicinity, see Section 4.2.3. In addition to the above mechanisms, the simulations show twin
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band bending (see “bt” in Fig. 5.14(a)) occasionally attaining during the development of the
complex nano-twin entanglement. It is believed that the latter mechanism further enhances the
accommodation of large deformations in the zones where dislocation slip is restricted.

Figure 5.14. Mechanisms for plastic nanoimprint formation in BCC surfaces. The MD simulations comprise
Ta and Fe nanoindentations with É = ØÙ nm at 4 m/s. (a) Twinning nano-structure in (001)-oriented Ta at
•¸) cross-sectional cut. The right-hand inset to this picture illustrates the corresponding
77 K under the (••
nanoimprint. The upper inset displays the generation of “t” and “p” crystalline nano-domains in the inner
imprint ( → ¸) whereas dislocation emissions are encountered as → ¼. (b) Mechanisms for BCC imprint
formation at low temperature (77 K) where twin-wall truncation (marked in yellow) at the contact
ultimately limits dislocation slip (which globally operates outside the red contour). Solid circles mark pile•¸) cut in Ta (011) nanoindentation at 77 K. (d) Ta (111) indentation at 900 K (¾/¾¿ ≈
up localization. (c) (••
¸. Ú). (e) Attainment of a fully linear defect structure at elevated temperatures (¾/¾¿ ≈ ¸. ã) in (001)oriented Fe at 900 K (ÊË ≈ 45.8 Å). The latter atomistic visualization of dislocation lines is performed in
OVITO with DXA segmentation (Appendix A6).
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Although the simulations additionally show that nanotwins may be also occasionally
emitted at higher temperatures ( / ≈ 0.3), BCC nanotwins are annihilated through
detwinning processes with increasing penetrations (see Section 4.2.3) as the emission and
propagation of full dislocation loops increasingly govern nanocontact plasticity, see Fig,
5.14(d). The thermally-enhanced mobility of the screw dislocations leads to the production of
wavy traces at the contact surface so that plastic imprint formation is primarily due to
dislocation slip emissions, see inset to Fig. 5.14(d). The gradual annihilation of nano-domains
below the indenters is associated with a reduction in the plateau levels of normalized hardness.
In this context, the Fe simulation at 900 K ( / ≈ 0.5) suggests that a similar plastic evolution
than that obtained in the indented Al surfaces at 300 K ( / ≈ 0.3) arises as the plastic bursts
attain through intermittent emissions of highly-mobile dislocation segments leading to 3 /
plateaus of ≈ 0.05, see Figs. 5.1(b) and 5.1(c).

5.7. Conclusions
1. The early elastic responses obtained in all of FCC and BCC nanocontacts are in good
agreement with continuum predictions of the Hertzian contact. Within this framework,
the MD simulations show that the mechanics of elastic nanocontacts is characterized by
a linear relationship between the dimensionless ratios of 3 / and / . In addition,
the MD nanocontacts effectively reproduce the radial 3(5) Hertzian functions for the
contact pressure.

2. The onset of plasticity is characterized by (i) a critical 3 / level marking nanocontact
instability and (ii) the magnitude of the hardness drop that attains at the first pop-in
event, which is governed by specific defect nucleation mechanisms. The MD
simulations reveal that the critical 3 / level is a function of crystalline structure,
surface orientation and temperature. In this context, the low-temperature inception of
nanotwin walls in (001)-oriented Ta leads to the largest values of both the critical 3 /
value and the effective hardness drop at the first pop-in. With increasing temperatures,
BCC surfaces exhibit the inception of mobile dislocation loops that results in a decrease
in critical 3 / levels. Defect nucleation in FCC (111) indentations are also
characterized by relatively large values of the critical 3 / as well as by sharp hardness
drops because of the abrupt inception of prismatic loops during pop-in development. By
contrast, the (001)-oriented FCC surfaces systematically exhibit the lowest critical
3 / of all of the nanoindentations (with = 48 nm), where the corresponding popin event results in the mildest hardness drops due to the inception of a small number of
dislocation arrays. These findings suggest the attainment of a general pattern in the
inception of nanocontact plasticity, where the sharper the hardness drop at pop-in, the
larger the critical 3 / (and vice versa).
3. The Al (111) indentation shows that the plastic accommodation to the indenter-induced
displacements is due to the emission of dislocation slip during the early formation of
the plastic nanoimprint. In this simulation, the associated GND density during the
nucleation pop-in is found to be overestimated (by two orders of magnitude) in the
continuum NG model. This finding emphasizes that the discrete dislocation nucleation
and interaction events in conjunction with slip localization (pile-up) effects become the
most relevant features during the incipient development of plastic nanoimprints which
cannot be captured through NG-type models.
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4. The nanocontact response past the first pop-in inception is dominated by serrated
responses in the 3 levels, which is indicative of the intermittent evolution of the
injected defect networks. The plastic 3 Ž ℎ responses involve brief quasi-elastic
loading stages interrupted by the onset of plastic bursts, which stems from the
combination of collective dislocation glide and heterogeneous defect nucleation. The
simulations show that the amplitude of the fluctuations in 3 / with increasing
indentation depths is essentially associated to the mobility of the defect structures. At
deep penetrations, nanocontact plasticity is characterized by the onset of a hardness
plateau as a consequence of the attainment of stagnant dislocation density in the present
FCC and BCC plastic volumes, where •U/•ℎ ≈ 0. Interestingly, these plateau levels
are attained in all of the FCC and BCC nanoindentations regardless of the surface
orientation and the underlying mechanism leading to defect nucleation. Although the
BCC nanocontacts are generally much harder than the FCC counterparts, the difference
between BCC and FCC surfaces notably decreases when the hardness plateau is
examined using the 3 / ratio. These findings indicate that nanoimprint formation
occurs under an important elastic component, governed by the distinctive defect
phenomenologies that occur below nanoindenter tips as a function of crystalline
structure and temperature. This provides a mechanistic rationale to the explanation to
why the (elastically stiffer) BCC crystals are much harder than FCC crystals at the
nanoscale.
5. Additional MD simulations of the uniaxial test suggest that the densely-entangled
dislocation networks characterizing the FCC and BCC hardness plateaus exhibit the
strengthening properties anticipated from classical strain hardening models, where the
applied stress scales with the square root of the (forest) dislocation density. This
outcome supports the discussion on the attainment of a stationary hardness level as a
result of the presence of a fully-developed dislocation network underneath the
nanoindenter. This analysis additionally reveals a lack of continuity in the Tabor´s
relation when the sample volume approaches nanometer dimensions, where the
attainment of the yield stress (uniaxial test) and the material hardness (indentation) is
fundamentally governed by two distinct plastic phenomenologies.
6. The gradual development of an inhomogeneous distribution of loaded and unloaded
regions throughout the contact area is a distinctive feature of plastic nanoimprint
formation. The process is characterized by ill-defined 3(5) distributions comprised by
marked peaks which greatly contribute to the total 3 level. In indented FCC surfaces,
the formation of a plastic nanoimprint is essentially governed by the competition of
dislocation slip vs. nanotwinning formation. The Al indentations mostly exhibit the
former due to the relatively high stacking fault energy of crystal, which hinders the
inception of mechanical nanotwinning and enhances cross slip. Thus, the Al
nanoimprints are distinguished by intricate distributions of crystallographic slip traces
as a result of the effective dislocation dissemination during intermittent plastic bursting.
By contrast, the moderately-low stacking fault energy Cu crystals show a marked
development of nanotwin walls, leading to defect clustering into parallel planar arrays
at 5 ≈ . These nanotwin structures globally impede nanoimprint development in the
inner region (5 → 0) where the dissociated dislocations remain trapped within the twin
entanglement. Low-temperature BCC surfaces undergo formation of a nanostructured
polycrystalline aggregate comprised by twin boundaries, which effectively hinders
dislocation slip with increasing penetrations. This phenomenology arguably raises the
indentation nanohardness in BCCs due to the important elastic component associated to
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the deformation of the nanotwin domains. At much higher temperatures, the onset of a
highly mobile network of full dislocations leads to slip processes similar to those
encountered in the Al nanoindentations during the formation of plastic nanoimprints.
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6.1. The onset of power-law dislocation avalanche distributions
The power-law scaling of avalanche size distributions provides a statistical framework
to the investigation of intermittent responses that arise in dynamically-driven systems due to
internal dissipation processes [48, 150]. The paper published by Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld
(BTW) coined [53] the concept of self-organized criticality (SOC) in an attempt to generalize
the ubiquitous “1/f” noise encountered in a significant number of dissipative physical
phenomena [53, 151]. Interestingly, such a critical response is not set by any tuning parameter
as SOC naturally evolves through critical points, or states, in a dynamically evolving system
[53]. In other words, these critical points act as an attractor in the complex dynamics [152],
which allows the system to dynamically evolve through scale-free self-arrangements [53, 152].
Although the BTW´s model has been probed to describe non-equilibrium (dissipative)
processes with power-law avalanche distributions that span over a large range of sizes [45, 48,
150, 152], this line of thought has recently aroused some skepticism in the scientific community
[150]. Nevertheless, the concept of SOC set the foundations for the study of dislocationmediated plasticity [153] in the context of the intermittent evolution of dislocation networks
attaining through sporadic bursts of activity, or avalanches, where the probability distribution
of the fluctuating response could seemingly provide a fingerprint of the system criticality [47].
Early acoustic emission experiments in ice single crystals [47] and compression of metallic
micropillars [42, 43] evidenced the attainment of power-law behavior in the measured plastic
events. It was found that the power-law distributions of the plastic intermittences mirror those
encountered in dissipative phenomena exhibiting crackling noise [42, 45], a universal (scalefree) response probed in many physical systems such as neuronal activities, fracture dynamics,
magnetism, solar flares, or earthquakes [54, 152].
The development of dislocation networks in crystal plasticity is described under the
analogy of a far-from-equilibrium slowly-driven dynamical system (similar to that described in
Ref. [49]), where dissipation occurs much faster than external driving [46, 48] and subsequent
pinning-depinning transitions systematically bring the system to a critical configuration [153].
Thus, the crystal resistance to deformation (e.g. positive slope in the stress-strain curve) arises
during the pinning stages in the dislocation arrangement, while the onset of depinning leads to
system instabilities manifested as plastic bursts [43, 47]. The mobilization of pinned
dislocations therefore allows the system to evolve between critical (metastable) states [153,
154]. The collection of the dislocation activities operating during a plastic event is referred with
the term “dislocation avalanche” [47].
Under this framework, a dislocation configuration is expected to evolve through a set of
power-law distributed plastic bursts with the characteristic that the largest avalanche events are
exponentially truncated [34, 51, 54, 154, 155]. This truncation [46] is associated with longrange dislocation interactions (leading to strain hardening [51, 156] in the context of dislocation
jamming) as well as with the fact that the sample has finite sizes [34, 44, 51]. In crystals
approaching submicrometer-sized dimensions, the reduced number of dislocation segments that
are available in the sample leads to marked avalanche events at large stresses and to steeper
power-law distributions [34, 44, 54, 72], which suggest the onset of stress-tuned criticality
(STC) [44]. Recent micropillar experiments [50] clarify the interplay between the above selforganized and tuned criticality behaviors in the intermittent evolution of dislocation networks
[50].
This investigation aims to shed new light on the underlying dislocation mechanisms that
attain during self-organized (uncorrelated) and tuned (correlated) avalanche events in uniaxially
stressed BCC and FCC crystals. To do so, massive periodic MD simulations of the uniaxial test
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containing a preexisting dislocation entanglement are performed under displacement-controlled
conditions (Section 3.2.3). The avalanche distributions obtained from the simulations are
compared to those from the micropillar compression experiments published elsewhere in Refs.
[34, 50]. The results from the simulations provide new insights into the dislocation avalanche
behavior developing in Ta, Cu and Al crystals containing dense dislocation networks.

6.2. Dislocation avalanche distributions
Dislocation avalanche distributions are typically described by power-law functions of
the form [42, 43]

1
,
(6.1)
6
where (6) is the probability density function (PDF) for the occurrence of an individual
dislocation avalanche of size 6, and R is the critical exponent which takes the universal value
of ≈ 1.5Ž1.7 [34, 42, 43, 47, 52, 54, 152, 154, 155].
(6) ∝

The magnitude of a plastic burst, can be effectively analyzed in terms of (i) the
associated dissipated energy [46, 47], (ii) the stress (or strain) excursion sizes [44, 155, 157],
or (iii) the slip carried by the avalanche [34, 50, 54]. It is important to remark that function
(6) and exponent R from Eq. (6.1) remain unaltered with the use of the above different
measures of the avalanche size [48, 54, 150]. In this investigation, 6 is characterized by means
of the slip size 7 carried during a dislocation avalanche event. Thus, the slip size distribution
function follows
(7) ∝ 7 ƒ ,

where (7) is the PDF for the occurrence of a slip size 7.

(6.2)

Under uniaxial straining, slip attains in the most favorable (slip) system with the largest
Schmid factor 0 [34] (Section 2.1), see Fig. 6.1(a). In this context, the advent of an avalanche
slip involves development of a net increment in sample strain of ∆O = ∆&/& = 07/& , where l is
the sample length (Fig. 6.1(a)). In particular, displacement-controlled conditions (with quasistatic driving) lead to the onset of avalanche events distinguished by stress drops, ∆V, attaining
at fixed strain, see the Appendix A7.1. Thus, slip 7 and the respective stress excursion detected
in the stress (V) – strain (O ) curve are related through [34]

ΔV ∙ &
.
(6.3)
0∙
Further details on the method employed for the evaluation of the avalanche events are given in
Appendix A7.3.
7=
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Figure 6.1. Avalanche slip in microcrystals with different sizes. (a) Production of a slip size ( = ) through
the complete sweeping of a single dislocation across the sample. The inset to this figure depicts fractional
slip (Ë < ) produced by an individual edge dislocation traveling across the crystal a distance ′ (< ÉË / ).
(b) Dislocation slip (arrowhead) generated in a compressed Ni micropillar (from Ref. [42]). (c) Schematic of
the (statistically) conceivable dislocation configurations in sub-micro and micrometer sized pillars
characterized by a mean free path length and effective sample diameter ÉË . (d) Dislocation entanglement
in the Al [110] MD (representative) periodic cell. Dislocation lines are obtained by means of DXA
segmentation (Appendix A8).

Notice in Eq. (6.3) that a certain dislocation avalanche carrying a slip 7 leads to greater
stress drops in samples with micrometer and sub-micrometer dimensions (& → 0), see Fig.
6.1(b), than those producing the same value of 7 in much larger samples (& ≫ 0) [35]. This
emphasizes that although the inception of (intermittent) dislocation avalanches is a signature of
crystal plasticity across scales [35, 45], such plastic bursts become mainly evident in
micrometer- and submicrometer-sized samples [34].
The use of the mean-field parameter / (Section 2.1) enables a direct estimation of the
number of dislocations, , traveling across the sample during avalanche propagation [50],
where
7=

/

,

(6. 4)
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see the inset to Fig. 6.1(a). In the above equation, note fundamental role of the effective sample
diameter ( ) and the mean free path length (/) traveled by the mobile dislocations upon the
avalanche slip size (7). In this context, the attainment of a large slip size is physically limited
by the // term, as the number of mobile dislocations
tentatively scales with ≈ . On the
other hand, small avalanches may also lead to the onset of fractional slips (7 < 1 ) due to the
mobilization of an individual dislocation ( = 1) sweeping across the sample through a
distance / < . The inception of a fractional slip is conceivably attributed to the onset of
avalanche events in dense dislocation networks with a small value of L [50].

6.3. Size effects in dislocation avalanches and the /ÉË ratio

In submicrometer-sized crystals (& < 10ƒ m), where a dislocation forest is absent [44],
recurrent surface dislocation activity (or even surface dislocation nucleation [50]) govern the
early development of crystal plasticity. This is the so-called dislocation starvation regime [158],
see Fig. 6.1(c)), leading to the attainment of extreme levels of yield strength, V (highlighted
≈ 0.6 μm in Fig. 6.2), which could even approach the theoretical bonding
with a circle for
strength of the crystal (Section 2.1). Since the mobile dislocations annihilate at the free surfaces,
such small material volumes hinder dislocation storage as // ≈ 1. The V Ž O curves
therefore evidence the onset of secondary (marked) avalanche events at large stresses (see ≈
0.6 μm in Fig. 6.2), which indicates that additional homogeneous nucleations and surface
annihilation/truncation of gliding dislocations occur in the crystal with increasing straining
[116, 155].

In larger crystals ( 10ƒ < & < 10ƒ¢ m), a few dislocation segments become statistically
available in the sample. The existing dislocations act as single-ended sources that revolve
around pinning points [155, 159, 160], see Fig. 6.1(c), which provides an important source for
the onset of plastic slip events in the sample as // > 1 [50]. Thus, the dislocation avalanches
attain under smaller stress levels than those obtained through the above nucleations [50, 159162], see the V Ž O curves for FCC Cu
≈ 2.5 and
≈ 3.5 μm in Fig. 6.2. Although an
evolutionary dislocation network exists in the crystal, the escape of dislocations at the surface
hinders the onset of strain hardening (•V/•O ≈ 0) [34, 162].
A completely different scenario arises as conventional strain hardening attains in
microcrystals with sufficiently large volumes ( & > 10ƒ¢ m [34]), where surface dislocation
annihilation eventually becomes inconsequential to the evolution of the dislocation network.
Thus, dislocation storage dictates the development of generalized plasticity in microcrystals
characterized by // → 0, see Fig. 6.1(c) [35, 155, 156]. Development of the dislocation
arrangement then entails formation of dislocation junctions where a dense distribution of forest
dislocations intercept the mobile dislocations [22]. Although fluctuations in the applied stress
and dislocation density levels are generally observed during a single dislocation avalanche, an
overall increase in dislocation density prevails with increasing straining. This leads to the
attainment of a positive slope in the stress-strain curve (•V/•O > 0) [163], see
> 10 μm in
Fig. 6.2. It is important to remark that strain hardening operates in BCC crystals with smaller
sample sizes than in FCCs, as the scarce mobility of screw dislocations facilitates dislocation
storage at low temperatures ( / < 0.2), e.g.
≈ 5 μm at 300 K in Fig. 6.3.
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Figure 6.2. Stress-strain curves from uniaxial tests in FCC Cu crystals. The experimental data [34, 50] are
reproduced with permission. The results from the Cu [110] MD simulation are displayed from á = 0 to á ≈
0.055. The discontinuous (black) line denotes straining under ≈0.8 m/s to á ≈ 0.03 while the continuous line
represents the slowly-driven dynamical results at ≈0.1 m/s (Appendix A5.2).

The periodic MD simulations with preexisting dislocation networks (that tentatively
exhibit // ≈ 0.3 Ž 0.5, see Fig. 6.1(d)) mimic a bulk material sample comprised by an array
of (hypothetically infinite) connected domains whose identical dislocation networks
simultaneously activate during the emission of dislocation avalanches. In this context, the
criticality of the embodied (bulk) sample is assumed to remain size independent as a plastic slip
is reproduced in all of the connected representative volumes. Note that this conception (Fig.
6.1(d)) transcends classical crystal plasticity [3] and multi-scale modeling of strain hardening
in FCC crystals [23, 25, 94], where a positive slope in the stress-strain curve is attributed to
two-part junction formations (see the constructions illustrated in Figs. 2.8(a)-(d) in Section
2.4.2) attaining under relatively long-range interactions characterized by a value of / which is
about three orders of magnitude larger [26, 95] than that encountered in the periodic MD defect
networks (Fig. 6.1(d)).
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Figure 6.3. Stress-strain curves from uniaxial tests in BCC Ta crystals. The experimental data [34, 50] are
reproduced with permission. Similarly to Fig. 6.2, the results from the Ta [100] MD simulation are displayed
in the entire spectrum from á = 0 to á ≈ 0.08. The discontinuous (black) line denotes straining to á ≈0.03
under a stretching velocity of ≈0.8 m/s while the continuous line represents the slowly-driven dynamical
results at ≈ 0.1 m/s.

6.4. Stress-strain curves from the MD simulations
The MD simulations of the uniaxial stress—strain curves are obtained by means of the
computational procedure discussed in Section 3.2.3 (see Fig. 3.4). The periodic domains are
preliminarily deformed to O ≈ 0.03 under a stretching velocity of ≈ 0.8 m/s. This velocity
stands for the rate at which the computational volume is uniaxially stretched (Fig. 3.4(c)), which
in terms of the strain rate OG corresponds to 1.2 × 10 sƒ„ . The simulations show that, within
this strain range, (i) the yield stress point is attained (Figs. 6.2 and 6.3), and (ii) the dislocation
networks disseminate homogeneously throughout the periodic domain. Figure 6.4 shows the
dislocation configurations obtained in the Ta, Al, and Cu simulations at O ≈ 0.03 (& ≈ 70 nm),
where the periodic domains enable modeling of a representative volume of a much bigger
material sample. Notice in the dislocation networks of Fig. 6.4 that the mean-free path / is fully
contained within each computational volume. Present simulations ensure that dislocations
suddenly activating at the center of the simulation box can exit and reentry the computational
domain at opposite locations of the boundary, interacting against different arrangements of
immobile obstacles (see the purple dislocation segment in Fig 6.4(a)). This prevents the onset
of unwanted recursive avalanche processes in present simulations.
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Figure 6.4. The initial dislocation configurations in the periodic MD simulations. (a)-(b): Ta [100] tensile test
at ¾ = Ú¸¸ K and ¾ = é¸¸ K, respectively. The yellow arrows in picture (a) denote a dislocation segment
exiting across a periodic side and entering at the opposite location of the boundary. Note that the imposed
PBCs ensure the invariance of dislocation arrangements across an infinite three-dimensional network of
identical connected cells. Atomistic visualization is performed with OVITO, see Appendix A6. (c)
Dislocation network in the Al [110] tensile test at ¾ = Ú¸¸ K as visualized by OVITO. For the sake of clarity,
DXA computations (Appendix A8) in (d) provide the topological network extracted from of the dislocations
(red lines) in (c), where blue atoms denote SF planes. (e) and (f): Dislocation networks for the Cu [110]
tensile tests at ¾ = Ø¸¸ K and ¾ = Ûã¸ K respectively (under the aforementioned visualization scheme).

The periodic computational volumes (Fig. 6.4) are subjected to an additional ∆O ≈
0.03 Ž 0.06 at a stretching rate of ≈ 0.1 m/s (OG = 1.5 × 10» s ƒ„ ), where the dislocation
networks from Fig 6.4 represent the initial pinning stages which lead to the intermittent plastic
responses of Fig. 6.5. The novelty of these simulations stems in that generalized plasticity
develops within a bulk volume of infinite size containing a dense dislocation arrangement
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characterized by an extremely large dislocation density, U ≈ 10„» mƒ . Under these conditions,
the simulations show the systematic emission of non-overlapped dislocation avalanches that
exhibit power-law behavior (see Section 6.5), which suggests that the applied strain rate is
fundamentally small when compared to the time scale that characterizes the intermittent process
under study [43]. Appendix A5.2 provides a discussion on the effect of the strain rate on the
intermittent plastic response and power-law behavior in present MD simulations.

Figure 6.5. Stress–strain curves from the MD simulations of uniaxial tests at ≈ 0.1 m/s. It is noted that each
stress drop is associated with the emission and propagation of a dislocation avalanche.

The periodic simulation domains are strained in the <110> crystalline direction in the
FCC Cu and Al simulations, and in the <100> crystalline direction in the BCC Ta simulations,
see Fig. 6.4. Although (mean-field) crystal plasticity predictions [23] indicate that the above
<110> orientation exhibits smaller strain hardening rates in FCC crystals than the <111> or
<001> orientations, the extreme dislocation densities modeled in the MD simulations (Section
5.5) may tentatively suppress such an orientation effect due to the large number of short-range
interactions developing in the representative (modeled) volume element (Figs. 6.4(c)-(f)). In
addition, the role of the stretching orientation upon the intermittent plastic response is neglected
[50] in BCC crystals as the thermally-activated mobility of screw dislocations (Section 2.3)
primarily governs the development of generalized plasticity [87]. While the applied stress
leading to avalanche emission will depend on crystal orientation, the power-law distribution of
avalanche slips may not be particularly sensitive to this issue [54].

6.5. The assessment of power-law avalanche distributions
In this work, the statistics of the slip events (Appendix A7.1) are investigated by means
of the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF), (7). The CCDF provides the
emission probability of a slip level 7 ≥ 7 89 ,
(7) = °

where, by definition, (7) → 1 as 7 → 7

90

89

(7) •7 .

(6.5)

[34]. From the Eqs. (6.2) and (6.5), it then follows

(7 ) ∝ 7 ƒ ,

(6.6)
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where Q = R Ž 1. This analytical scheme is pivotal in the estimation of the exponent Q (see
Appendix A7.4), as it follows that Q = R Ž 1 [34]. In Appendix A7.2, a detailed description on
the derivation of Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6) is given as well as an appraisal to the use of empirical fits
to the distribution function (7) from Eq. (6.2).
Although heavy-tailed probability distributions (such as the (7) distribution from the
Al simulation shown in Fig. 6.6(a)) have long been modeled via power-laws [164], exponential
functions [48, 165], or a mixture of both [46, 51], the present analysis of intermittent slip events
is based on the statistical paradigm that includes the interplay between self-organized and tuned
criticality during the development of dislocation networks [50]. This model provides
fundamental background to the emission of uncorrelated and correlated dislocation avalanches
[50], see Fig. 6.6(b), which features the bifurcation of a small slip regime with Q ≈ 0.5 to one
with larger slip events distinguished by Q ≈ 3.0 at a critical slip size (7 ) [50], where both
power-law regimes tentatively coexist (Fig. 6.6(b)). In this context, the power-law exponents
Q„ and Q (Fig. 6.6(b)) from the (7) Ž 7 curves characterize the incipient slip and large
avalanche slip regimes with 7 < 7 and 7 > 7 , respectively. The associated critical exponents
R„ and R are then calculated through R„ = Q„ • 1 and R = Q • 1.

Figure 6.6. Heavy-tailed slip distribution from the Al [110] simulation. (a) ( ) – / representation of the
dataset. The probability distributions with thick ends or “tails” (heavy-tail) indicate likelihood for the
attainment of a catastrophic (large size) event, which is a characteristic feature of power-law scaling [164].
(b) ( ) – / logarithmic representation of the dataset. Note that the two ( ) distributions model the
crossover of uncorrelated and correlated slip events. The figure additionally shows the onset of a sharp
(exponential) cut-off, a feature that is not observed in experiments [50]where the uncorrelated large slip
regime is sensibly described through a power-law exponent ” , suggesting a linear response in the
ð½ò( ( )) Ž ð½ò( ) curves [166].

6.5.1. Slip distributions in FCCs
Three master slip size distributions from experiments and simulations of FCC crystals
are drawn in Fig. 6.7 (see Appendix A7.5). The distributions of the slip events detected in FCC
crystals exhibit the attainment of an uncorrelated, incipient slip domain with Q„ ≈ 0.4Ž0.7
(R„ ≈ 1.4Ž1.7) which cuts off at a critical slip size 7 leading to the onset of a correlated, large
slip regime, characterized by Q ≈ 3.0 (R ≈ 4.0) [50].

Dislocation avalanche emissions in submicrometer-sized Cu crystals are associated with
the predominant onset of correlated (large slip) events as the sample becomes dislocation
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starved (// ≈ 1) [50, 162]. The typical extreme stress levels producing dislocation
nucleations (see
≈ 0.6 μm in Fig. 6.2) facilitate the inception of large, correlated plastic
events, which lead to (7) distributions with Q ≈ 3.0 [44, 50].

The avalanche distributions obtained in small micrometer-sized Cu pillars (group 2 in
Fig. 6.7) are characterized by large levels of the critical slip 7 as the operation of single-ended
dislocations (// > 1) revolving around single pining points in the absence of a forest leads
to large avalanche slips (Eq. (6.4)), see the (7) distribution at = 300 K where 7 ≈ 7 . With
increasing temperatures, the slip distributions additionally shift to higher values due to
thermally-enhanced cross-slip processes, as shown in the (7) Ž 7/ curve at = 675 K,
where 7 ≈ 20 .

Figure 6.7. ( ) distributions from experiments and simulations in FCC crystals. The data from micropillar
compression experiments [34, 50] are utilized with permission. Group 1 concerns the avalanche
distributions from present MD simulations. Group 2 shows the effect of temperature upon the dislocation
avalanche distributions in small [100]-oriented Cu microcrystals. Group 3 and group 4 respectively display
avalanche distributions under mild and intense dislocation interactions. Incipient slip and large slip
domains are characterized by power-law exponents • ≈ ¸. Ø Ž ¸. â and ” ≈ Ú. ¸ in the ( ) Ž curves,
respectively. Slip event ö marks transition from the uncorrelated (small slip) to the correlated (large
avalanche slip) domain. The grey bars are for visual guidance of the slopes. The goodness of the powerlaw fits is discussed in Appendix A7.4.

In larger micropillars, where dislocations propagate through a dense dislocation forest
with strong interactions (Section 2.4.2), strain hardening becomes manifest in the V Ž O curves
as •V/•O > 0, see the [111]-oriented Cu crystals with
> 10 μm in Fig. 6.2. By contrast, the
development of strain hardening in (large) FCC microcrystals is hindered due to a predominant
distribution of mild dislocation interactions, e.g. [100]-oriented FCC microcrystals with
intrinsically weak strain-hardening [23, 50] (where •V/•O ≈ 0, see Fig. 6.2). Although
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dislocation avalanche events under both weak and strong interactions lead to the attainment of
the two slip regimes with slopes Q„ and Q , the master (7) functions in Fig. 6.7 that pertain to
group 3 (mild interactions) and group 4 (intense interactions) evidence that the critical slip size
increases from 7 ≈ 1.5 to 7 ≈ 4 as strain hardening processes become inconsequential to
the plastic response in Cu crystals. This trend leads to avalanche distributions with 7 ≈ 7
when plasticity is confined into small Cu microcrystals (group 2). In light of the above, strong
dislocation interactions promote the development of correlated (large) slip events, while mild
interactions are associated with the inception of larger slip events with smaller emission
probability of the critical slip size 7 ( (7 ) ≈ 0.2), indicating a dominant onset of uncorrelated
slip events in the context of SOC.
Present FCC simulations evidence the attainment of distinct topological features in the
dislocation networks (Fig. 6.8) developing as a fundamental function of the SFE and
temperature. In particular, the dislocation network obtained in the Al simulation at 300 K is
comprised by Shockley segments with recurrent cross slip apparently through Friedel-Escaig
mechanisms [115, 167], see Fig. 6.8(c). Although cross slip does not appear to be significant in
the Cu simulation at 400 K, an increase in temperature (to 650 K) certainly enhances this
mechanism (cf. Figs. 6.8(a) and 6.8(b)). In this regard, the effect of cross slip and temperature
on defect mobility becomes manifest in the (7) distribuitions of group 2 (Fig. 6.7), where it
is found that the dislocation avalanches in Cu micropillars tend to carry larger slip events under
thermally-enhanced cross slip (see the corresponding distribution at 675 K). By the same token,
larger magnitudes of slip size 7 characterize the (7) functions of crystals with large SFE
(where cross slip is promoted), see Al in group 3 (Fig. 6.7).
Although the simulations reproduce the expected enhancement of cross slip as a
function of temperature and SFE (Section 2.2.1), the Al and Cu simulations at / ≈ 0.3
(Table 3.5) are inconclusive when it comes to mimic the effective role of cross slip in the (7)
distributions, as 7 tentatively attains at a similar slip level (7 ≈ 1 ) in both simulations, see
group 1 in Fig. 6.7. This is attributed to the extreme intricacy in the dislocation networks (Figs.
6.4(c)-(f)), where the development of dislocation avalanches is governed by short-range
interactions with a small magnitude of /. In the present simulations, the forest dislocation
configuration through which dislocation avalanches propagate is primarily comprised by sessile
multi-junctions; a complex dislocation-arms structure with a heterogeneous topology of nondissociated (full), dissociated (Shockley) and cross-slipped dislocations; and stacking fault
tetrahedra (SFT), see Fig. 6.8(c), which essentially leads to (7) distributions with small slip
events lying within the Q„ -domain, see Fig. 6.7
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Figure 6.8. Dislocation segments in the simulated FCC crystals (MD). (a) The Cu simulation at ¾ = Ø¸¸ K
shows development of a dislocation network with a predominant population of extended (non crossslipped) segments. (b) The enhancement of cross slip plays an important role in the topological appearance
of the dislocation networks in Cu, where a greater complexity attains in the dislocation entanglements that
develop at 650 K. (c) Intricate defect network attained in the Al simulation. The extreme value of
dislocation density (ù ≈ Ú × •¸•Û ¿ƒ” ) is a clear indication of the onset of a dislocation configuration with
strong interactions (which involves multi-junction development [96]). Orange atoms indicate SF planes.
The atomic visualization is performed with OVITO and the dislocation segmentation is provided by DXA
(Appendix A8). Segments in red, blue, and magenta correspond to full, Shockley, and stair-road
dislocations, respectively. SFT are marked with circles.

6.5.2. Slip distributions in BCCs
The avalanche distributions from Fig. 6.9 evidence the systematic development of
correlated and uncorrelated slip events in BCC crystals. In close agreement with the findings
for FCC crystals (Fig. 6.7), the incipient slip and large size slip domains are respectively
characterized by Q„ ≈ 0.6 (R„ ≈ 1.6) and Q ≈ 3.0 (R ≈ 4.0) [50]. While 7 shifts to larger
values in the (7) distributions as cross-slip processes are enhanced in FCC micropillars (Fig.
6.7), a similar trend is observed in the slip distributions obtained in Ta crystals depending on
the effective mobility of the screw segments. In this context, dislocation networks with mobile
screw segments (elevated temperatures) lead to the onset of marked slip events as evidenced in
the (7) distributions with large values of 7 , see Fig. 6.9.

In sub-micrometer sized BCC pillars, plasticity attains through single-ended source
operation and recursive multiplication of screw segments [160] at stresses surpassing the Peierls
barrier [85, 87]. This is shown in Fig. 6.3 for
≈ 0.5 µm where the onset of the plastic bursts
is produced under large stresses (V ≳ 2000 MPa) [50]. The combination of recurrent singleended source activities and kinking mechanisms in sub-micrometer sized Ta crystals produces
statistically larger //
values, which promote the emission of correlated slip events
characterized by avalanche distributions with a large 7 (≈ 6 ), e.g. the (7) functions of Ta
micropillars reported elsewhere in Ref. [50].
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With increasing micropillar sizes ( ≳ 1.5 µm), dislocation loops are effectively
accommodated within the sample volume, leading to dislocation storage in the crystal (// <
1) [39, 87]. The plastic intermittencies are then emitted under smaller stresses, which are
associated with the activation of the edge sides of the loops (V < 1500 MPa, see Fig. 6.3). This
supports that the above single-ended source operation occurring in smaller microcrystal sizes
may only attain when the Peierls barrier for the activation of the screw segments is reached
(which necessarily develop as the sources revolve around their pinning points [50]) as the stress
level required for the activation of the edge sides of the dislocation loops is smaller [85]. At
low temperature ( = 300 K), the dislocation avalanches exhibit smaller values of 7 (≈ 3 )
than at elevated temperatures, where the mobility of the screw dislocations is sharply enhanced
so that the emission of statistically larger slip sizes is facilitated, see the V Ž O curves at 475 K
( / ≈ 0.22) in Fig. 6.3. The onset of such large slip events is essentially captured in the
(7) distributions as 7 shifts to greater values (7 ≈ 10 ) at 475 K, see Fig. 6.9.

Figure 6.9. Master ( ) distributions from experiments and simulations of Ta crystals. The data from
micropillar compression experiments [34, 50] are utilized with permission. A reduction in micropillar
diameter and temperature leads to a greater transitional slip Ü between the uncorrelated and correlated
slip domains characterized by • ≈ ¸. Û and ” ≈ 3.0, respectively. The thermally-enhanced (and stressactivated) glide of screw dislocations essentially governs the shape of the ( ) distributions through the
parameter ö . The points colored in magenta denote slip events occurring at high temperature (¾/¾¿ >
¸. ” ) while the blue points are from low temperature simulations (¾/¾¿ ≈ ¸. •).

The role of the mobility of the screw dislocations upon the avalanche distributions
becomes evident in the Ta simulations containing a highly dense dislocation network. The
periodic Ta crystal at 300 K exhibits an immobile dislocation forest comprised by straight
(screw) segments (Fig. 6.4(a)). Under these conditions, the intermittent plastic response (Fig.
6.5(b)) involves avalanche events that adhere to a (7) function with 7 ≈ 0.6 (Fig. 6.9). The
wavy dislocation topology encountered in the simulation at 900 K (Fig. 6.4(b)) is indicative of
the high mobility of the dislocation network comprised by thermally-activated screw segments,
which enhances the onset of large avalanche events. This leads to a greater value of 7 (≈ 2 )
in the (7) distribution at 900 K, see Fig. 6.9.
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6.6. Dislocation activity during avalanche events in FCCs
According to the Al and Cu simulations, the slip events adhering to the incipient slip
domain entail local activations of a small number of dislocations ( = 1 or occasionally
=
2) gliding ≈ 10Ž40 atomic planes (/ < 20 nm). Such a short-range glide suggests the
attainment of fractional slips (7 < ) within the Q„ -regime in the (7) distributions (Fig. 6.7).
The minimum slip magnitude detected in the simulations (7 ≈ 0.1 ) is produced by a sudden
expansion of a dislocation arm across ≈ 10 atomic spacings. Since the simulations enable
detection of such small slip events, the computational noise (periodic fluctuations in V, see
Appendix A7.3) is much smaller than the experimental fluctuations in the measured ∆V levels,
the Q„ -domain is therefore probed with smaller slip values than those obtained from the
micropillar compression experiments [50]. In the Al [110] simulation (Fig. 6.7), the incipient
slip domain tentatively spans from 7 89 ≈ 0.1 to 7 ≈ , thus validating the power-law scaling
of the incipient slip regime with Q„ ≈ 0.5, which in accord with Fig. 6.7, spans over ≈1.5
decades of slip sizes when Al experiments and simulations are brought together in a single (7)
representation. Although a straight line in the log( (7)) Žlog(7) representations over less than
two slip decades is not a solid proof of power-law behavior [164], assertion of a robust powerlaw scaling in the present (7) distributions would require measurement of plastic events that
produce much smaller slip sizes than the above 7 89 , which arguably surpasses the physical
limit for the onset of plastic intermittencies.

Large slip events characterized by 7 > 7 in the (7) distributions described through
the exponent Q (Fig. 6.7) are produced by the collective glide of dislocation segments. As
elucidated in the periodic Cu and Al simulations, the motion of 3 ≤
≤ 6 leads to the
emission of large dislocation avalanches. Development of these avalanches implies depinning
of the dislocation network, where the initially-activated dislocation segment triggers additional
unzipping of further segments gliding a distance of / ≈ 10 nm Ž 40 nm. The sequence of Figs
6.10(b)-(e) shows a dislocation avalanche in Al at 300 K carrying a slip size of 7 ≈ 2 . The
activation of dislocation “1” revolving around “j1” (Fig. 6.10(b)) mobilizes (i) three pinned
segments in Fig. 6.10(d), and (ii) an additional dislocation in Fig. 6.10(e). The dense dislocation
forest (Fig. 6.10(a)) secures the motion of the active dislocations (see the pinned dislocations
(*) marked in cyan in Fig. 6.10(f)) as the dislocation configuration approaches a steady
(subcritical) state, when the applied stress is lower than the critical stress [34, 44]. The strain
evolution is drawn in Fig. 6.10(g) in terms of the effective V and U. In this figure, it is observed
that the sudden mobilization of the dislocation segments (unzipping and bowing) leads to
discrete increases in density (•U/•O > 0) during the avalanche development. The eventual
avalanche arrest determines the initiation of a pinned stage in the dislocation network where
the active segments are immobilized (see segment “5” in Figs. 6.10(e) and 6.10(f)). Although
the dislocation segments may glide a few atomic distances within a pinned state [45], quasielastic periods (pinning) lying between two successive avalanche events entail ∆V ≈ ∆O and
an effective ∆U/∆O ≈ 0, see Fig. 6.10(g).
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Figure 6.10. Large avalanche event in the Al [110] simulation at 300 K. (a) The periodic dislocation network
(ù ≈ •¸•Û ¿ƒ” ) is mainly comprised by short-range multi-junctions of dislocations and SFT (see Fig. 6.8(c)).
(b)-(f): Sequence of a dislocation avalanche carrying ≈ ” . The avalanche involves sudden expansions of
dislocation segments pinned at junctions “j”. The mobile segments are marked in yellow while the arrested
(*) dislocations are colored in cyan. Atoms are visualized with OVITO (Appendix A6). (g) Evolution of stress
and dislocation density ù as a function of strain during the avalanche event. Segment mobilization due
to unzipping produces a net increment in ù at the beginning of the avalanche (depinning). Avalanche
termination (pinning) is characterized by a mild decrease in density due to eventual segment unbowing.

The U Ž O evolution from the Al simulation (Fig. 6.11(a)) indicates that increments in
dislocation density (see the inset to Fig. 6.11(a)) are due to the proliferation of stair-rod
segments in the dislocation network (pink line in Fig. 6.11(a)). Despite the fact that the emitted
mobile dislocations predominantly exhibit the conventional Shockey partial dissociation (red
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arrows in Fig. 6.11(a) mark the onset of large avalanche events), the Shockey density remains
at a relatively constant level from O ≈ 0.035 to O ≈ 0.07, see Fig. 6.11(a). The simulation
reveals that the increments in the stair-rod density are associated with the recurrent formation
of SFTs [97], which produce intermittent slip events by means of specific unzipping processes
which are illustrated in the sequence of Figs. 6.11(b)-(f), where the activation of segment “1”
leads to junction formation with segment “2” (Fig. 6.11(c)) and “3” (Fig. 6.11(f)). Notice how
the progressive SFT formation [97] that results from the interaction with segment “3” (Fig.
6.11(d)) leads to avalanche emission due to the unzipping of segments “2” and “3” in Fig.
6.11(e). Although the FCC simulations exhibit occasional formation of dual dislocation
junctions during the emission of dislocation avalanches (e.g., the Lomer-Cottrell junction in
Fig. 6.11(g) in the Al simulation (Fig. 2.8(a))), the above construction is found to evolve to one
of the multi-segment type (Figs. 2.8(e)-(g)). In this regard, it is noted in the periodic simulations
that the dense dislocation configurations favor multi-junction formation in FCCs (Fig. 6.8(c))
due to the small atomic distances between neighbor segments (≈ 10–30 nm).

Figure 6.11. Development of dense dislocation network in the MD simulation of Al at 300 K. (a) Dislocation
populations of 1/2<110> (full), 1/6<112> (Shockley) and 1/6<110> (stair-rod) segments during the
simulation. (b)-(f): The interplay of segments “1”, “2” and “3” leads to the formation of stair-rod
arrangements which result in the onset of a SFT and a complex multi-junction. (g) Lomer-Cottrell junction
detected in the MD simulation. The dislocations are labelled in accord with the corresponding slip plane.
Segments in red, blue, and magenta correspond to full, Shockley, and stair-road dislocations, respectively.
Orange atoms denote SF planes.
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In the Cu simulation at 400 K, the depinning of dislocation segments from the network
is also mediated through the aforementioned mechanisms involving SFT formation. The U Ž O
evolutions in Fig. 6.12(b) show that the intermittent development of the dislocation
entanglement is distinguished by (i) mild increases in the stair-rod populations (indicating SFT
formation, see the circles in Fig. 6.12(a)) and (ii) a gradual reduction in Shockley density due
to dislocation annihilation. At higher temperatures (e.g. at 650 K), the U Ž O curves from Fig.
6.12(d) show that the stair-rod density (pink curve) remains at a relatively fixed level during
the simulation, indicating that SFT-mediated unzipping becomes inconsequential to the
emission of the avalanches (red arrows in Fig. 6.12(b)). On the other hand, dislocation
annihilation and cross-slip processes associated with Shockley partial dissociation play a much
more important role in the development of the dislocation network (see red arrows in Fig.
6.12(d)). In this sense, it is noted that the enhancement of cross slip processes implies the
arrangement of a defect configuration with much more intricate dislocation segments (cf. Figs.
6.8(a) and 6.8(b)). Finally, the greater KLM of Shockley partials in Cu (compare Fig. 6.8(a) with
6.8(c)) arguably hinder dislocation dissemination across the periodic volumes, leading to the
attainment of smaller dislocation densities in the periodic simulation cell at 650 K in
comparison with that obtained in the Al simulation at 300 K (cf. Figs. 6.11(a) and 6.12(c)).

Figure 6.12. Development of the defect networks in the Cu simulations. Fully-fledged dislocation networks
(á ≈ 0.05) at 400 K and 650 K are given in (a) and (c), respectively. Circles in (a) denote large-sized SFT
arrangements. Segments in red, blue, and magenta correspond to full, Shockley, and stair-road
dislocations, respectively. Orange atoms denote SF planes. The serrated evolution of the ù Ž á curves
from (b) and (d) are indicative of the intermittent development of the dislocation populations at 400 K and
650 K, respectively. Red arrows mark the onset of large avalanche events. See text for further details.
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6.7. Dislocation activity during avalanche events in BCCs
The Ta simulations evidence that individual mobilizations of dislocation segments lead
to the emission of dislocation avalanches within the incipient slip domain (Q„ ) in the (7)
distributions (7 < 7 ), see Fig. 6.9. The size of these slip events is essentially determined by the
mobility of the screw dislocations. In this context, thermal-assisted kinking processes facilitate
the dissemination of the mobile segments across the dense dislocation forest, while the limited
screw mobility at low temperatures ( / < 0.2 [85]) ultimately prevents the onset of large
slip events. In the simulation at 300 K, where the periodic dislocation network is comprised by
a significant number of (immobile) long screw segments (Fig. 6.4(a)), the inception of
uncorrelated avalanche emissions is due to the mobilization of individual edge dislocations
whose glide involves ≈ 8 Ž 20 atomic spacings (3 nm ≲ / ≲ 15 nm). At 900 K, the
enhanced-mobility of the dislocation network containing thermally-activated screws (Fig.
6.4(b)) leads to the emission of statistically larger (incipient) slip events (Fig. 6.9) as the glide
of active segments exhibits 10 nm ≲ / ≲ 40 nm.

Figure6.13. Development of the defect networks in the Ta simulations. (a)-(b): Anisotropic loop expansion
pinned at “J1” and “J2” at 300 K. (c) and (d): ù Ž á curves of glissile 1/2<111> and sessile <100> segments
during the Ta simulations at 300 K and at 900 K, respectively. As in the case of the FCC crystals, the onset
of an avalanche leads to a sudden increase in the dislocation density while avalanche termination is
associated with dislocation annihilation. Along these lines, it is noted that fluctuations in dislocation
density at 900K are greater than at 300K because of the greater mobility of the networks with increasing
temperature. (e)-(f): Expansion of an anisotropic loop (in violet) pinned at junctions “ j1” and “j2” leads to
the onset of a slip event characterized by ≈ at 300 K. The loop is arrested in (g) due to interaction with
the steady dislocation forest network (in red) at points “j3”,” j4” and “j5”. Atoms are visualized through
OVITO (see Appendix A6). See text for further details.
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The present simulations reveal that the screw mobility also governs the inception of the
large slip domain with (7 > 7 ) in the (7) distributions. In the Ta simulation at 300 K, the
emission of large avalanches is due to the sudden activation of pinned dislocation arms that
produces anisotropic loop expansions. The mobilization of the loop (Fig. 6.13(a)) requires the
outward motion of the screw components along with the rapid propagation of the partner edge
segment (Fig. 6.13(b)). The simulation shows that these loops (Figs. 6.13(e) and 6.13(f)) travel
a distance / ≈ 10 Ž 30 nm to the point where the loop expansion is arrested by the dense
dislocation forest (Fig. 6.13(g)). These avalanche events are associated with abrupt increments
in the dislocation density (marked with black arrows in Fig. 6.13(c)). The shaded areas in Fig.
6.13(c) mark the U Ž O evolution during the avalanche events that carry large slip sizes in Ta at
300 K. Notice in this figure that the local minima in the U Ž O curve indicate avalanche arrest
and the onset of a pinning stage (∆V ≈ ∆O ). In addition, the U Ž O curve (Fig. 6.13(c)) shows
an overall mild decrease in the global dislocation density with increasing straining, which is
associated with dislocation annihilation processes mostly developing within the incipient slip
domain where 7 < 7 . The sequence of Fig. 6.14 displays the partial annihilation of segment
“2” due to the interaction with screw segment “1” as „ = Ž . The U levels drawn in Fig.
6.13(c) finally suggest that the formation of sessile junctions is inconsequential to the
development of the dense dislocation networks at 300 K (distinguished by long immobile
screws). Thus, the overall density levels are reduced because of the decrease of mobile junctions
as noted in the reduction of the <100> segment population (blue line) with increasing straining.

Figure 6.14. Sequence of a dislocation annihilation in Ta at ¾ = Ú¸¸ K. Unzipping of segment “1” initially
pinned at “j1” in (a) leads to interaction with segment “2”. Active segments are highlighted in yellow.
Interaction between segments “1” and “2” results in the annihilation of both segments (in picture (c)) as
• = Ž ” . The remnant segments “1” and “2” are finally arrested at junction “j2” in (d). The annihilation
process reduces the dislocation density by ∆ù ≈ Žã × •¸•Ø ¿ƒ” (blue arrows in Fig. 6.13(c)).
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Figure 6.15. Sequence of a large avalanche event in Ta at 900 K where the active segments are marked in
yellow. (a) Segments “1” and “2” interact at (unstable) “j1”, which annihilates in (b) at the point “ah1”.
Segment “4” revolves around “pn1” in (b) and interacts with “3” producing stable “j3”. Activation of
segment “5” interacts with “8”, producing a pinned structure (“pn2”) composed of segments “5”, “8” and
“9” in (c), which remains immobile for the remaining avalanche. The mutually-attractive segments “10”
and “11” produce segment “12” in (c). Additional mobilization of segment “6” in (c) results in: (i) formation
of junction “j4” with segment “12”, (ii) partial annihilation with segment “3” (marked “ah2” in (f)), (iii)
additional junction formation “j5” with segment “4”; and, (iv) partial annihilation “ah4” (see the unzipping
process of junction “j2” in (a)-(f)). The propagation of “7” ( ≈ 20 nm, from (c) to (f)) produces (i) pinning
point “pn3”, and (ii) junction “j6”. Finally, unzipping of “j4” in (f) results in the formation of the pinning
point “pn4” around which segment “12” revolves. This pivoting segment exhibits interaction and
annihilation (“ah4”) with segment “6”. Segment “12” is finally pinned at “j7” in (h). Finally, part (i) provides
the ù Ž á evolution during the avalanche event. The yellow, red and grey regions denote dislocation
multiplication (a), annihilation (f) and arrest followed by a quasi-elastic loading stage (h).

At higher temperatures ( / > 0.2), the dislocation networks in BCC crystals are
characterized by highly-mobile segments whose glide spans over statistically larger distances
(/ ≳ 35 nm). In this context, the Ta simulation at 900 K shows that the emission of avalanches
distinguished by 7 > 7 in the (7) distributions (Fig. 6.9) involves the activation (unzipping)
of a precursory dislocation segment which gives way to the gliding of secondary dislocations,
leading to the additional mobilization of a least 3 segments during the avalanche event. Figures
6.15(a)-(h) display the sequence of a dislocation avalanche in the simulation at 900 K, which
carries a large slip size (7 ≈ 4 ). This dislocation avalanche is constituted by the collective
glide of 7 segments comprised by wavy mobile lines with kinked-screw and edge components
(Fig. 6.4(b)). In accordance with the U Ž O curve in Fig. 6.13(d), the marked decrease in the
density levels during avalanche arrest is a clear indication of the strong role that annihilation
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processes (Fig. 6.14) play in the development of dense dislocation networks at elevated
temperatures. These results differ from the above description for lower temperatures, where
large avalanches (carrying 7 > 7 ) lead to local raises in dislocation density, as large avalanches
at elevated temperatures are always characterized by sharp reductions in density (see the black
arrows in Fig. 6.13(d)).

6.8. Self-organized vs. tuned criticality
The extensive experimental and computational work analyzed in this investigation
probes intermittent plasticity in the context of slip size distributions (Figs. 6.7 and 6.9)
characterized by (i) an incipient slip domain (7 < 7 ) of uncorrelated slip processes, and (ii) a
large avalanche size slip regime (7 > 7 ) of correlated events. The Pearson coefficient 5 and
the 3-value (both ranging from 0 to 1) enable assessment of the correlation level between the
slip size and applied stress [50]. This standard procedure provides a formal support to the
possible correlation (certain or accidental) between the two variables [168]. Under this
framework, values of 5 approaching unity are indicative of an increasingly linear relationship
between the two variables, while 3-values close to 0 indicate that the likelihood for the possible
correlation between the variables is high.
The outcomes from this analysis prove that the slip events detected in the incipient slip
regime are not correlated with the applied stress X. Figure 6.16 shows that this is indeed the
case since for < 7 , as 5 < 0.25 and the 3-value is much greater than 0 (> 0.30). These results
are in good agreement with the slip events for 7 < 7 obtained in micropillar compression
experiments (see Ref. [50]), where the 7/ Ž X datasets exhibit 5 ≲ 0.15 and 3-value ≳ 0.27.

Figure 6.16. Scattered / Ž distributions of the avalanche events carrying < ö . Small values of
Pearson coefficient ( < 0.25) with a relatively small confidence levels ($-value > 30%) indicate that the slip
and stress are not correlated.

The few slip data available in the large slip size domains from present simulations do
not allow the performance of a sound statistical analysis for the possible correlation between 7
and X. [Note in Figs. 6.7 and 6.9 that the Q -regime in the (7) distributions only contains a
few data points (2 < “ < 6, see Appendix A7.2)]. Nonetheless, the much larger slip data
obtained in micropillar compression experiments [50] reveal that within the large avalanche
regime of strain hardening microcrystals (7 > 7 ) the slip sizes are not correlated with the
applied stress, suggesting the onset of STC [44]. This becomes manifest in the greater linear
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dependence of the 7/ Ž X datasets, where according to Ref. [50] 5 > 0.4 and 3 → 0 in both
FCC and BCC crystals. The greatest 5 values (5 > 0.5) indicating a great linearity between slip
and stress pertain to small microcrystals, distinguished by a predominance of dislocation
starvation, which leads to the attainment of marked stress-binned (7, X) distributions [34, 44]
for 7 > 7 .

6.9. Conclusions
The extensive experimental and computational work analyzed in this investigation
clearly shows the onset of two different slip regimes in the (7) distributions, where the critical
slip size, 7 , marks transition between the incipient slip (7 < 7 ) and large slip size (7 > 7 )
domains characterized by power-law exponents Q„ and Q , respectively. The results indicate
that 7 acts as the essential material property that characterizes the intermittent response of
dislocation-mediated plasticity in the context of the emissions of dislocation avalanches as a
function of sample size, crystalline structure and temperature. These findings have deep
implications in the understanding and characterization of dislocation glide processes governing
the inception of intermitted avalanches in metal plasticity. The periodic FCC and BCC MD
simulations provide new insights into the underlying dislocation mechanisms that become
operative during intermittent slip processes. The following are the main conclusions drawn
from this investigation.

1. The MD simulations indicate that the avalanche events carrying slip 7 < 7 are not
binned by stress. The avalanche events attaining under a preexisting dislocation network
with an extremely large density (U ≈ 1 × 10„» mƒ ) propagate through the periodic
volume involving fractional slips (7 < 1 ). The resulting (7) distributions with
power-law exponent Q„ span about one entire logarithmic decade of (uncorrelated)
fractional slip, extending the experimentally measured incipient slip domain towards
the smallest possible slip value of 7 89 ≈ 0.1 . The large avalanche slip size domain
(7 > 7 ) emerges in the (7) distributions with Q where correlated avalanche events
attain.

2. In FCC metals, the onset of small 7 values is indicative of strong interactions between
the mobile dislocations and the entangled dislocation forest, so that the slip distributions
shift to smaller values as compared to the case of dislocation networks containing milder
interactions. The enhancement of cross slip (which promotes dislocation mobility)
results in the development of large 7 levels. The Cu simulations show that thermallyassisted cross-slip processes facilitate the dissemination of the mobile dislocations
across the periodic cells, producing large slip events. In addition, dislocation
annihilation dominates dislocation network development in the periodic Cu crystals, as
•U/•O < 0. In the Al simulation (with a large SFE), cross slip processes lead to a greater
intricacy in the dislocation arrangements, which involve smaller statistical values of the
mean free path length /. The simulations reveal that the development of SFT structures
facilitates unzipping of the dislocation network, which leads to the inception of large
avalanche events during the development of dense defect networks.

3. In BCC crystals, 7 is governed by the mobility of the screw dislocations, where
thermally-assisted kinking processes render larger 7 values during the development of
highly-mobile and wavy dislocation configurations. The Ta simulations capture the
effective role of the screw mobility in the slip distributions, where the dislocation
network at 900 K exhibits the onset of large slip events. The simulations additionally
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show that intermittent plasticity progresses through a significant amount of dislocation
annihilation processes which dominate the development of dense dislocation
entanglements with relatively large values of /.

4. The Al and Cu simulations reveal that large avalanche events carrying correlated slip
(7 > 7 ) are due to the collective glide of dislocations ( ≥ 3) traveling across the
intricate defect network. Unzipping of dislocation segments leads to mild increments in
dislocation density during an avalanche. The mobile dislocations are arrested by the
immobile forest, which leads to the onset of a quasi-elastic (pinning) regime, ∆V ≈ ∆O,
characterized by stagnant density levels (•U/•O ≈ 0). Uncorrelated avalanche events
are distinguished by the mobilization of individual dislocation segments ( ≤ 2) that
glide over a statistical distance /. The MD simulations show that the avalanche slip size
is determined by / and .

5. The underlying dislocation mechanisms associated with the development of large
avalanche events in BCC crystals are also governed by the screw mobility. The Ta
simulation at 300 K, where kinking of the screws is inhibited, shows that large slip
events (7 > 7 ) are produced by anisotropic loop expansions comprised by a mobile
edge segment and two partnering screws pinned in the immobile forest. Avalanche
arrest attains as the immobile dislocation forest intercepts the expansion of the loops.
With increasing temperature (900 K), a global enhancement in the screw mobility is
encountered, which leads to the emission of large avalanches through the collective
motion of dislocations ( > 5). The mobile segments produce an increment in
dislocation density during the avalanche events, while a mild reduction in the U levels
is associated with dislocation annihilation processes.

6. Although the results of the avalanches modeled through the MD simulations concern
much larger strain rates than those imposed during conventional micropillar
compression experiments (OG < 1 × 10ƒ! sƒ„ ) [34, 50, 163], the strain rate defined in
the simulations (OG = 1.5 × 10» s ƒ„ ) prevents avalanche overlapping. Complementary
MD simulations performed at much smaller strain rates (OG < 1 × 10¢ sƒ„ ) are still
required in order to assess the influence of the loading rate upon the emission and
propagation of dislocation avalanches. These simulations lie beyond the current
computational capacity [120].
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APPENDIX A1. Statistical ensembles and the equations of motion
in MD simulations
A1.1. Generalities
The classical formulation for molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [103] is based on
the integration of the Newton’s equations of motion (EOM) that strictly capture the time
evolution of closed systems while system’s energy remains constant (e.g., a particle system
enclosed in a hermetic container) [103]. In statistical mechanics, this scheme corresponds to the
microcanonical or
ensemble (constant -number of atoms, -volume, and -energy)
[108] whose EOM count with the robust Hamiltonian formulation [169]. Note that although
every constituent particle is in motion due to the local force fields from the neighbor atoms,
systems do not statistically evolve over time as the system’s energy is fixed to the same
region in the E-space [108], which implies thermodynamic equilibrium [104].

Other statistical ensembles are available [103, 108], which are built by convenient
reformulations of the Hamiltonian EOM [56, 103] that enable other quantities to fluctuate
around a fixed value while the system’s energy is not conserved. These approaches are framed
in the class of non-equilibrium MD [108] described by non-Hamiltonian dynamics [105]. In
particular, the canonical
and
ensembles [110] are a popular framework to run nonequilibrium MD simulations [108]. These EOM employ thermostat and barostat terms that
respectively control the temperature and internal pressure of the system while the particles
evolve in time matching the Boltzmann (canonical) distribution (Section 3.1). The thermostat
term reproduces the effect of a heath bath (with constant temperature) acting on the system
[105], whereas the barostat emulates the action of an arbitrary “piston” onto the system [108].
Nonetheless, these approaches are not exempt from subtleties [108]. The most obvious arises
from the fact that while nature conserves system’s energy due to particle collisions (momentum
conservation [104]),
and
dynamics lead to the conservation of other energy-like
quantities which lack physical meaning [103, 105].
In the following, Appendix A1.2 provides the formulation for MD simulations with
Hamiltonian
dynamics using the velocity-Verlet algorithm described in Appendix A1.3
to integrate the EOM. Likewise, Appendixes A1.4 and A1.5 address the EOM of nonHamiltonian
and
dynamics (respectively). These EOM are integrated by the rRESPA algorithm reviewed in Appendix A1.6.

A1.2. õú‘ dynamics

The time evolution of the phase space E¦ • , $• §
is described by the Hamiltonian
«"#
EOM [57]
$•
G• =
,
(A1.1a)
1•
$G • = 1• % • = ×• ,

(A1.1b)
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where ×• is the force that drives particle •, see Section 3.1 for nomenclature. The particularity
of the Hamiltonian EOM resides in the symmetries of the transformation [56, 169] which result
in the conservation of the energy of the system,
«

ℋ(E) = ± &
•¬„

($• (: ))
•
21•

' • (:)() ,

(A1.2)

as ℋG (E) = 0. In addition, Eqs. (A1.1a) and (A1.1b) satisfy the symplectic geometry [56, 169]
which, apart from the above energy conservation, implies time invariance (or incompressibility)
of the E-space volume (Liouville theorem [104]) and time reversibility (deterministic dynamics
[108]).

The probability distribution of an
system, Y«"# , is defined as the inverse of the
total number of microstates, *, occupying the only possible energy level ℋ ,
Y«"# =

1
= 1/ ° •E«"# K(ℋ (E«"# ) Ž ℋ) ,
*

(A1.3)

where K(… ) is the Dirac delta function. Notice in the above equation that every system state is
invariably described by the same probability function Y«"# as all microstates share the same
probability irrespectively of the magnitude of ℋ .

A1.3. The velocity-Verlet algorithm
MD simulations under the microcanonical ensemble compute the motion of the
constituent particles by integrating the Newton’s second law [56],
¼• = Ž

1 • ¦ •§
, • = 1, … ,
1 • •

,

(A1.4)

where ¼• is the acceleration vector of particle •. Note that ×• = • ¦ • §/• • (Eq.
(A1.1b)). The Verlet algorithm is a simple (and widely employed [108]) time integrator of Eq.
(A1.4) that satisfies the conservation laws of Hamiltonian dynamics [56]. The basic idea of this
method resides in defining the Taylor expansion of function • (: • Δ:) at : , where
• (:

• Δ: ) =

•

(: ) •

$• (:)∆: 1
• ¼• (:)(∆: ) • +(∆: ! ).
1•
2

(A1.5)

1 • ¦ •§
∆: • +(∆: , ) ,
1• • •

(A1.6a)

The velocity-Verlet algorithm improves the accuracy of the original Verlet formulation
(Eq. (A1.5)) through the addition of the Taylor expansions around • (: ), i.e., • (: • ∆:) +
• (: Ž ∆:) [56, 108], where
•

(: • Δ:) = 2

•

(:) Ž

•

(: Ž Δ:) Ž

and by defining “mid-step” velocities [108],

1
Δ:
Å = ;• (: ) • ¼• (:)∆: • +(∆: ) ,
2
2
Δ:
1
;• (: • Δ:) = ;• Ä: • Å • ¼• (: • Δ:) • +(∆: ).
2
2

;• Ä: •
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Note that ;• = • • /•: and ¼• = •
• (: • Δ:) is known [108].

• /•:

; and that ;• (: • Δ:) can only be computed once

The velocity-Verlet algorithm updates the particle positions at successive : • Δ: (Eq.
(A1.6a)) by taking a numerical error of +¦∆:4 §, which is an order of magnitude smaller than
the numerical error of the original Verlet algorithm (Eq. (A1.5)) [108]. In addition, the update
of particle velocities leads to a larger numerical error (+¦∆:2 §) through a time increment : •
Δ:. Nonetheless, the velocity-Verlet scheme reduces by a half this numerical error by the above
mid-stepping of the velocities (i.e., dividing : • Δ: into two parts), see Eqs. (A1.6b) and
(A1.6c). This splitting corresponds to the Liouville-operator breakup of iℒ = iℒ- /2 • iℒ. •
iℒ- /2, which yields the time propagator (Trotter factorization) / iℒ¥ ≈ / iℒ0 ¥ / / iℒ1 ¥ / iℒ0 ¥ /
(Section 3.1) with additionally results in a numerical error of +¦∆:2 § [56, 108], see Eq. (A1.6d).
See the action of the above Trotter breakup [105] in Fig. A1.1, where it is illustrated the
operation of the velocity-Verlet time integrator algorithm in terms of the discrete time evolution
of a harmonic-oscillator in the E-space [108].

half kick

drift

velocity-Verlet algorithm
constant
analytical solution
constant
Figure A1.1. Illustration of the harmonic-oscillator phase portrait [108]. The red line depicts the Liouville
operator splitting (i2 = i2$ /” • i2 • i2$ /”) acting between successive red points. In the context of the
velocity-Verlet algorithm, this implies solving (3 • 43) and ; (3 • 43) (Eqs. (A1.6)) by the action of (i) a
half kick (half integration of the $-term, 2$ /2, at fixed ), followed by (ii) a drift (integration of the -term,
i2 , at fixed ;), and finally followed by (iii) a half kick. Formally, the algorithm presents a long-term
conservation of the quantity 56 = 5 • 7(∆3/”)” [108].The blue line illustrates the analytical solution
which strictly conserves 5 (Eq. (A1.2)).

A1.4. õú¾ dynamics

The present
simulations employ the Nosé-Hoover chains (NHC) [110] that
introduce k additional degrees of freedom 8² in the 6 -dimentional E-space to mimic the heat
transfer from a (large) reservoir at ó I . The time evolution of the phase space,
, implies non-Hamiltonian dynamics [106] described by the
E¦ • , $• , 8„ , … , 89 , 3:; , … , 3:< §
«"=
following EOM,
$•
(A1.7a)
G• =
• = 1, … , ,
1•
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$G • = ×• Ž

«

3G :; = ±
•¬„

8²G =

3: ƒ„
3G :? = Ä ? Ž k `
>²ƒ„

$•
Ž(
1•

which conserve the following quantity
D«} "=

3:?
>²

ó IÅ

!

• • )k `

Ž 3:?

•¬„

9

²¬„

3:;
$ ,
>„ •

µ = 1, … , 0 ,

$•
3²
=±
•±
• ¦ •§ • (
21•
2>²
«
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3:?A;
>²B„
!

ó I

Ž 3:;

(A1.7b)

(A1.7c)

3:@
,
>

(A1.7d)

for µ = 2, … , 0 Ž 1 ,

• • )k `

ó I 8„

9

• ± k`
²¬

ó I 8²

(A1.7e)

.

(A1.8)

Here, 1• is the mass of particle •, >² is the “mass” of the µ th thermostat that tunes the frequency
with which temperature fluctuates [105], ! is the number of DF (=3 ), • the system’s
dimension, 0 the number of NHC, k ` is the Boltzmann’s constant, and 8² and 3² are ,
respectively, the thermostat variable (extra 0 degrees of freedom) and conjugate momentum
of the µth thermostat. Equation (A1.8) reads as an energy-like relationship D«} "= (E«"= ), where
the first and second terms of the right-hand side stand for the kinetic energy of the -atom (real)
system and the 89 thermostats, respectively; and the successive third and remaining terms
account for the potential energy of real system and (µ Ž 1) thermostats, respectively [106].
Note that is not a strictly conserved quantity in the dynamics but, rather, it is a quantity
numerically controlled by an external body (i.e., the heat bath modeled by imposing the above
DF) which fluctuates around the imposed value to ó I (Eqs. (A1.7d) and (A1.8)).
It is demonstrated elsewhere in Ref. [105] that the thermostat masses >² should satisfy
>„ = ! k ` ó I /E> and >² = k ` ó I /E> (for µ = 2, … , 0 Ž 1), where E> is the frequency at
which the particles are thermostated. Figure A1.2 displays the system’s energy and temperature
fluctuations during
dynamics under a wide range of thermostat frequencies E> . It is
observed that low frequencies (E> < 10∆:) lead to wild fluctuations in temperature and energy,
while large frequencies (E> > 10000∆:) result in constant-energy dynamics due to the poor
contribution of the thermostat into the dynamics. In the present
simulations, E> is set to
100 ∆: [118].

The physical intuition for the action of the thermostat onto the ‡ • , $• ˆ system is
revelead via the scaling of the velocities of the particles, i.e. ;• = 8 FG [Nosé1983], where ;¡ is
the real velocity of atom •. This can be interpreted as an exchange of heat between the real
system and the external system (heat reservoir) [Nosé1983]. In this context, note that the first
multiplier 8„ thermostats the particle momenta $• , the second multiplier 8 thermostats 8„ , a
third 8! acts on 8 , and so on [110]. It is remarked to mention that the introduction of extra M
degrees of freedom to the system appears to be arbitrary as it lacks of a solid statistical
mechanics base [110].
The Jacobian G that accounts for the weight associated with the phase space
is [106]
E¦ • , $• , 8„ , … , 89 , 3:; , … , 3:< §
«"=

G = / ‰¦«HBI

110

@ §: B∑<
;
?J@

:? Š

.

(A1.9)
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Since the EOM sample the canonical ensemble, the Jacobian G is constrained to unity
(G = 1) in order to meet the incompressibility condition of E«"= [104, 105], where the particle
ÔÔ
distribution function satisfies Y«"= (E«"= ) = 1/K«"= (/ ƒ¨LMNO ) [104]. This leads to the
partition function [105, 106]
K«"= = ° •E«"= / ƒ¨LMNO ,

(A1.10)

ÔÔ

where

$•
3²
=±
•±
• ¦ • §.
21•
2>²

D«}}"=

A1.5. õ4¾ dynamics

«

9

•¬„

²¬„

(A1.11)

The
simulations use a barostat [110] which employs the (fully flexible) cell Ê of
Cartesian parameters (with an invariant form of the moment [105, 106]) so that the internal
pressure tensor 4 is controlled while the system is thermostated by the previous NHC
formulation (Eq. (A1.7)). Under this framework, the EOM are described by [106]
$• $ï
G• =
•
,
(A1.12a)
1• *ï •
$G • = ×• Ž

$G R = (4 Ž S
«

3G :; = ±
•¬„
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ó I)
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1 TrP$ï Q
$• Ž ; $• ,
>„
! *ï
$ï
Ê,
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Ž ÊTÊ • Ï

8²G =

3:
>²

where T and 4 are defined as
4=

ó IÅ

Ž 3:?

!

«

±
•¬„
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3:
Ð S Ž ; $ï ,
1•
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µ = 1, … , 0 ,

$•
1
•
TrP$3ï $ï Q Ž (
1• *ï

3:? ƒ„
Ž k`
>²ƒ„

1

3:?A;
>²B„

T = Ê'ƒ„ (3 Ž S

!

(A1.12b)
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ó I
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,
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for µ = 2, … , 0 Ž 1 ,

3ƒ„
ó I )Ê'

,

1 ¦$ï §W ¦$ï §¨
V
• ¦×• § ¦×• § Ž ( } Ê3 )W¨ X ,
W
¨
1•

(A1.12c)

(A1.12d)

(A1.12e)

(A1.12f)

(A1.12g)
(A1.13)

(A1.14)
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being } = ž ¦ • , Ê§/ž (Ê)W¨ , 3 is the stress applied to the system [106], and S is the identity
matrix. The above equations lead to non-Hamiltonian dynamics whose conserved quantity is
[106]
D«} Y=
•

$•
1
3²
=±
•
TrP$ï $ï Q • ±
21• *R
2>²
«

9

•¬„

²¬„

ó I det‰ÊŠ

• ¦ • , Ê§ • (

1
• Tr‰Ê'ƒ„ (3 Ž S
2
!

• • )k `

ƒ„
ó I )Ê' [Š

9

• ± k`

ó I 8„

²¬

ó I 8²

.

(A1.15)

Here, *ï is the “piston mass” of the barostat [108, 110] that controls 4, $ï is the modularly
invariant form of the momenta of the cell C–by-D matrix Ê [106] (where the system’s volume
= det‰ÊŠ [105]), and [ = Ê Ê is the metric tensor. Note that the sixth term in the right-hand
side of Eq. (A1.15) represents the elastic energy due to the external stress [106]. To eliminate
the rotation of the cell matrix Ê [105] (i) the off-diagonal elements of the barostat cell momenta
$ï should fulfill ¦$ï § = ¦$ï § , and (ii) the associated kinetic energy for the barostat
‡¦$ï §

W¨

• ¦$ï §

¨W

W¨

¨W

ˆ /2*ï should be k `

ó I /2

(not k `

ó I)

[106, 110]. The mass of the

barostat should satisfy *ï = ( ! • •)k ` ó I /• Eï [105], where ER is the frequency at which
atoms are barostated. In the present
simulations, Eï is set to 1000 ∆: [105, 118].

The Jacobian G of the associated phase space, E¦ • , $• , 8„ , … , 89 , 3:; , … , 3:< , Ê, 3ï § ,
«Y=
is defined as [106]
G = det‰ÊŠ„ƒI / ‰¦«H BI

@ §: B∑<
;
?J@

:? Š

.

(A1.16)

The EOM satisfy the canonical particle distribution as G = 1 [106]. This leads to the
partition function [106]
K«Y= ∝ ° •Ê / ƒ¨LM\O det‰ÊŠ„ƒI ,
ÔÔ

where
D«}}Y=

«

$•

1
3²
=±
•
TrP$3ï $ï Q • ±
• ¦ • , Ê§
21• 2*ï
2>²
•

•¬„

ó I det‰ÊŠ

(A1.17)
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(A1.18)

A1.6. r-RESPA algorithm
The time-reversible operator / iℒ¥ from Eq. (3.3) is integrated by means of the
(reversible) reference system propagator algorithm (r-RESPA) [105]. Although there are
and
available several choices for the factorization of / iℒ¥ [105, 106], the present
simulations use the Trotter factorization of the Liouville operator defined by iℒ = iℒ„ • iℒ •
iℒÎ IM [106]. Thus,
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and ;• = $• /1• ≠ • , ;ï = $ï /*ï , <:? = 3:? />² [106]. Eq. (A1.19) carries the numerical
error + (∆:3 ) [105]. In the case of performing
dynamics, note that all the barostat terms in
Eqs. (A1.21) vanish.
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Figure A1.2. System’s temperature (left-hand side pictures) and internal energy (right-hand side pictures)
fluctuations during õú¾ molecular dynamics with different values of thermostat frequency lÞ . The above
MD simulations comprise a 40,000-particle system subjected to loading, steady load, and (complete)
unloading of an external force (@• ) similar to that from Eq. (A3.2) in Appendix A3. Timestep is set to Ú fs
and thermostat temperature is ¾÷Í = ââ K. The loading (and unloading) rate is set to 10 m/s. Doubleheaded arrow in (d) denotes the action of ¦@• § into the system’s energy during loading with lÞ =
•¸¸, ¸¸¸ ∆3. Note that extremely large frequencies (lÞ = •¸¸, ¸¸¸ ∆ ) lead to õú‘ dynamics due to a
poor contribution from the thermostat. Fluctuations in both temperature and energy accentuate by
decreasing lÞ . Low thermostat frequencies (lÞ < •¸ ∆3) lead to unrealistic dynamics with wild
fluctuations around ¾÷Í and system’s internal energy, see the MD simulations with lÞ = •∆3 in (a) and (b).
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APPENDIX A2. The statistical ensemble in the simulations of
nanoindentation
Although MD simulations have been long used in the assessment and characterization
of the inception and development of crystalline defects in metals subjected to nanoindentation
testing [14, 37-39, 59, 102, 149, 170], it is apparently unclear in the open literature which type
of particle ensemble [108] accounts for the most accurate statistical representation of indented
crystals. Within this framework, the most widely employed statistical ensembles are the
microcanonical
[37, 60, 102, 121, 171, 172], the canonical
[38, 117, 170], and the
ensembles [124, 173]. The above schemes ultimately
(canonical) isothermal-isobaric
describe distinct time evolutions of the system in the E-space, which conceivably carries deep
implications in the outcome of the MD simulations.
In order to shed light on this issue, a group of MD simulations is systematically carried
out under the
,
and
statistical ensembles. To this end, the computational
domains of size 70 nm (Table 3.1) constructed for both (001)-oriented Ta at 77 K and (111)oriented Al at 300 K are indented with = 48 nm at 4 m/s. The Hamiltonian EOM of the
ensemble (Appendix A1.3) are integrated by means of the velocity-Verlet algorithm described
in Appendix A1.3, while the r-RESPA method (Appendix A1.6) is employed to integrate the
non-Hamiltonian EOM of the
and
ensembles (Appendixes A1.4 and A1.5). In the
following, a comparative study is presented on the effect of the statistical ensembles upon (i)
the thermalization of the particle system, (ii) the elastic and plastic response, and (iii) the
underlying mechanisms that govern defect nucleation and (later) incipient plasticity in the
modeled nanoindentations. It is finally discussed that the most appropriate statistical approach
for the time evolution of the indented crystals is the canonical
ensemble (over the
and
schemes).
The MD crystals are constructed in such a way that the constituent particles cover the
computational volume according to their corresponding spatial distribution at ground state
(Section 3.2.1). It could seem obvious that system’s thermalization (Section 3.2.1) at finite
temperature ( > 0 K) leads to unwanted built-up pressures on the periodic sides in the
and
) as these
simulations (Fig. 3.3) with preserving-volume ensembles (i.e.
conditions strictly restrict thermal expansion of the crystal [108]. In the context of the present
nanoindentations, these ensembles may conceivably produce tougher indented surfaces due to
these constriction effects. To investigate the magnitude of this possible computational artifact,
a group of MD thermalization runs in (001)-oriented Ta boxes are performed at 300 K (≈
0.1 ) under the canonical
ensemble. These simulations evidence the onset of built-up
pressures in the normal directions to the periodic sides which roughly match the pressures
predicted by the linear model of thermal expansion, where = Cm ∆ [4] (Cm is the expansion
coefficient and ∆ = Ž 0). However, it is noted that these pressures obtained due to the
thermal expansion restriction in the present nanoindentations are much smaller (< 2%) that
those generated during nanoindentation loading.
The elastic response from the indented surfaces is analyzed by means of the Hertzian
spherical contact which provides the analytical solution for the applied load, , in terms of the
penetration depth of the indenter tip, ℎ , as [138]
where

4
=
3

∗

„/

Ä Å
2

ℎ

!/

,

(A2.1)
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stands for the effective indentation modulus [6], and ind are respectively the elastic
moduli for the sample and indenter, and S and Sind are the Poisson’s ratios for the sample and
indenter, respectively. In this analysis, ind = ∞ and S = 0.35 are assumed.

The elastic Ž ℎ curves obtained in the (001)-oriented Ta simulations under distinct
statistical ensembles are given in Fig. A2.1(a). In the range of small deformations (i.e., / ≲
0.1 [174]), the Ž ℎ responses obtained in the MD simulations under the three ensembles are
in good agreement with the predictions from complementary (anisotropic coarse-grained) finite
element analyses (FEA) mimicking the present Ta nanocontact. At larger penetrations, the
simulations exhibit a mild softening in Ž ℎ elastic response as compared to the Ž ℎ curves
from the
and
nanoindentations (Fig. A2.1(a)). This is a particular effect from the
barostat defined in the
simulation, where the (( and WW components of the (internal)
pressure tensor 4 (Eq. (3.9)) fluctuate around 0. As
simulations maintain pressure along
the periodic boundaries of the cell, the atoms at the indented surface undergo “pressure
relaxation” towards the periodic sides. This apparently leads to softer elastic contacts (with
smaller levels, see Fig. A2.2) than those obtained in non-barostated (
and
) indented
crystals, see Fig. A2.1(b).
The simulations systematically show a mild increase in the Young’s modulus, , with
increasing penetrations. This effect is denominated pressure hardening [37] and manifests the
onset of non-linear elasticity. According to Fig. A2.2, pressure hardening issues are further
enhanced under constant- conditions as the present
and
indented domains depict
an infinite group of attached identical crystals being concurrently indented. The effective value
for elucidated from the nanoindentations (Table 5.1) is systematically determined in the limit
of small deformations (i.e., at / ≈ 0.1 [174]), where the simulated nanocontacts with nonbarostated (
and
) dynamics exhibit a reasonable elastic modulus (in comparison with
the obtained in Ta experiments [36, 38, 175].
While the onset of defect nucleation attains at similar critical load irrespective of the
statistical ensemble in present Ta and Al simulations, differences are observed between the
defects configurations developed in the subsequent nanocontact plasticity. In particular, the Ta
indentations with the
and the
ensembles exhibit significant twin propagation thus
hindering dislocation-loop emissions through detwinning processes [38]. A similar trend is
found in the Al simulations. Although twin formation is limited in Al crystals limit due to their
low stacking fault energy (Section 4.3.2), the Al indentations with the
ensemble exhibits
marked twinning underneath the contact, see Fig. A2.4.
Figure A2.5 provides the evolution of temperature in the Ta indentations with
thermostated (
and
) vs. non-thermostated (
) ensembles. It is systematically
observed that the
simulations produce temperature increases in the onset of (irreversible)
plastic events due the inception of crystalline defects. By contrast, the system temperature is
controlled by the thermostat (Appendix A1.4) in
and
dynamics, which effectively
reproduce the evolution of particle systems embedded inside a large reservoir at finite
temperature (in the case of the Ta simulations of Fig. A2.5, at = 77 K).

In accord with the above results, it is assumed here that the canonical
ensemble
represents the most adequate statistical scheme for the present simulations of nanoindentation,
as this approach provides realistic outcomes during nanocontact plasticity. In this context, the
Hamiltonian NVE ensemble leads to arguably excessive crystal twinning during defect network
development (Fig. A2.3). Moreover, the abrupt increases in temperature during plasticity (Fig.
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A2.5) lead to the reduction in contact pressure with increasing penetration (see inset to Fig.
A2.1(b)). On the other hand, the use of a barostat (Appendix A1.5) in the present indentations
results in nanocontact softening (Fig. A2.1(a)), also favoring the onset of twinning processes
(Figs. A2.3 and A2.4). It is finally noted that while the thermalization and subsequent
indentation loading stages can be performed under different ensembles, the present
computations are carried out under a fixed ensemble definition throughout the entire simulation.
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Figure A2.1. The Ta simulations under the õú‘, õú¾ and õ4¾ ensembles. (a) 4 Ž ÊË curves. (b) $¿ Ž ÊË
curves.
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Figure A2.2. ‘ Ž ÊË curves in the Ta simulations under the õú‘, õú¾ and õ4¾ ensembles. Computation
of ‘ at a given (4, ÊË ) point is performed by means of the Hertzian contact (Eq. (A2.1)).
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Figure A2.3. Defect structures in the Ta indentations with õú‘, õú¾ and õ4¾ ensembles. Black arrows
mark detwinning loops [38] with the õú¾ ensemble. Yellow arrows denote twin-walls expansion under the
õ4¾ and õú‘ simulations. The above defect networks are obtained at maximum indenter penetration,
ÊË ≈ Û¸ Å. Atomistic visualization is performed in OVITO, see Appendix A6.

Figure A2.4. Defect structures in the Al simulations under the õú¾ and õ4¾ ensembles. Cross-slip is
marked “cs” (black arrows). The yellow arrow denotes twinning in the õ4¾ simulation. The defect
networks are obtained at indenter penetrations of ÊË ≈ Ú¸ Å. Atomistic visualization is performed in
OVITO, see Appendix A6.
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Figure A2.5. Temperature-time evolution in the Ta simulations with õú‘, õú¾ and õ4¾ ensembles.
Temperature is computed by means of the equipartition theorem [118] where õ is assumed to be large
[104], so that the kinetic energy p = Ú/”(õq r ¾) is computed as p = ∑õ¬•($” /”s ) [57]. Stars (*) indicate
the onset of plasticity. The inset illustrates the evolution of temperature during elasticity with nonthermostated (õú‘) vs. thermostated (õú¾ and õ4¾) dynamics. Elasticity and plasticity are marked for
the õú‘ simulation (green line).
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APPENDIX A3. Model for the indenter
The repulsive spherical indenter is modeled with the potential

% !
@ ,
(A3.1)
3 •
where % is the indenter stiffness, @• = ( /2 Ž ä• ) represents the effective penetration of atom
• inside the spherical potential (@• ),
is the indenter diameter, and ä• = • Ž c is the
distance from atom • (described by • = (*• , A• , B• )) to the center of the repulsive sphere ( c =
(*c , Ac , Bc )), see Fig. A3.1(a).
¦@• § =

Atoms that fulfill K• < /2 (then ¦@• § > 0) are taken to become in-contact. In accord
with Ref. [59], the use of the above potential leads to realistic displacement fields generated by
a spherical indenter tip against a (free) surface. The force applied to each surface atom •
satisfying ä• < /2 is defined as • (@• ) = Ž• (@• )/•@• , where

(A3.2)
= Ž% Ä Ž ä• Å .
2
Note in the above equation that • is directed from the center of the repulsive sphere
(that is the direction of ä• , see Fig. A3.1(a)). To illustrate the action of (@• ) on in-contact
atoms •, it is drawn in Fig. A3.1(a) the trajectory of one atom which happens to enter into a
steady repulsive potential (Eq. (A3.1)). The atom trajectory inside the potential is curved by the
additional contribution of force • repelling atom •. According to Fig. A3.1(a), the utmost
penetration of atom • inside the potential, ℎ• , can be defined as ℎ• ∝ % ƒ„ , where is a
•

function of (1• , C• , ;• , , D• ). Notice in this figure that the system’s energy is strictly
conserved upon the complete repulsion of atom • due to momentum conservation
(f)
(i)
(•(∑ $• )/•: = ¸) as <• = <• . By contrast, the action of the mobile repulsive potential
against the surface (such is the case of indenter loading) essentially produces an increase in the
(i)
(f)
internal energy (Fig. A3.2(b)) as positive work is done onto the system (note that <• < <•
and therefore •(∑ $• )/•: ≠ ¸, see Fig. A3.1(b)).
(i)

(i)

( )

An adequate choice of parameter % is crucial in the computation of realistic
displacements for the in-contact atoms during indentation loading. In this context, large values
of % may give rise to unrealistic atom trajectories characterized by a small magnitude of ℎ•
(Fig. A3.2(a)), while low values of % may produce a poor effect from the potential as in-contact
atoms spend excessive time inside the indenter due to mild repulsion forces. Figure A3.2(a)
shows the early elastic responses produced by a wide range of % values, where the (001)oriented Ta surface is probed with % = 0.1 Ž 100,000 eV/Å! . It is noticed in Fig. A3.2(a) that
the physically realistic range of % values is broad as all the elastic responses with % = 10
eV/Å! Ž 1,000 eV/Å! are in good agreement with the Ž ℎ curve from complementary
coarse-grained finite element analyses (FEA). Increasing computational fluctuations in the Ž
ℎ curve arise with values of % > 1,000 eV/Å! , while soft elastic responses attain with % <
10 eV/Å! where the magnitude of the Young’s modulus is underestimated.
In light of the above results, parameter K is set to 100 eV/Å! in all of the MD
nanoindentations (Section 3.2.2). Moreover, the contribution from the potential (@• ) (Eq.
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(A3.1)) is included in the internal energy (Fig. A3.2(b)). This adds function (@• ) function to
the quantity being conserved during the dynamics, see Appendix A1.

Figure A3.1. Trajectory of in-contact atoms inside the repulsive potential ú(@• ). (a) Illustration of the
trajectory that atom describes inside steady potential ú(@• ). The right-hand inset displays the exerted
force magnitude ( (@ ) = Ž ú(@ )/ @ ) to atom as a function of ä . (b) The computed trajectories inside
a mobile ú(@• ) show an affordable convergence for ∆3 < ã fs (for the sake of visualization, it is only drawn
the trajectories obtained with ∆3 = Ú fs and ∆3 = •. ã fs). These results emphasize that the employed
timestep in the present nanoindentations (i.e., ∆3 = Ú fs, see Section 3.2.2) leads to a realistic
discretization of the atom-indenter interaction.

Figure A3.2. (a) 4 Ž ÊË responses in early elasticity from Ta (001) indentations (Section 3.2.2) with É =
”Ø nm under a wide range of p values. (b) The variation of the internal energy (5) during a
loading/unloading cycle with a repulsive indenter of É = ¸. ã nm. The computational domain comprises a
small õú¾ system of ≈100 atoms. It is observed that by including the potential ú(@) on the system’s energy
[118], so that 5( , @, $) = p($) • ú( ) • ú(@), fluctuations in 5 are reduced, where p($) = $” /”s is the
kinetic energy and ú( ) is the potential energy from the interatomic potential (Section 3.2.1).
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APPENDIX A4. Contact area computations
An important part of the analysis performed in this investigation relies on a correct
estimation of the projected contact area = π during indenter-tip loading, where is the
contact radius (Figs. A4.1(a) and A4.1(b)). In particular, the contact parameter
(from Section
4.3.1) defined by the ratio between the contact depth ℎ and indenter-tip depth ℎ ,
= ℎ /ℎ ,
is given by
1
= Ï Žu Ž
4
ℎ 2

„

v Ð.

(A4.1)

where
the indenter-tip diameter. In addition, the center of the discussion in Chapter 5
concerns the evaluation of the hardness levels, 3 = / , obtained in the MD
nanoindentations, where is the applied force by the indenter tip. It is thus clear that good
estimations of the contact area, , become crucial for the accuracy of the results reported from
the MD nanoindentations.

Figure A4.1. (a) and (b) display the elastic and plastic nanocontacts (respectively) in a (001)-oriented Ta at
ÊË ≈ •ã Å and ÊË ≈ Øã Å, respectively. The indenter has É = ØÙ nm and both pictures are taken for a (010)cross sectional cut located at the contact center. The colored atoms (in red and yellow) mark surface atoms,
where the reddish atoms denote the in-contact atoms with the indenter tip (Appendix A3). (c) ¼ Ž ÊË curve
from the Cu (001) indentation with É = ØÙ nm. Note that the values of ¼ obtained from the DT
computations (¼ = … /w) differ from those determined by Eq. (A4.2) during the plastic contact, where an
analytical solution for ¼ as a function of ÊË is unavailable.

In accord with elastic contact mechanics [138], where ℎ /ℎ = 0.5 and
(
ℎ Ž ℎ )„/ , the contact radius follows
=
=
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„/
ℎ 2
Ä
Ž 1Å .
2 ℎ

is defined as
(A4.2)
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Figure A4.1(c) displays the Ž ℎ evolution in the Cu (001) indentation with = 48 nm. Note
in this figure that the analytical solution for of Eq. (A4.2) fails in reproduction the contact
response beyond the elastic limit due to the onset of pile-up effects [9] (where ℎ /ℎ > 0.5),
compare Fig. A4.1(a) with Fig. A4.1(b).
In this work, an in-house algorithm is used, which computes the set of the in-contact
atom coordinates that define the contact area, see Figs. A4.1(a) and A4.1(b), where the particles
colored in red represent the in-contact atoms. The criterion that enables detection of in-contact
atoms is described in Appendix A3. In order to transform the in-contact atom coordinates into
the effective value of , the (two-dimensional) Delaunay triangulation (DT) algorithm is
employed [176]. The DT identifies among all possible triangulations of a given set of 2-D
points, the triangulation which maximizes the minimum angle [176], see Fig. A4.2(a). Thus, the
DT of the set of in-contact atoms partitionates the projected contact area into little Delaunay
triangles satisfying the Delaunay criterion (Fig. A4.3(a)) [176]. The value of is the sum of all
the areas of the above Delaunay triangles. Figures A4.2(b)-(d) show the set of the detected 2-D
points (in-contact atoms coordinates) in Ta and Cu nanoindentations with = 48 nm.

Figure A4.2. (a) DT of the black points. Such a triangulation (in blue) ensures that the circumcircle
associated with each circle (in grey) contains the tree points forming the Delaunay triangles for all the given
set of points (Delaunay criterion [176]). The in-contact atom coordinates that define the contact area in the
indented Ta surfaces from Figs. A4.1(a) and A4.1(b) are given in (b) and (d), respectively. The colors express
the magnitude of the exerted force • to every in-contact atom (see Appendix A3). (c) In-contact atoms
describing the contact area in the Cu (001) indentation (É = 48 nm, 77 K) at ÊË ≈ ”” Å . The colors show
the value of the penetration level of the in-contact atoms.
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Finally, Fig. A4.3 illustrates the evolutions of the projected contact area with increasing
penetration in Ta and Cu indentations with = 48 nm. Note that the contact area calculations
using the above algorithm generate Ž ℎ curves that effectively capture the transition from
elasticity to plasticity, where abrupt increases in are a clear indication of the defect nucleation
at the pop-in event. Moreover, note that the onset of different slopes in both elasticity (1ó? ) and
plasticity (1>? ), where 1>? > 1ó? (Fig. A4.3).
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APPENDIX A5. The effect of the driving rate in the MD
simulations
A5.1. Loading-rate sensitivity in the simulations of indentation
To study the effect of the indentation rate on the contact response, a group of identical
Ta nanoindentations at 77 K is carried out under a wide range of loading rates (i.e., from 4 m/s
to 1,000 m/s). The computational domain consists of a repulsive spherical indenter with = 6
nm (Appendix A3), and a (001)-oriented 1.8 × 1.8 × cuboid that contains ≈40,000 atoms
(Section 3.2.2). The Ta surface is systematically subjected to a full loading/unloading cycle
(with constant loading/unloading rate) characterized by a maximum indenter penetration of ≈
2.5 Å. It is assumed that this contact regime, distinguished by such small penetrations ( / <
0.1 [174]), ensures the onset of continuum-like elasticity following Eq. (A2.1).

The results reveal that the Ta nanoindentations performed under extreme loading rates
(say > 100 m/s) exhibit the onset of undulations in the applied load ( )- indenter-tip
penetration (ℎ ) curves, see Fig. A5.1(a). The simulations indicate that such Ž ℎ curves
describe an impact process rather than a quasi-static elastic contact [138]. Figure A5.2
illustrates the (numerical) origin of these findings at extreme loading rates. Consider a surface
atom • (Fig A5.2(a)) entering the repulsive potential that models the indenter (Appendix A3).
In successive computations of the trajectory of central atom • inside the indenter, this atom
undergoes an increasingly marked repulsion (characterized by • , see Figs. A5.2(b) and
A5.2(c)) due to the large penetration velocity of the indenter, so that the contact surface
(denoted by the vertical component (B• ) of highest atom • in Figs. A5.2(a)-(d)) develops an
abrupt upward displacement due to the repelled (or propelled) atom • (Fig. A5.2(e)). The
response of the repelled/bouncing atoms from/into the penetrating indenter leads to these
undulations in the Ž ℎ curves (Fig. A5.1(a)), where the inflexion points (marked in black in
Fig. A5.2(h)) arguably capture the above bouncing effect.

Finally, an elastic response is attained at slower indentation loading (say < 50 m/s).
Although the numerical fluctuations encountered in the MD simulations lead to wavy Ž ℎ
evolutions (Fig. A5.2(b)), the in-contact atoms produce a Ž ℎ response that fully satisfies
the Hertzian spherical contact model (Eq. (A2.1)) [138]. The onset of elasticity becomes
manifest in the reversibility of the Ž ℎ curves [138] as the nanocontacts systematically
follow identical Ž ℎ paths during both loading and unloading, see the inset to Fig. A5.1(b).
The simulations show a crossover of impact and elastic responses in the nanoindentations
performed at 50 m/s, where although some undulations are certainly present in the Ž ℎ
curves, the overall contact response tentatively adheres to linear elastic contact mechanics
analyses, see Fig. A5.1(b).
As a final remark, MD simulations of nanoindentation are usually performed with
loading rates (in m/s) [21, 37, 38, 122] that are of some orders of magnitude larger than those
normally employed in nanoindentation experiments (in μm/s) [122]. While such experimental
indentation rates are ultimately unfeasible with MD simulations under the current
computational power, the MD results reported elsewhere in Refs. [21, 38, 122] in conjunction
with the present nanoindentations (Section 5.2) reveal that the mechanisms at the inception of
plasticity (defect nucleation) in cubic crystals remain unaffected with loading rates varying
from ≈0.04 m/s to ≈30 m/s.
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Figure A5.1. 4 Ž ÊË curves from the Ta (001) indentations with É = Û nm under different loading rates.

Figure A5.2. Illustration of the origin of loading rate effects on the 4 Ž ÊË curves in present MD simulations.
(a)-(d): Schematic of the dynamics of atom interacting with a penetrating indenter with large loading
velocity. (e) The force field from the x interaction (interatomic potential, Section 3.2.1) acting in atom ,
where × = Ž ú ( x )/ x . (f) The exerted force on atom from the indenter, = Žp@” (Appendix A3).
(g) Evolution of the surface level · (of central atom ) with increasing penetration ÊË , where ·∗ is the surface
level prior indentation. Note that undulated · Ž ÊË curves mark the onset of the bouncing effect of the
impacted surface in present MD simulations. (h) The wavy 4 Ž ÊË curve obtained at •, ¸¸¸ m/s illustrates
the onset of an impact curve characterized by extreme values of applied load due to the repelled/bouncing
of atoms. See the text for further details.
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A5.2. Strain-rate sensitivity in the simulations of uniaxial test
In this work, the MD simulations of the tensile test aim to reproduce the emissions of
dislocation avalanche events attained in micropillar compression experiments [34, 42, 54]. The
computational procedure employed in these simulations is described in Section 3.2.3. To
investigate the effect of the loading rate (in this case, the strain rate) upon the plastic response
in terms of the stress-strain curves, uniaxial stretching is performed along the [011] orientation
(Fig. 3.4(c)) in a periodic Al crystal containing a largely-entangled dislocation network (Fig.
A5.3(a)) throughout a wide range of stretching rates (i.e., from ≈100 m/s to ≈0.1 m/s) see Table
3.5.

The simulations carried out for stretching rates < 10 m/s (or, equivalently, at OG < 1.5 ×
10 s ) lead to serrated stress-strain curves (Fig. A5.4), evidencing intermittent behavior of
plasticity as the dislocation network essentially develops through (discrete) avalanche events,
see the inset (c.1) in Fig. A5.3. With sufficiently slow deformation rates, slow driving [47, 54]
is attained for ≈ 0.1 m/s (OG = 1.5 × 10» s ƒ„ ) in present MD simulations, where the inception
of dislocation avalanches is finally characterized by stress drops ∆V at fixed strain [50, 166] so
that the plastic burst are not overlapped [43], see the inset to Fig. A5.4. It is remarked that the
strain rate employed in the present simulations (OG = 1.5 × 10» s ƒ„ ), Section 6.4, is about two
orders of magnitude smaller than that those recently reported in similar MD studies [125, 157,
177, 178].
ß

ƒ„

Interestingly, the Al simulations under larger stretching rates (>10 m/s) evidence the
onset of a completely different plastic behavior distinguished in that the dislocation network
develops homogeneously with increasing straining (note in the inset (b.1) in Fig. A5.3 that
•U/•O > 0), which hinders the above emission of avalanche events [125, 177]. This is
particularly clear in the Al simulation with ≈ 100 m/s, where recursive (non-discrete)
heterogeneous defect nucleations govern the plastic deformation (beyond V ), see Fig. A5.3(b).
This specific plastic response attains as the dislocation configuration (Fig. A5.3(a)) is arguably
unable to adjust to the rapid deformation of the computational domain through the onset of
intermittent avalanche processes.
Thus, the Al simulations show that the fundamental intermittent character of crystal
plasticity (characterized by the inception of collective dislocation glide processes, in the form
of avalanches [42, 43]) is observed when OG < 1.5 × 10ß sƒ„ . The size of the distinctive ∆V
associated with such avalanches in the stress-strain curves (Fig. A5.4) rapidly decreases with
increasing strain rate to a point where plasticity becomes a continuous phenomenon as the onset
of quiescent periods between avalanches is hindered. These simulations also mark the
attainment of a transition in dislocation-mediated plasticity from “quasi-stastic” loading to
impact loading conditions.
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Figure A5.3. Development of the dislocation network in Al [011] as a function of the stretching rate. (a) The
initial dislocation configuration characterized by ù ≈ •. • × •¸•Û ¿ƒ” . (b) Dislocation arrangement
obtained at á ≈ ¸. • under ≈ •¸¸ m/s. The inset (c.1) shows the corresponding ù Ž á evolution at ≈ •¸¸
m/s, where heterogeneous defect nucleations govern plasticity. (c) Dislocation arrangement obtained at
á ≈ ¸. ¸Ø under ≈ ¸. Ù m/s. The inset (c.1) shows the corresponding ù Ž á evolution at ≈ ¸. Ù m/s, where
discrete plastic events (avalanches) govern the development of intermittent plasticity. The blue arrow in
the ù Ž á curves marks inception of plasticity.

Figure A5.4. Ž á curves for tensile tests in Al [011] at 300 K under different stretching rates. The
onset of intermittent plasticity tentatively emerges at stretching rates < •¸ m/s, while larger
stretching rates produce a continuous (non-discrete) development of plasticity. Arrows in the
left-hand side figure mark the inception of plasticity passed the yield stress, .
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APPENDIX A6. The atomistic visualization of the MD simulations
An MD simulation of 10 x 106 atoms may produce over 500 × 10» bytes of output data
(coordinates and velocities of constituent atoms) at every computational step [56]. In one
million timesteps, the total amount of data can exceed 5 x 1014 bytes (500 terabytes) [56]. This
enormous amount of data is quite useless in such a raw form, therefore dumping atom positions
at every simulation step is unusual. Processing and reduction of the raw data [56]) are necessary
to make the MD simulation less time consuming [108]. Therefore, in the MD simulations
performed in this investigation, file dumping is performed every 1,000-10,000 computational
steps.
In present simulations, it is also required to find crystalline defects and how atoms are
arranged around them, where atoms away from defects are usually much less interesting [56].
For this purpose, the common neighbor analysis (CNA) [129] is employed to calculate the local
crystalline structure around the constituent atoms [56]. This algorithm is based on nearestneighbor computations that encodes the bond connectivity between a given central atom with
its closest atoms [129, 179]. The cut-off radius parameter 5 !! then classifies atom pairs so that
particles closer to each other than 5 !! are considered to be bonded [56]. Under this framework,
the CNA computation specifies the type of crystalline coordination (BCC, FCC, HCP, or
“unknown”) by using the following cut-off distances [118];
1 √2
5 yzz
• 1v
!! = u
2 2

1
5 `zz
!! = ¦√2 • 1§
2

≈ 0.8536
≈ 1.207

1
4 • 2*
}
5 {z|
Ð
!! = Ï1 •
2
3

,

,

,

(A6.1a)

(A6.1b)
(A6.1c)

where is the lattice constant for BCC and FCC crystals, and are the shortest and longest
lattice constants for HCP crystals respectively, and * = /1.633 . The CNA algorithm
usually classifies the atoms around crystalline defects with “unknown” coordination as the
associated 5 !! does not correspond to any of those from above.

In this investigation, atomistic visualization is performed by means of the Open
Visualization Tool (OVITO) software [179] which enables the representation of single-point
particles (atoms) whose positions are given in the dumped (output) files from the simulations.
The OVITO package contains an extensive list of advanced atomistic analyses such as the CNA
and dislocation analyses (by DXA [180], see Appendix A8). Figures A6.1(a) and A6.1(b)
provide two snapshots obtained from the Ta (001) nanoindentation at 77 K. The visualization
scheme is based on the coloring of the CNA computation (Eqs. (A6.1)) for every atom. In the
case of the BCC simulations, coordinated (BCC) atoms are colored in blue (or are made
invisible Fig. A6.1(a)) and uncoordinated atoms are colored in red. Likewise, Figs. A6.1(c) and
A6.1(d) show a snapshot from the nanoindentation of (001)-oriented Cu. In the FCC
simulations, the pale-blue atoms have the FCC coordination (invisible in Fig. A6.1(c)), the red
atoms are uncoordinated, and the blue atoms have HCP coordination.
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Figure A6.1. Snapshots from the (001) indentations with É = 48 nm at 77 K as visualized in OVITO [179].
(a)-(b): Ta at ÊË ≈ Ø¸ Å, (c)-(d): Cu at ÊË ≈ •Ù Å. The left-hand side figures show the inception of crystalline
defects below the indenters, where coordinated atoms are made invisible. The right-hand side figures
display the computational domains with a (010) cross-sectional cut located at the contact center.
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APPENDIX A7. Dislocation avalanche analysis
A7.1. Assessment of the slip magnitures during avalanching
The emission of dislocation avalanches is detected through the stress drops in the stress
(V)Žstrain (O) curves (Figs. A7.1(a) and A7.1(b)), where a single stress drop, ∆V , is given by
∆V = V
Ž V 89 , see inset to Fig. A7.1(a). When a stress drop ∆V attains at relatively ∆O ≈
0, the accumulated uniaxial plastic strain due to avalanche slip (Fig. 6.1(a)) becomes equal to
to = V 89 [166].
the elastic strain relaxed in the sample as the crystals unloads from V = V
Under the assumption that the uniaxial displacement ∆~ = 7 ∙ 0, where 0 is the Schmid factor
and 7 is the slip size which equals the elastic relaxation of the sample [34, 50], ∆~ is related
with the corresponding stress drop ∆V through [34, 50]
ΔV

∆~
7∙0
=
,
&
&
where & is the sample length, see Fig. 6.1(a). Thus, the avalanche slip size follows
as defined in Eq. (6.2).

= ∆O =

(A7.1)

7=

(A7.2)

ΔV ∙ &
,
0∙

Since avalanche propagation develops over a certain time interval [50], the externally
applied strain rate is assumed to be sufficiently small so as to neglect attainment of any
additional uniaxial strain ∆O (see Fig. A7.1(a)) during the avalanche events, which satisfies the
conditions of slow driving [34, 54]. The effect of the applied strain rate on the onset of specific
plastic responses in present MD simulations are discussed in Appendix A5.2.

A7.2. Avalanche size probability distributions
The probability density function (PDF) describing the slip size distributions,
follows a power-law relation of the form (7) ∝ 1/7 [47, 154], formally
Here,

(7 ) =

1

is the factor that normalizes (7) as ¯
=°

•€•

7ƒ .

•€•

(7)•7 = 1 [107], hence

7 ƒ •7 .

(7 ) ,

(A7.3)
(A7.4)

Note that 7 89 is the minimum slip size that the avalanche events (measured in the stress-strain
curve) carry [166].
The (continuous) function (7) cannot be defined by sets of discrete points (i.e., the
collection of slip sizes) [107]. In this investigation, the use of the empirical distribution function
(EDF) of the “-detected avalanches producing the corresponding slip size 7 in accord with Eq.
(A7.4) enables elucidation of the shape of (7) and the value of exponent R (Eq. (A7.3)). The
EDF of a given slip 7 is defined as [107, 181]
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number of avalanches with slip ≤ 7 1
‚ƒ (7) =
= ±•
“
“
ƒ

where

•Š is the indicator of event ‹ [181].
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.

,

(A7.5a)
(A7.5b)

For a large “ ((“ • 1)/“ → 1), ‚ƒ (7) → (7) [181], where (7) is the (continuous)
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of slip size 7. (7) is correlated with (7) through
[181]
(7 ) = °

•€•

(7)•7 .

(A7.6)

With the use of the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of 7 defined as
[107],
(7 ) = 1 Ž (7 ) = 1 Ž °

•€•

(7)•7 = °

(7)•7 ,

estimations of the critical exponent R become available from the
(7) = • (7)/•7, which leads to (7) ∝ 7 ƒ , where Q = R Ž 1.

(A7.7)

(7) Ž 7 data. Note that

A7.3. Avalanche detection through stress-strain curve analyses
The analysis of the serrated stress-strain curves (Section 6.1) is systematically
performed by an in-house code that extracts (avalanche) slip sizes by means of Eq. (A7.2).
Throughout a given stress-strain curve, the algorithm searches for local maxima that indicates
the onset of an individual avalanche event (Section 6.2). The inset to Fig. A7.1(a) illustrates the
criterion employed to identify local minima and maxima, V 89 and V
respectively, through
the V Ž O curve. In the present simulations, the numerical fluctuations lead to an uncertainty of
ΔV9 8 ó ≈ 10 MPa in the V Ž O curves (inset to Fig. A7.1(a)), which essentially restrict the
detection of avalanche slips to those plastic events characterized by stress drops ΔV > ΔV9 8 ó
(Fig. A7.1(b)). According to Eq. (A7.2), the existence of ΔV9 8 ó in the V Ž O curves from the
simulations limits the magnitude of the minimum measurable slip to 7 89 ≈ 0.03 .
Figure A7.1(b) shows the V Ž O curve obtained in the MD simulation of the Cu [011]
uniaxial test at 400 K (≈ 0.1 m/s, see Appendix A5.2), where the detected avalanche events
characterized by a sharp ΔV are marked in red. The analysis of the EDF (Eq. (A7.5)) of the
measured set of the slip events (Eq. (A7.2)) enables the attainment of the (7) function (Eqs.
(A7.6) and (A7.7)). Figure A7.1(d) tentatively exhibits the attainment of two different powerlaw regimes in the log( (7)) Ž log(7) representation; i.e., (7) ∝ 7 ƒ'.¢ for 7 < 7 ; and
(7) ∝ 7 ƒ!.' for 7 > 7 . It is remarked that the (7) distributions change from power-law to
Gaussian-like functions when avalanche identification is reliable down to events smaller than
the above ΔV9 8 ó [44].
(7
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decreases “ while the number of avalanches with slip ≤ 7 is maintained for all 7 > 7 89 , see
Eq. (A7.5). This implies that the shape of the present (7) functions remains unaffected by
changes in the 7 89 level as illustrated in Fig. A7.2.

A7.4. ( ) distributions from present MD simulations and comparison with
available data

The (7) distributions are determined by assuming that the “-detected avalanches are
sufficient so that ‚ƒ (7) → (7), see Eqs. (A7.5) and (A7.6). Within this context, it is noted that
the analysis of the slip distributions (and exponent Q) obtained in the massive MD simulations
lacks of statistical robustness due to the relatively small number of avalanche events captured
in the stress-strain curves (Fig. 6.5), where 18 < “ < 35. In this regard, the current
computational power restricts the analysis of MD simulations (Section 3.2.3) with smaller strain
rates [120] which would conceivably lead to a larger number of avalanche events within the
same strain range (∆O ≈ 0.03). Nonetheless, the slip distributions obtained in the present
simulations (Figs. 6.7 and 6.9) are supported by the extensive statistical work reported in Refs.
[34, 43, 54, 50] that verifies the attainment power-law behavior over several decades of slip
size [50].
Since visual fitting using log-log representations underestimates the magnitude of
power-law exponents [43], the Q exponents from the (7) Ž 7 data are determined by the
alternative approach described in Ref. [164] which provides better estimations of these
exponents. Moreover, the use of bootstrapping methods enables assessment of the statistical
fluctuation in the power-law exponents [43]. In this sense, it is proven in Ref. [43] that the
estimations of the R„ exponent contains a small error of ü0.02. Equally, it is also reported in
Ref. [50] that exponent Q„ exhibits an estimation error of ü0.03 to ü0.06. Although data sets
with large-exponent power-laws can be equally fitted into exponential or log-normal
distributions [165], it is formally proven elsewhere in Ref. [166] that the large slip size domain
(with 7 > 7 ) in the (7) distributions (Fig. A7.1(c)) systematically exhibits power-law
behavior (Q ≈ 3.0) without exponential cut-off, where Q takes a statistical error from ü0.3 to
ü0.6.

A7.5. Master ( ) distributions from simulations and experiments

The master (7) distributions of Fig. 6.7 and 6.9 are obtained by conveniently referring
the slip data from different V Ž O curves to the same 7 89 level. This can be simply
accomplished by shifting individual distributions along the vertical logarithmic axis as
illustrated in Fig. A7.2 [50]. Notice that this scaling cannot affect the fundamental analysis of
the intermittent responses (i.e., the Q exponents and 7 level) as the minimum measurable slip
is an experimental variable rather than a material-related property. In this context, individual
probability values of slip cannot provide any specific physical meaning as the (7) distributions
can be arbitrarily shifted along the vertical axis depending on the selected 7 89 level.
Four groups of master (7) distributions are drawn in the slip distributions obtained in
FCC crystals, where the above scaling is conveniently applied to the detected avalanches from
experiments [34, 50] and MD simulations. In doing so, the master curves are found to share a
common initial slip domain (Q„ ≈ 0.5 Ž 0.7) marked by a straight line in the (7) Ž 7
logarithmic representations, see Fig. 6.7. The effect of temperature in small Cu micropillars of
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= 2.5 μm [50], (labelled as group 2 in Fig. 6.7) is analyzed by imposing 7 89 ≈ 3 .
Additionally, the slip distributions of group 4 contain dislocation avalanches produced under
severe interactions (marked strain hardening along the [111] orientation [23]) in samples with
diameters ranging from
= 3.5 to
= 10 µm under, where 7 89 is set to ≈ 0.8 (Fig. 6.7).
Further master (7) distributions are obtained with avalanches propagating under weak
interactions (group 3) in soft [100] crystallographic directions [23] with 7 89 ≈ 0.9 . Since the
MD simulations provide a greater slip resolution as compared with the slip sizes obtained in the
experiments (Sections 6.6 and 6.7), the slip distributions from the Al and Cu simulations (group
1) are all determined under 7 89 ≈ 0.1 .

Finally, the slip distributions obtained in Ta BCC crystals are represented in terms of
two master (7) distributions (Fig. 6.9), where the slip resolution is imposed to 7 89 ≈ 1 and
≈ 0.1 for the avalanche events detected in the experiments [50] and the simulations,
respectively.

Figure A7.1. Avalanche analysis using the Ž á curves. (a) The Ž á curve from the Al [011] simulation at
300 K (≈ ¸. • m/s). The inset illustrates the procedure for the detection of an individual avalanche event
characterized by ∆ , where the dotted line (with arbitrary slope s) fixed at ( ¿ÌÍ , á¿ÌÍ ) marks the range
(in pale blue) covering from the local maximum ( ¿ÌÍ , á¿ÌÍ ) to the intersection point ( öŒ , áöŒ ) of the line
with the Ž á curve. Note that ¿Ýñ is necessarily the minimum stress level between ¿ÌÍ and öŒ .
Following this criterion, individual local maxima are systematically detected as a given point leads to
intersection with the Ž á curve so that 4 > 4 ñ½ÝË÷ . (b) The Ž á curve from the Cu [110] simulation at
400 K. (c) The Cu simulation exhibits two different power-law regimes in the ( ) distributions
characterized by • ≈ ¸. ã and ” ≈ Ú. ¸.
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Figure A7.2. Slip distributions obtained in the Al [110] simulation at 300 K (≈ ¸. • m/s) under the assumption
of different levels of slip resolution ¿Ýñ . Note that by changing ¿Ýñ the entire slip distribution shifts in the
vertical axis a constant value of ∆ , where the exponents • and ” as well as the critical slip size ö remain
unaltered by ¿Ýñ .
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APPENDIX A8. Dislocation density computations
In this investigation, the use of the Dislocation Extraction Algorithm (DXA) [180]
(which is implemented in OVITO, see Appendix A6) allows one to convert the dislocation
network detected in the raw data produced by present MD simulations (Fig. A8.1(a)) into a
three-dimensional mesh of discretized dislocation lines (Fig. A8.1(b)). The DXA method
effectively constructs a segment mesh from the uncoordinated (dislocation) atoms, where the
identification of these atoms is performed by the CNA calculations described in Appendix A6.
This algorithm also identifies the Burgers vector for each dislocation segment [180] so
that a direct characterization of the dislocation type (Section 2.1) is additionally available, see
Figs. A8.1(c) and A8.1(d) The application of the DXA with the raw data of atom-point
coordinates implies that the total length of the dislocation segments & 8 ? becomes an
accessible quantity [180]. These computations enable the estimation of the dislocation density,
U, in present simulations, where
U=

&

8 ?

>?

.

(A8.1)

Here, >? is the plastic volume (or the volume of the process zone [148]) in which plasticity
develops, see Fig. A8.2(a). The dislocation density U expresses the number of available
dislocations per crystal unit volume (units in dislocations/mƒ ). It is remarked to mention that,
in the particular case of FCC dislocation networks, DXA computations of & 8 ? overestimate
Eq. (A8.1) by a factor of ≈2 due to the characteristic dislocation splitting where a single full
dislocation dissociates into two partnering Shockley partials (Section 2.2). This is illustrated in
the dislocation segment marked in Fig. A8.1(a) whose length is ≈ ("Shockey 1" length •
"Shockey 2" length)/2, where the corresponding Shockley partials are marked with arrows in
Fig. A8.1(b). In this regard, the analyses of the dislocation densities in FCCs involves
computation of Eq. (A8.1) with a correction factor of 0.5.
In nanocontact plasticity, the analysis of the evolutionary >? becomes a complex task
as crystalline defects emanate from a single point at the nucleation (Fig. A8.2(b)) and expand
inhomogeneously with indenter-tip penetration [119, 122]. Recent investigations [20, 182]
indicate that >? can be estimated in nanoindentation of metals through the relation [182]

2 !
ℎ
5>? Ž πℎ Ä Ž Å,
(A8.2)
3
2 3
where, 5>? ≈
is the plastic radius and is the process-zone size factor [119, 122]. Note in
Eq. (A8.2) that the plastic volume is described as a hemisphere of radius 5>? (cubic term) [20],
where the second term of the right-hand side subtracts the volume of the penetrating indenter,
89 , modeled by a spherical cap of height ℎ assuming ℎ ≈ ℎ . Since the latter term is much
lower than the cubic term, one can get the idea that >? essentially scales with the cube of the
contact radius
[122, 138, 148]. Thus, the plastic volume >? attained in the MD
nanoindentations with cuboidal domains is modeled using the relationship
>?

≈

>?

= 32

!

Ž

89

.

(A8.3)

In the context of the above definition of plastic radius 5>? , Eq. (A8.3) assumes a processzone size factor ≈ 2.5. The rationale underlying Eq. (A8.3) is illustrated in Fig. A8.2(a),
where the process zone continuously develops in the computational domain under a 4 × 4 ×
2 cuboidal volume (Figs. A8.2(b)-(d)). This approach ensures that at maximum tip
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is the simulation-box volume) and that (ii) the top
penetration, (i) >? ≈ 0.75 (where
(indented) surface of the simulation cell is of ≈ 4 × 4 (Fig. A8.2(d)). The inset to Fig.
A8.2(e) indicates that the >? from Eq. (A8.3) matches the relationship for >? elucidated in
experiments and simulations [182]. In the context of Eq. (A8.2)), the proposed >? for the MD
nanoindentations leads to ≈ 2.5, which is also in good agreement with the evolutionary
development of the process zone in both FCC and BCC nanoindentations (as reported elsewhere
in Refs. [119, 122]), where spans from ≈ 2 to ≈ 3.

Figure A8.1. DXA computations in presents MD simulations. (a)-(b): Snapshot from the Cu (001)
indentation with É = ”Ø nm at 77 K. The DXA converts the discrete points of uncoordinated atoms in (a)
(Appendix A6) into the dislocation-segment net in (b). The DXA computation provides a complete analysis
of the dislocation network, where Burgers vectors (yellow arrows) and dislocation-line magnitude for every
single dislocation are available [180]. DXA computations additionally provide the dislocation segment type
as shown in the dislocation networks obtained from the (FCC) Cu [110] tensile test at 650 K (á ≈ ¸. ¸Ú) and
the (BCC) Fe (001) indentation with É = ØÙ nm at 900 K.

Figure A8.3 shows the U Ž ℎ evolutions obtained in the Cu nanoindentations at 77 K
( = 48 nm) using two different approaches for the computation of >? in Eq. (A8.1). The U Ž
ℎ evolutions employing the >? from Eq. (A8.3) are given in Fig. A8.3(a), while the U Ž ℎ
curves in Fig. A8.3(b) are obtained assuming a constant >? = . The evolution of U against
time : can be modeled with simple phenomenological relationships of the class UG = CU Ž DU ,
where UG = •U/•: [183, 184]. The first term (CU) leads to an exponential growth in dislocation
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populations with time, and the negative term (ŽDU ) is associated to annihilation processes
leading to a net reduction in the U levels. C and D account for the fitting parameters of the model
[184]. The associated UG Ž U evolution exhibits a fixed point (UG = 0) at U∗ = C/D which
captures the natural saturation point (U∗ ) of dislocation systems [183, 184], see inset to Fig.
A8.3(a). In this context, it is believed that a reasonable U Ž ℎ evolution in the Cu simulations
attains under the definition for >? given in Eq. (A8.3) as the dislocation populations eventually
exhibit a saturation point with increasing penetration [119], see arrow marked “f.p.” (fixed
point) in Fig. A8.3(a). The inset to this figure shows the UG Ž U evolution for the (001)-oriented
∗
≈ 3 × 10„» m-2. By contrast, the constant- >? approach
indentation, where U saturates at U(''„)
fails in describing such U Ž : evolutions [26] as U levels globally increase with increasing
penetration, see Fig A8.3(b).
In simulations of the tensile test (Section 3.2.3), as a well-distributed dislocation
network is present in the crystal prior deformation (Fig. 3.4(b)), the computation of dislocation
densities by means of Eq. (A8.1) assumes >? as the total volume of the (periodic) simulation
cell.

Figure A8.2. (a) Schematic representation of the geometry defining the plastic volume úÞð (Eq. A8.3) in
present nanoindentations. (b)-(d) Evolution of úÞð in the Ta (001) indentation with É = ØÙ nm at 77 K. (e)
ÊË Ž ¼ and úÞð Ž ¼ curves for the above indentation, where in the latter the dashed lines denote the
increments in ¼ during the pop-in event. See text for further details.
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Figure A8.3. ù Ž ÊË curves from the Cu indentations with É = ØÙ nm (at 77 K). The ù evolutions in (a)
employ the úÞð defined in Eq. (A8.3), while úÞð = ú is assumed in (b).
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